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Preface

Whereas the collection of much of the information presented in this

thesis was undertaken by the author as a member of the Marine Geology

Unit of the British Geological Survey, the author was solely

responsible for the subsequent collation and interpretation of this

and additional data including:

i) Compilation of the Jurassic isopach maps following reinterpretation

of released commercial borehole data.

ii) The lithostratigraphic subdivision of the Late Triassic and

Jurassic succession of the Southern North Sea Basin based upon a

reinterpretation of the downhole geophysical log responses from these

sequences.

iii) The thin section petrology, together with the preparation of all

the mounted heavy mineral residues and the subsequent identification

of the mineral grains.

iv) Logging of the cored boreholes and seabed samples referred to

throughout this thesis, together with their lithostratigraphic

interpretation.

v) Preparation of the geological map of the California Sheet presented

as part of this thesis, based upon the geological interpretation of

shallow seismic Sparker and Airgun data, together with the collation

and interpretation of all the core and sample data available from the

area.

During the logging of the boreholes their macrofaunas, together with

subsamples for micropalaeontological examinatioti, were collected by

the author for subsequent identification by members of the



Palaeontology Unit of the B.G.S. Due acknowledgement for these

identifications is given in the relevant parts of the thesis. The

compilation of the biostratigraphy of the cored sequences was carried

out by the author in consultation with colleagues of the

Palaeontological Unit of the B.Q.S. In particular, collaboration with

Dr. Beris Cox and Dr. Brian Fletcher and Mr. Ian Wilkinson regarding

the biostratigraphy of the cored Kimmeridgian and Speeton Clay

sequences respectively is acknowledged.
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1.1. ]itnjduction

The pdmaiy aim of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive aement

of the geology of the Southern North Sea Basin during the Juraic and

Early Cretaceous. In order to achieve this the integration of a wide

varlety of data has been undertaken, inclnding the interpretation of

shallow seismic profiles, downhole geophysical log correlation and

petrograpbic descriptions of all available core and seabed sam pie

information from the offshore area. A flu m bar of onshore cored borehole

sequences were examined in some detail to est:ablish some contiol points

with which to compare the largely uncored offshore succeions.

For the purpce of this study the Southern North Sea Basin is defined as

comprising that area of the U.K. continental shelf south of the ]ine of

]atitude 550 N i.e. south of the Mid-North Sea High (Figure 1.1) and west of

line of longitude 30 E i.e. west of the Cleaver Bank Ui1ift. The southern

boundary of the basin is marked by the Anglo-Brabant High at about 530 N,

while its effective western margin, at least during the Middle Juraic to

Early Cretaceous, stretched only marginally beyond the present outcrop

limits. In the south-west links with the southern England Basin were

intermitt:ently maintained throughout the Juraic and Early Cretaceous

(Ziegler 1982).

1.2. Methods

Shallow seismic data collectud by the British Geological Survey (BGS)

since 1979 in the U. K. sectiir of the Southern North Sea Basin have proved

particularly useful in determining the present-day structure and outcrop

patterns of the Mesozoic and Tertiary sequences of the offshore area. The

data have been interpreted by myself arid co-workers in the Marine Geology

Research Group of the B.G.S. during preparation of.a series of 1:250,000
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scale geological map sheets covering the whole of the Southern North Sea

Basin. In the pixxucUon of the California Sheet (Loft 1985), for example,

4,230km of shallow seismic data were collected and interpreted along a

series of E-W and N-S traverses with a grid spacing of about 5km (Chapter

9). The seismic equipment used included sparker and airun systems that

proviied data of exceptional quality, aDo wing interpretation of the

structure and geology of the area to depths of up to 800 metres below

seabed. In order to improve the interpretation of this seismic network a

series of seabed sampling surveys and shallow drilling program mes were

undertaken, between 1979 and 1982, in the southern North Sea area.

Seabed sam pies of the bedrock were collected using a variety of

techniques. In thcse areas where seismic interpretation and reconnaiance

sampling proved a thin Quaternary cover, a gravity core system was wiñely

used to penetrate it. The gravity corer is a free-fall sampling device

corn prising hail a ton of lead weights mounted above a 2-k inch diameter

sampling tube or barrel The coring device is released and freefalls from

approxirn ately 10 metres above the sea bottom and depending on the ]ithology

encountered, penetrates up to 300mm into the bedrock. In comparatively soft

lithologies, as for example the Lower Cretaceous Speeton Clay, a more

sophisticated seabed sampler, the vihtocxirer, was used. Using this device,

cores of up to 1 .5m long were obtained. In the harder lithologies, as for

exam pie the Upper Jura.ic Corallian ooliflc lim estones, a 6 metre seabed

rockdrill was used. This device is a remotely controlled rotary coring

system which can obtain goed quality core of 60 m m in diameter and up to 6 m

in length.

Rotary drilling was carried out in those areas where a thick cover of

Quaternary sediments masked the bedrock, and also to obtain a few

sulastantial cored sequences. Standard wireline rotary coring techniques

16



were used al]owing penetration below seabed of up to 200 metres. In

general, however, shorter cored sequences were preferred in order to

maximise the number of drilling sites occupied within the basin. Though

ext:remely weather dependent the drilling proved particularly successful

with several hundreds of metres of gcxxl quality core recovered. The inital

results from these drilling projects have been published by the author in 3

publications (Loft et al 1983; Loft 1985; Loft et al 1985; Cox et al in

prep.) and a more detailed account is given in this thesis.

The focus of my ai±ention in the southern North Sea has been the

California Sheet area (Enclosure 1) largely because much of this area is

swept free of sediment, exposing a Jurassic outcrop more extensive than

that of the adjacent Cleveland Basin. Further eastwards and southwards the

Jurassic and Early Cretaceous successions are buried beneath Upper

Cretaceous (up to 120Dm) and Tertiary-Quaternary (up th 1800m) sediments

(Glennie and Boegner 1 981; Loft 1 983; Loft 1 985).

The present outcrop pattern of pre-Quaternary sediments is presented

in Figure 1.3 and derives directly from the B.G.S. surveys of the area.

Jurassic and Early Cretaceous strata crop out extensively in the offshore

area adjacent to the Cleveland Basin of Yorkshire (beneath a thin, <1

metre, Quaternary cover (Loft 1986) ) and along a north-west to south-east

trending tract - the SdIe Pit Inversion to the south-east. ]1. was largely

by concentrating sampling and drilling efforts on these two areas that much

of the new data on the stratigraphy of the Jurassic and early Cretaceous

successions has been obtained. In the far more extensive areas where a

cover of later Mesozoic and Tertiary strata is present the stratiraphy of

the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous succession has been determined using

released corn m ercial well. data.

Despite the penetration of Jurassic sequences in. up to 150 corn meraial

17



Figure 1. 2 Distribution of released commercial wells penetrating
Jurassic strata (U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea Basin.)
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wells in the Southern North Sea Basin (Figure 1.2), comparatively little

lithcstratigraphic inform ation has been published, largely because the

sediments are non-prospective in terms of hydrocarbon potentiaL In

contrast, the Jurassic clast:ie sequences north of the Mid North Sea -

Rinkobing-Fyn High (Figure 1.1) include some of the largest oil reservoirs

in the North Sea oil province e.g. Brent and Fulmar Fields. As a direct

consequence of this lack of prospectivity, few corn mercial cores were taken

in the post-Triaic succceion. Practieally all the com mercial mattri1

available from the succeion is in the form of rock chiçs or cuttings.

These are chippings of bedrock, generally up to 10 m m a, which are

flushed from the cutting face of the drill-bit to the rig floor, using a

constantly drcu]ating drilling mud system, and suteequently coliecied by

the mud-log analyst from a series of sieve shakers. Caleulations using mud

pump rate, rate of penetration and depth of hole (information which is

constantly monitored by the mud-log analyst) is used to determine the the

time taken to flush the rock cuttings from the bit to ground level and

hence the depths from which the cuttings originate. The major drawback of

the system is the contamination of cuttings by caving from overlying

formations as drilling proceeds. In order to establish a more detailed

lithological succeion, I have re-examined cuttings from a number of

wells. In addition I have examined, for comparative purposes, six cored and

geophysically logged Loreholes from eastern England so that sequences of

unweathered cuttings material from offshore are corn pared with similar fresh

material from onshore cores.

The paucity of co m rn ercial core material is partly offset by the

availability of a comprehensive set of downhole geophysical iogs for each

borehole drilled. A direct comparison of downhole geophysical log responses

with the ]ithological data derived from cuttings, together with an
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appreciation of the onshore lithological sequence enables a reanably

accurate reconstruction of the lithcst:ratigraphy of the offshore area. An

overall appreciation of the regional lithtratigraphy of the basin is

essential. when one considers that much of the early drilling (1 965-70) and

stratigraphic as.se rn ents on the corn ixsite geological logs were undertaken

largely in isolation and comparative secrecy because of company rivalries.

In many instances therefore the original released compte logs show a

simplified stratigraphy which may now be incorrect. It was not until 1974

with the publication of the LG.S. / Oil Industry report setting up a

lithtratLgraphic nomenclature for the Southern North Sea Basin (Rhys

1 974) that a more practical and consistent stratigraphy for the basin was

est:aljtished. The lack of hydrocarbon prospects in the pcst-Thiatc

succeions of the southern North Sea however, ensured fairly scant

attention to that part of the sequence, both in the L G .S. / Oil Industry

report and in many subeequent publications. An attempt to redress this

imbalance is made in this thesis by re-examining many of the older wells

with the specific aim of formulating a more detailed lithostratigraphic

subdivision of the Jurassic and to a lesser extent the Early Cretaceous

successions.

Many recent studies of large basin areas have emphasised the value of

downhoie geophysical log correlation in determining basin stratLgraphy,

parbculady in those areas where sam pie information other than well

cuttings is lacking (see for example Loft et aL 1982). In the Southern

North Sea Basin rn ost of the wel]s drilled by corn m erd.al corn panies have a

comprehensive suite of downhcile geophysical wireline logs. These logs are

run using a range of probes which are lowered down the weU and which on

retrieval record a wide variety of geophysical parameters of the hc6ft

strata. In the southern North Sea area, although the -corn mercial interests
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are largely confined to the sandstone gas reservoirs of the Lower Permi.an

(RotUeqendes) and ria.ic (Bunter Sandstone) sequences, geophysical logs

are also available for the overlying Juraic to Quaternary succeions.

From these suites of logs the Bareha].e Compensated Sonic Log (B.H.C.S.) and

Cam ma Ray Log (G.R.) are widely available and have proved partLcularly

useful in correlating the Juraic sequences acro the Basin.

The BHCS Log effectively measures the travel time, from source to

recorder, of acoustic signals transmitted from the downhole probe. The

travel tim e determined in this way varies as the density of the rock type,

itself a function of litho]ogy, changes. For example the velocity of an

acoustic signal transmil±ed through a bard, dense oolitie Urn estone such as

the Lincolnsbire Limestone (Middle Juraic) or Corallian Limestone (Upper

Jurassic) shows a correspondingly short travel time when compared with the

velocity of the same signal through poorly consolidated porous sandstones

and soft clays, as for example in the Middle Jurassic, Upper Estuarine

Series. Using this tool therefore the downhole log response may be used to

determine the broad rock sequence in terms of well or poorly cemented

sediments. Lainratory determined measurements of, for exam pie, the

velocities of acoustic signals through limestones (20,000 ft/sec),

unconsolidated sandstone (17,000 ft/sec), halite (15,000 ft/sec) and

anhydrite (20,000 ft/sec) (Scblnmberger 1972) give some idea of the

variation encountered in different rock types and show the potential. of the

BROS tool as an aid to determining rock lithology.

In order, however, to improve on this very basic lithological

determination the BHCS log is often widely used in conjunction with the

Cam ma Ray Log. The CR response is a measure of the naturally occurring

radioactivity of different rock types encountered downhole. In effect the

CR tool measures the total potaiu m -thorium -radiri nr-uraniu m content of the
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hct strata by measuring the naturally emitted ga m m a-rays from these

elements. The abundance of these elements varies according to rock-type,

they axe characteristieally high in clay-rich sediments and le

significant in for example limestones or quartzose sandstones. The

onanie-rLch Kim meridge Clays, for example, show a high gam ma ray response

- including the so-cafled 'hot-shales' - while quartzcse sands, limestones

or halites show low responses. When the G R and B H C S logs are interpreted

together it is pus'iUle to make a reasonably accurate aernent of

]ithology, particularly when used in corunction with rock cuttings over

the intervaL There are, however, pital]s. An abundance of potash-felspar,

mica, or an anomalously high heavy mineral concentration e.g. zircon may

preduce enhanced GR responses in a sandst:one. Similarly some sandst:ones may

have an unusual cementation e.g. Rhaetian sandstones within the California

sheet area often have an gypsu m/anhyddte cement which significantly

increases the velocity profile on the BHCS log.

Correlations using the GR and BHCS are, as has been noted, often used

for aements of the lithcftatLgraphy of a basin (see for example Deegan

and Scull 1977). If, to take the whole process one stage further, a cored

borehole sequence is avai]able with a comprehensive suite of downhde logs

the comparison of log response to a particular lithology can be

considerably enhanced. In Figure 4.4 the log responses (G R and B H CS) are

displayed for the Jurassic succeon of selected boreholes in the Southern

North Sea Basin and, by corn paring these log response profiles with logged

and cored Jurassic successions from the East Midlands and south Yorkshire

areas the continuity of many of the lithological units into the offshore

area may be demonstrated.

1.3. Previous work

1.3.1. History of research.
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Our present knowledge of the geology of east:ern England is eenlia]ly

a synthesis of more than 150 years of geological research by many scores of

workers; in contrast our knowledge of the geology of the offshore area of

the Southern North Sea Basin has been aquired over a comparatively short

period. Interest in the geology of the area has been sporadic and prior to

1960 largely limited to academic studies (Collette 1958). However the

discovery of a major gas reservoir in the Early Permi.an (Rotliegendes)

sandstones of the Groningen province (Netherlands) encouraged com merd.al

interest in the offshore area and gave considerable impetus to further

studies of the geology of the Basin. Early geological a.essments of the

basin were initially based upon gravity and magnetic survey data and were

interpreted by direct comparison with the weJi-established geological

succetons of the adjacent West Netherlands and North West German onshore

basins. By 1962 several com merd.al seismic surveys were under way and the

establishment of internationally agreed national boundaries within the

North Sea basin in 1964 promoted further interest in these offshore areas

(Cook 1965).

Academic research in the U. K. sector of the basin at this time was

largely Jim ited to the work of Donovan and his co-workers at HuU

University (Donovan 1963, 1968; Donovan and Dingle 1965), who carried out a

flu m bet- of geological and geophysical traverses within the basin and who

also completed the first extensive geological survey of part of the basin

(1964-66) off the coast of north-east England (Dingle 1971).

G ecilogical information from the offshore area was therefore limited

until the publication of preliminary results from early corn mercial deep

dri]]ing in the Basin (Kent 1967). A considerable range of publications

have appeared since that time notably thce of Rhys (1974), Kent (1975,

1980b), Woed]and (1975), Selley (1977), hung and Hobeon (1981) and
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Ziegler (1982). Much of the emphasis in these publications is naturally

focused on details of the stratigraphy, petrography and petiology of the

gas reservoirs, with only broad aements of the non-prcpecUve

xst-Triaic sequences. The mc6t recent regional geological studies of the

basin have stem med from the systematic survey of the U.K. Shelf by the

British Geological Survey (B G S). The information collected is being

published as a series of 1:250000 Solid Geological map sheets covering the

whole of the U.K. Continental Shelf (e.g. Loft 1985). The Survey began work

in the Southern North Sea Basin in 1979 and shipbDard operations were

largely completed by 1984. The final map series is being produced from the

interpretat:ic)n of many thousands of kilo metres of shallow seismic data

integrated with seabed sample data and including shallow cored borehcile

sequences. The mapa also include data from the many corn rnerd-al wells

released from confidentiality by the Department of Energy, on behalf of the

oil cam panies, from 1975 onwards.

1.4. A structural outline of the uLthern North Sea during the Late

Tric to Early Cretaceous.

The southern North Sea may be divided into a series of major structural

elements each of which had important effects on sedimentation in the basin

during the Mesozoic. These sftucbiral elements, which are first apparent

during the Early Permian (Rotliegendes) phase of sedimentation can be

broadly divided into thcee areas that remained, throughout much of its

early history, as poaitive, stable blocks supplying sediment to the basin

and thcse areas which subsided differentially to receive considerable

thicknees of sediment (Figure 1.1).

1.4.1. East Midlands Shelf

This shelf area extends eastwards from the Pennine High to the Sole Pit
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Trough, and is separated from the lather by the Dowsing Fault Zone, a zone

of coin plex en echek)n faulting along which several phases of movement can

be distinguished (Glennie and Boegner 1981). The shelf is a shallow basinal

area, at present buried beneath a Cretaceous Chalk cover, over which

sutsidonce was sk)w, during the Rhaetian and Jurassic, when compared with

the expanded successions in the adjacent troughs. The Jurassic sequences

over this shelf are stratigraphically the mcd. complete in the Southern

North Sea Basin and reach a maxLmum thickness of c 650m (47/1 8-1, Ukeby

Crc borehole) in the southern part of the shelf area. They thin further

southwards against the Anglo-Brabant High and also thin northwards onto the

Market Weighton High. During the Early Cretaceous this comparative

stability of the East Midlands Shelf was maintained with the depcdtion of

thin (m adm urn of 170 m, 48/1 7-1) littoral and shallow marine sand and clay

successions.

1.4.2. Anglo-Brabant High

This extensive positive area stietching from Belm to East Anglia

formed the southern boundary of the Southern North Sea Basin until the

Early Cretaceous. Many of the pcst-Carboniferous successions within the

basin thin and overstep southwards onto the high (Kent 1947; Donovan et al

1979). Links with the southern England area were maintained intermi1±ntly

around the western margin of the high (Anderton et aLl 979), but it was not

until Albian times that final submergence of the high appears to have taken

place.

Recent interpretations of gravity data from the area suggest that the

stability of the high may be related to the buoyancy effects of granite

intrusions at depth, a factor also considered to be important in

maintaining the stability of the FR arket W eighton and the Mid-North Sea

Highs (Both et al 1978; Doriato and TuUy 1981; Chroston and Sola 1982).
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1.4.3. Market Weighton High

This High is best defined by the thin Juraic sequences (<50m in

Hornsea and North Dalton boreholes) along the northern maign of the East

Midlands Shelf. The stability of the high has been attributed to the

presence of granific maes at depth. Recent interpretations suggest the

high is a southward tilted structure, fault bounded on its northern margin

(the east-west trending Coxwold-GiIUng fault zone). Rbaetian siments

extend over the block, but the Juraic sequences thin and overlap

northwards onto its southern margin (Kent 1 980b). Along the western margins

of the block the Jura.ic sequences at outcrop show some thickening, whilst

eastwards in the offshore area a north-north-west trend to the structure is

suggested by isopach data from released corn mercial wells (Figure 3.1).

Early Cretaceous sirnents are either thin (e.g. Carstone) or atsent over

much of the high but thieken to the east and north.

1.4.4. C]eveJand Basin

This basin occupied a rapidly suliding east-west trough to the north

of the Market W eighton High (Figure 1.1). The present broad anUclinal

structure of the area is a result of gradual inversk)n pcth1y corn mendng

as early as the Bathoni.an, but eentially taking place in Cret. aceous and

mid-Tertiary Umes. Sediment thicknees increase towards the faulted

southern margin of the trough and reach a maxirnum thickness of c.700m

(W ykeha m borehole). Most of the present basin area lies within the confines

of the land area with its offshore extent delimited by the west-north-west

trending Scarborough Dome (Figl.7ire 6.1). 11. appears likely from lLthological

evidence that the Cleveland Basin was, at least during the Jurai.c,

contiguous with the Sole Pit Trough.

1.4.5. Sole Pit Trough

The Sole Pit Trough, like the Cleveland Basin, formed an area which
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during the Juraie subeided more readily than the adjacent East Midlands

Shelf to the west. This trough was first established in the Early Permian

and underwent inversion from mid- Cretaceous times onwards so that at

present the site of this major Juraic depocentre is a broad arch of

folded Tri.atc and Juraic strata lying beneath a thin Quaternary cover.

The isolated remnants of Juraic sediments that remain, occupy a series of

north-north-west trending synclinal structures, while along the Dowsing

Fault Zone at its west:ern margin, extreme thickening of the Juraic

sequence (950 m + in well 48/6-5) is apparent. The structure of the Sdle Pit

area is further complicated by the development, since Middle Triaic times

of major Zechstain salt diapirs and salt withdrawal features which cause

syndepcttional thickening and thinning of the JuraLc sequence.

1.4.6. California 'pillow and trough' area

The area to the east of the Scarberough Dome and lying along the

southern margin of the Mid-North Sea High, is chamctetLsed by an extensive

area of north-west trending anticlinal and synclinal structures generated

by spasm cdic halotectonic movement from Middle Thiassic times onwards. The

Late Triassic and Jurassic successions thin northwards onto the Mid-North

Sea High, but links via the Central Graben with the Northern North Sea

Basin seem likely particularly during the Upper Jurassic. Early Cretaceous

sediments thin northwards onto the high and by Albian times the greater

part of the high was submerged.

1.4.7. Anglo - Dutch Basin.

This basin, lying to the east of the Sole Pit Trough, separates the remnant

Jurassic sequences of the U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea Basin from

the Jurassic succession of the West Netherlands Basin. Connections

undoubtedly existed acrc the area during the Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous, but much of the sequence has been removed during çxst-Jurassie
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inversion of the area. Since Upper Cretaceous Umes the area has undergone

renewed subsidence so that a thick sequence of Late Cretaceous, Tertiary

and Quaternary sediments occupy the basin.
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CHAPTER 2

The stratigraphy of the Late Triassic (Fthaetian) Winterton

Formation in the Southern North Sea Basin.
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The stratigraphy of the Late Trjaic (Rhaetiari) Winterton Formation In the

Southern North Sea Basin.

2.1. intnductJon

The top m cst path of the Triatc succeion in eastern England

comprises a sequence of interbedded marine and brackish-water shales and

thin sandstones known as the Penarth Group (Warrington et al. 1 980). These

sediments mark the transition from the arid red-bed sequences, whieh

dominate much of the Permo-Triic of North West Europe, to the sha]]ow

marine environments of the Jurassic. The precise base of the Jurassic is

defined, using palaeontological criteria, at the first appearance of

am moriites in the succession and therefore the ]owest few metres of

non-am monite bearing marine sha].es are included in the Triassic system

(Cope et aL 1980). The lack of cored material from the offshore part of

the Southern North Sea Basin, however, does not a3lw such a precise

positioning of the base of the Jurassic and the boundary has therefore been

p]aced at a rather kc6ely defined lithologica]. transition at the top of

the Triassic succession (Rhys 1974). These transitional beds axe termed the

Winterton. Formation and were broadly equated with the Rhaeti.an strata of

onshore eastern England (Rhys op. cit.).

A reappraisal of these transitional beds suggests that the sequence may

be usefully divided, on the basis of kg response, into two distinct units

which are widely traceahie throughout the U.K. sector of the basin and
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which show a gradual eastward thickening into the area of the Sole Pit

Though, and considerable local thickening in the rim synclines of the major

salt diapirs within the basin (Figure 2.1).

2.2. Rhaetian st:ratisraphy

2.2.1. Eastern England - Penarth Group (Wardngton et a]. 1980).

The Penarth Group is divided over much of the area into two form atinns, an

upper sequence of green-grey and brown mudstones forming the Li]stock

Formation, and a lower sequence of dark grey sbales with sandstones forming

the Westbury Formation. These beds rest on greenish-grey mans of the Blue

Anchor Formation, a sequence which exbihits the first signs of an

amelioration of the environment prior to the main Rhaetian transgreion

into the basin.

East Midlands (Kent 1953; Gaunt et al. 1979).

Lower Rhaetic Beds (W estbury Formation)

The Westi:xiry Formation comprises a sequence of dark grey to black

ñssi]e sha].es. Foil debris is corn mon, together with occasional thin,

crc-bed.ded sandstone beds. In wells from the East Midlands area the

formation typically shows a high gam ma response, in marked contrast to the

underlying low gam ma response from the mans of the Blue Anchor Formation.

Upper Rhaetic Beds (Lilstock Formation).

The Lilstock Formation comses pale grey and greenish-grey and brown,

silty shales, with occasional sandstone beds. The formation shows a more

mcxlerate, uniform garn ma response than the underlying black sha].es of the

W estbury Formation.

Ciaii Basin (Raymond 1955).

Strata of the Penarth Group are only known from }xxrehale sections in the

Cleveland Basin. The Westbury Formation, which comprises interbedded black

shales and pale grey sandstones rests on pale grey, do]omitLc mudstones of
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the Blue Anchor Form ation. The shales are dch in carbonaceous material and

are often bituminous. Pyritised fcil debris is corn mon. The thin sandstone

beds consist of fine to medium grained quartz, are micaceous and slightly

ca]careous.

The overlying sediments of the LIlstock Formation comise soft, pale

grey to brown mudstones, with a thin basal, silty and sandy micaceous

2.2.2. Southern North Sea Basin - Winterton Formation.

The beds transitional between the Triassic and Jurassic successions of

the offshore area have been penetrated in a ]axe number of wells within

the U. K. sector. However, the only cor material available from the

Winterton Formation was obtained in BGS shallow cared borehole 81/44

(Figure 2.2), which was drifled on the flanks of the Scarborough Dome

c.l9krn east of Filey Bay on the Yorkshire coast (54 020.323'N O°0O.950'W).

The site was chosen because an examination of shallow seismic profiles and

seabed samples had suggested that ThLassic red mudstones were at outcrop at

seabed along the axis of the structure surrounded by dark grey mudstones of

Jurassic (Hettangian) age (Enclosure 1, Figure 1.3 ). Drilling commenced in

a thin Quaternary sequence passing abruptly into greenish-grey, dolomitic

mudstones, overlying c.7rn of dark grey to black fscfle mudstones which in

turn rest abruptly on hard pale greenish-grey dab mitic mudstones. The

drilling was terminated at 17.10 m in dab mitic m udstones. A detailed

examination of the cores suggests the following stratLgraphy for the

sequence.

0 - 3.25m Quaternary

3.25 - 6.26m No recovery

6.26 - 6.46 m. This interval consists of hard greenish-grey m udstones, which

are dolomiti.c with a blocky fracture. The mudstones lack macrofi1s.
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Palynological preparations from this unit yiskled only poor aemh]ages,

but dinoflagellate cysts and other organic-walled microplankton were

present suggest:ing marine influences in the sequence (Dr G. Wanington

pars. corn m. 1983). The lithology suggests that this interval is probably

part of the Lilstock Formation of the Penarth Group.

6.46 - c.1 3.5m. This interval consists predominantly of dark grey to black,

pyrLüc, bituminous mudstones and siltstones, interbedded with paler

sandst:one units. Pyritised foesil debris is very corn mon forming thin sheU

'plasters' on so me bedding planes. The m udstones are fLi].e with a smooth

fracbre and often have thin bituminous bands. The paler sandstone lenses

and bands show a range of sedimentary strucb.ires including low-angle

crc-bedding, convoluted, crenulate and flaser bedding. Biothrbation is

very corn mon with subvertieal Teichichnus burrows and tube-like branching

burrows on some bedding planes. The sandstones are subarkosic packstones,

with grainstone patches. They are very fine to fine grained, often

micaceous with pyrific patches and may form units up to 0.3Dm thick. The

sandstones become more prominent towards the base of the intervaL A number

of thin sections from the sandstones were examined and the results are

presented in Table 2.1. So me of the sandstones show a distinctive

pQ]otopiC gyu m cement.

TABLE 2.1

Thin section paint count data from the Late Triaic saxiistones in

borehole 81/44 (200 grains) %

Depth

(Metres) QM QP KF G C M P A M

	

8.44	 66 1 13	 1 14	 5

	

8.88	 60 1 11	 4 6 5	 13

	

12.80	 68 1 5 23	 1 1 1

	

13.80	 57 3 533	 P P
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QM - quartz (monocrystallifle), QP - quartz (polycrystalline), KF - potash

feiñspar, G - gypsum cement, C - cafconate cement, M - mica, P - pyrLte, A

- anhydrite, M - clay matrix.

These dark organic-rich mudst:ones yielded goxl aemblages of bivalves

and some fish debris. Dr Ivirney-Cook (pets. comm. 1984) comments that the

fauna is characterisdc of the Westbury Form ation and includes the taxa

Eotiapeziu m concentricu rn (Moore), "M oclidkis" scx3buriensis Vaughan,

Rhaetavicula contorta (Portlock) with fish remains Jnc±.iding GyroI6piS

alberLi Agaiz . Palynological preparations from these mudstones were also

diagnosl:ic of a Rhaetian age for the sequence. The mirEpore associations

included Ricciisporites tuberculatus Liindblad 1954, Ovalipolis pseudoalatus

(Thiergart) Schuurman 1976 and RhaetipoUs germ anicus Schultz 1967.

Organic-wa]]ed microplankt:on, including Rhaetogonyaulax rhaettca (Saxjeont)

Loeblich & Loeblich emend. Harland et al. 1975 were also present (Dr G.

Wanington pets. comm. 1983). Further details of the palaeontology of the

borehole are available from the unit files of the Marine Geology Research

Group of the B.G.S. (Keyworth).

13.5 - 17.10 m. T.D. The beds of this interval consist: of pale

greenish-grey, hard, dolomitic mudstones. They show a blocky or

sub-conchaidal fracture and were non-fci1iferous. Their poeLtion beneath

the black shaks and sandstones of the Westbury Formation strongly suggests

they form part of the 'Tea Green Mans' of the Blue Anchor Formation

(ThLton Anhydril-ic Formation of Rhys (1974)).

In the commercial wells close to borehole 81/44 (e.g. 41/24A-1,
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41 /25A-2) the Wintert:on Formation is clely comparable in thickness. The

log responses for the interval, pai±[cularly the G . R. and. B. H. C .S, allow

further correlation between the cored sequence and the uncored wells

further into the basin (Figure 2.3).

The top of the Winterton Formation is marked by a decrease in G.R.

response and increase in B.H.C.S. response representing the widespread

basal limestone unit of the Jurassic, equivalent to the tHydraulie

Limestone' (Kent 1 980b). On the basis of the log responses the formation

may be divided into two units: an upper unit of mudstones with a

corn paratively high ga m ma response, and a lower interval of m udst:ones,

interbedded with thin, pale grey sandstones at the west:ern manin of the

basin, but increasingly dominated by sandstones in the thicker successions

to the east:. The sandstones of this lower unit show a low gam ma response,

with comparatively high ga m ma peaks from the interbedded shales.

The upper unit reaches its maximum development (c.30m) in the southern

part: of quadrants 48 and 49 (Figure 2.3) e.g. wells 48/30-3x, 49/1 6-3,

49/1 7-3. The thickening of the Rhaetian sequence in these wells appears to

be largely related to the strongly developed salt diapirs in this part of

the basin and a similar thickening is seen in the Lower Jurassic

successions in the area. The unit shows a comparatively high, uniform gam ma

response and can be traced over mct of the basin (Figure 2.3).

The lower subdivision of Winterton Formation is mare variable in

thickness. It comprises a series of very fine, silty sandstones interbedded

with thin shales and reaches a maxim urn thickness c. 44 m in well 49/21-2.

This weU was defined as the type well, for the Winterton Formation by Rhys

(1974) and this lower interval was termed the Rhaetic Sandstone Member. Few

of the surrounding wells show such a consistent sand development as that of

the type section. In mt wells the Gam ma profile is more ragged suggesting
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a greater proportion of shaly interbeds in the sequence (Figure 2.3). In

the type section, the base of the Wintert:on Form ation was placed within a

thin mudstone interva]1 with an overall high gam ma response, at the top of

the Thiton Anhydrite Formation. There appears to be no valid reason for

placing the boundary within this unit and it would seem to be of more

practical use to place the formation boundary beneath the lowermost

sandstone unit.

2.3. Comparison with adjacent basins.

2.3.1. West Netheñands Basin (RGD / NAM 1980).

The Late TrLa.tc succeion of the West Netherlands Basin is known as

the Sleen Shale Member. The top of the sequence, as in the U K sector is

defined by the overlying development of a thin but persistent argillaceous

limestone unit at the base of the Jurasac. The Sleen Shale Member consists

predominantly of grey and brown marine shales, but a thin sandstone

interval is locally developed.

2.3.2. Norwegian - Danish Basin (Bertelsen 1978).

The Late Tria.ic succeion of the Norwegian - Danish Basin comprises

the Vinding and Ga.um formations. The Vindirig Formation comprises

claystonesand limestones of Late Ncdan to Rhaetian age, equivalent in

part: therefore to the Blue Anchor Formation of the onshore U.K. and

representing the first effects of the Late Triatc clLmatic amelioration

in the area. This unit is overlain by the Gaum Formation, of Rhaetian to

Het±angian age, which is a sequence of interbedded sandstones and

claystones. Locally the unit may be finely laminated, carbonaceous and

py.ritLc. Occasional coaly hodzons occur. The sequence has been interpreted

as a fluvio-deltaic deposit (Larsen 1966). A tripartite division of the

sequence into a lower interval of coarsening-upward sandstone units of

fluvio - deltaic orLgin, a middle interval 1 which is more clayey and
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cbaracteri.sed by a restricted fauna includ:ing the bLvalve RhaetavLcula

contorts (Portlock) deposited in an anaerobic environment, and an upper

interval of paler grey and brown claystones and sandstones deposited in a

lagoonal setting. The thick, basal sandy developments of the Late Triaic

sequence in the Danish Basin, probably sourced from the Rinkobing-Fyn High,

suggest. a possible medel for the sands developed in the eastern part of

the U.K. sector of the North Sea Basin. It is possible that they represent

deposition in a similar environment adjacent to the Mid-North Sea and

Cleaver Bank Highs. The G R responses for these sandy intervals in the U.K.

sector certainly suggest a series of stacked, coarsening-upward sand units

(Figure 2.3).

The overlying middle interval, in the Danish Basin, with its restricted

madne fauna and dark carbonaceous clays, suggests a similar depcsitional

environment to the W estbury Formation (Penarth Group) and represents the

initial transgression of the sea into the area. Sutsequently a reversion to

lagoonal deposition, shown in the sediments of the uppermost: unit, mirror

the change that occurs in the U.K. in the latest Triassic sediments of the

LIlstock Formation.

2.4. Concljisics

The division of the Winterton Form ation into two mappable units may be

demonstrated in virtually all those wells which have penetrated Rhaetian

strata in the U.K. sector of the North Sea. It is, however, given the lack

of cored material from the area, m ore difficult to precisely tie the two

units recognised into the present lithostratigraphic nomenclature of

Wardngton et al. (1980) for the Penarth Group. When core material is

available, as in B.G.S. borehole 81/44, the offshore succession can be

convincingly correlated with the onshore sequence and the current

nomenclature applied (see above). The considerable thickening of the
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Winterton Form atiDn in the offshore area, however, precindes a precise

correlation with the Penarth Group, but it appears reasonable to aume

that the upper mudstone unit is a likely correlative of the Lflstock

Formation, while the lower interval with its eastward thickening sand units

and shaly interbeds may equate with the Westbury Formation. The thick

sandst:one units developed in the eastern part of the basin may have a

milar ortgin to the Late Triaic sandstones of the Norwegian - Danish

Basin, as localised fluvio - deltaic sequences developed adjacent to the

Cleaver Bank High.
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CHAPTER 3

The distribution and thickness of Jurassic strata in the

U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea Basin.



The distribution and thickness of Juassic strata In the U.K. sector of the

Southern North Sea Basin.

3.1. Intrtxiuction

During the Jurassic the U. K. sector of the southern North Sea formed

part of a Jurassic basin which extended eastwards from eastern Britain into

Germany and the Netherlands; northwards, via the Central Graben into the

Norwegian- Danish Basin and southwards into the Anglo-Paris Basin (Z eigler

1984). Such an extensive basin of deprsition necessarily encompassed a wide

range of depcEitional environments, which are reflected in the

considerable fades variations over the basin particularly during the

Middle and Upper Jurassic. Sutsequent tectonism and erosion, primarily

during the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous divided this basinal area into

a series of isolated basin remnants, which in the North Sea area are now

largely preserved beneath extensive Cretaceous, Tertiary or Quaternary

sequences.

The classic British Jurassic successions of Eastern England at present

therefore, form only the western margin of one such Jurassic basin remnant,

the Southern North Sea Basin, by far the greatest proportion of which lies

offshore beneath the southern North Sea. This basin remnant conveniently

lies wholly within the U.K. sector of the Basin.

The series of maps presented in this paper (Figures 3.1 - 3.6) are

intended to define the limits of this Jurassic basin remnant and to

illustrate the broad relationship of the intensively studied onshore

succeion to the corn paratively poorly known offshore sequence. The maps

presented are primarily derived from a study of the extensive collection of

oil company deep borehole data, released from confidentiality by the

Department of Energy since 1975. In order to improve the accuracy of the

maps, particularly In those areas where Jurassic strata outcrop at seabed,
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geo]ogical and geophysical data from recent surveys conducted by the

British Geo]ngical Survey over the basin were incorporated. 	 ' Despite

the drilling of over 150 corn merd.al wells through the Juraie succeion

of the southern North Sea Basin (Figure 1.2), comparatively little has been

published of the detailed stratigraphy of the sequence. The poor

pmspectivity of the Jurassic, in terms of hydrocarten potential, south of

the Mid-North Sea - Rinkobing-Fyn High (Figure 1.1), has meant that few

cores were cut in the sequence. In 1974 the publication of a joint LG.S. /

Oil industry report (Rhys 1974), setting up a preliminary

lithost:ratigmpbic nomenclature for the Southern North Sea Basin,

established a more practical and consistent stratLgraphy for the Basin but

was limited in its coverage of the Jurassic succession, partly as a

consequence of its lack of prcspectivity, but also because of constraints

on the availability of certain w e.Us at that time. A number of subeequent

publications, notably Kent (1975, 1982), Woodland (1975), SeIl.ey (1977),

Glennie and Boegner (1981) and Brown (1984), have presented further

sum manes of the Jurassic succession of the Basin.

3.2. Distribution

The Jurassic succession of the southern North Sea is mcst completely

preserved beneath a thick cover of Cretaceous strata over the East Midlands

Shelf (Figure 1.1). Over this Shelf area the Cretaceous covet reaches

1 000m in thickness and the lithoetratigraphy of the Jurassic sequence is

known only from deep borehole data. A correlation of downh geophysical

Jogs from these boreholes with cored and geophysically Jogged sequences

in Linccilnsbire (Nettleton Bottom Borehole) and South Yorkshire (Brown Moor

borehole) (Figures 3.8, 3.9) suggests that the Jurassic sequences of these

onshore and offshore areas corn pare quite cicsely in ]ithology (Figure 4.1).
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Juxac strata are known to outcrop in two major areas within the

offshore basin. The mcGt extensive outcrops occur at seabed off the

Yorkshire coast (Figure 1.3) and were ortgina]ly described by DingI.e

(1971). subeequent surveys by the B G S have extended and refined this early

survey work in the area (Loft 1985, 86). The strata at outcrop and proved

by seabed sampling and shallow core c]iHlling range from Rhaetian to

Kim madñgian in age and Uthologica]ly and biostratLgraphiea]ly compare

closely with the succeion onshore in the Cleveland Basin of north east

Yorkshire (e.g. Cox et aL in prep.).

The second extensive outcrop of Jura.ic strata within the offshore

area is along the north-west to south-east trending Sole Pit Inversion

structure (Figure 1.3). Here Juraic strata ranging from Hel±angi.an to

Kim m eridgian in age have been proved at outcrop, usually beneath a thin

Quaternary cover (Crcsby 1984).

The greatest development of Juraic strata (950m^), preserved in the

offshore area, occurs along the present western margin of the Sole Pit

Inversion Structure, and in the rlm-synclines assodated with the major

salt structures corn monly found within the Basin (Figure 3.2). These

Zechstein salt structures began moving in Middle Thiassic times (Brunstrom

and Walmsley 1969) and continued to develop spasmodically throughout the

Jurassic and subeequently until at least Late Pleistocene times. The

subsidence patterns developed by these salt movements appear to have

exerted a considerable influence on sedimentation patterns dui.ng the

Juratc.

The present limits of the Jurac subcrop within the basin are the

results of extensive tectonic inversion and a long period of ercsion

affecting the North Sea basin during the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous.

3.3. Sulivision of the sequence
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The Jurae strata of the soutthern N cifth Sea have been divided into

three major JithctratLgraphic units , the Lower Juraic or Lias Group,

the Middle Jurassic or West Sale Group, and an Upper Jurassic or Hum ber

Group(Rhys 1974). Suhivision cx the sequence has to rely on using a

Co in bination of geophysical log correlation techniques and rock cuttings

descriptions. The Borehole Compensated Sonic Log (BH CS) and Gam ma Ray (GR)

logs have proved particularly valuable in this respect (see Chapters 1 and

4).

The tripartite sutxlivision of the Jurassic succeion in the offshore

area though still valid may be further refined using more recently released

well data and as a result of geological and geophysical surveys carded out

by the BGS. A rexamination of the sequence using this new data in

combination with correlation between recent cored and geophysically logged

breholes from eastern England, has allowed an improved lithctrat±graphy

for the offshore area to be developed and a clearer definition of the

original unit boundaries as suggested by Rhys (1974) (Chapter 4).

The Juraic strata of the Basin rest with apparent conformity on

Rhaetian strata both in the offshore area and over mcst of its onshore

outcrop. Figure 3.1 shows a structure contour map of the base of the

Jurassic, based upon deep seismic data and is morlified from Day

(1981). An examination of the distribution and thickness of these Rhaetian

sediments (Fig. 2.1), which in the offshore area form the Winterton

Formation, suggests that the patterns of differential subeidence which

dominated much of the Basin during the Jurassic were already in operation

by the Late Tdassic. The Winterton Formation as defined by Rhys(1 97,

comprises an uppermcst unit of pale greenish grey , dolomitic blocky

mudstones and a lower unit of black fissile shales with variably developed

sandstone interbeds. The upper two units of the formation are recognisable
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over much of the area (Chapter 2). The top of the Winterton Formation is

well defined by the development of a thin but persistent :limestone unit at

the base of the overlying Li.as Group. The present limits of the Formation

are defined in the offshore area by erosion of the basin margins. There is

therefore no firm evidence for the sutsequent overstep of Rhaetian strata

by Jurassic sediments as occurs on the northern flank of the Anglo-Brabant

M assif (Donovan et aL 1979) and therefore the odginal depositional limits

of the formation, parb.cn1rly aiong the Mid-North Sea High are&remain

difficult to define.

3.4. Li.as Group

The Lias Group in the offshore area is defined by Rhys (op. alt.) as a

unit that is equivalent to the Lias of the onshore area. This rather loose

definition is taken to incinde Hettangian to Early Toardan strata

predominantly in a mudstone and argi]]aceous limestone fades. The base of

the Group, as discussed earlier, is taken at the base of a laterally

persistent limestone unit probably equivalent at least in part to the

Hydraulic Limestones of the eastern England Lower Jurac sequence (Cf.

Kent 1 98U). This basal limestone unit is generally 10 - 15 m. in thickness

and is one of a number of thin but extensive lithological units which can

be recognised, within the Lias Group, from their log responses throughout

the basin. Lithalogical variations within the Li.as Group of the ohore

area are largely restriebed to changes in cartonate and Silt content with

the exception of the Fringham Ironstones which are a very loca]ised

faales development not seen in wells offshore. The most prominent

geophysical marker on the log responses lies at appro'dm ately the level of

the Middle Lias, Mar]stone Rock Bed (Rhys 1974).

In a recent lithcstitlgraphic subdivision of the Lias sequence in

the Cleveland Basin Powell (1984) recognised five broad sutx1ivisions of the
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sequence; a thick lower m udstone and siltstone unit, the Redcar Farm ation,

two thin middle units comprising more regreLve fine grained sandstones

and siitstones, the Staithes Farm ation, and an oolitic sandy ironstone,

the Cleveland Ironstone Formation. Overlying these regreLve units is an

upper mudstone and sfltstone unit of very variable thickness, the Whithy

Mudstone Formation. The topmcst unit recognised in the Cleveland Basin, the

Blea Wyke Sandstone Formation (Knox 1984) is geographically limited in the

extent of its outcrop in the onshore area. There is at present no firm

evidence that this formation extends offshore, but the thick clastic

?Middle Jura.ie successions in the Sole Pit Trough and in the rim

synclinal areas may include a Late Toardan component. These sulxlivisions

which can be recognised both from lithological evidence in cares, at

outcrop and from their log responses, can be recognised over much of the

offshore area in the Lias Group, only the separation of the Staithes and

Cleveland Ironstone Formations presents any problems. Powell (1984) also

em phasises the presence of a number of ].aterafly persistent thinner

lithological units in the Whitby Mudstone Formation and correlations within

the offshore basin suggest that some at least of these units may be traced

offshore e.g. Jet Rock Member. A more detailed lithostratigraphie

suhiivision, in the offshore area, of the Lias Group has been made (Chapter

4) which again emphasises the lateral persistance of lithological units in

the Group.

the offshore area the top of the Lias Group is readily defined by

the abrupt change to the shaThw marine and brackish water sands and

limestones of the Middle Jurassic, West Sole Group. The boundary is a

prominent lithological change reflected both on log responses and in

shallow seismic reflection profiles. The topmcst strata of the Lias Group

(equivalent to the Whitby Mudstone Formation and locally the Blea Wyke
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Formation of Powell (1984) and Knox (1984), show considerable variations in

thickne over the Basin. This is a reflection of the widespread phase of

tec±onism and erosion in pre-Aalenian times (e.g. Hemingway 1974). A single

cored borehole drilled off the north east Yorkshire coast proved Middle

Jura.Lc sideritic mudstones and carbonaceous sandstones (?Saltwick

Formation) resting on Lias strata of Early Toardan age (borehole

81/42,Figure 9.4).

3.5. West Sole Group

The West Sole Group only broadly corresponds to the Middle Juraic as

currently defined (Cope et aL 1980). The Group includes strata ranging

from Aalenian to Caflovian in age (Rhys 1974). The thickness and present

distribution of the Group is presented in Figure 3.4. The base of the Group

is a well defined lithological change in the majority of weBs which

penetrate the junction. However, as pointed out by Rhys (op. cit.) the

Group may include beds which are of Late ToaraLan age i.e. the B].ea Wyke

Sandstone Formation which are lithologically, in cuttings material at

least, difficult to distinguish from the overlying sandstone sequences of

the Middle Jurassic proper.

The consideratil.e fades changes that occur within the Middle and Upper

Jurassic successions of Eastern England from north to south acrc the

basin (Figures 3.7, 4.6) (Kent 1980a) make the definition of the upper

boundary of the Group more difficult. WeBs drilled on the comparatively

stable East Midlands Shelf area (Figure 4.1) can be quite readily

correlated with the onshore sequences of Lincolnshfre and South Yorkshire

using geophysical log responses and the limited core data available. The

sequence shows a gentle eastward thickening of the main lithostratigraphic

sutdivisions e.g. Lincoinshire Limestone Formation and Upper Estuarine

Series. However these units are then less readily defined in the markedly
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thicker Middle Juraic succeions of the Sole Pit Trough which show more

affinity with the Cleveland Basin sequence in terms of thickness and

fades. The present palaeontological definition of the Middle / Upper

Jurac boundary at the base of the Oxiordian (Cope et aL 1980), while

readily applicable in most cored and outcrop sequences with good.

pa]aeontological control, is less suitable for the uncoreci offshore

succession particularly as the boundary lies within a lithologically

uniform sequence, the Oxford Clay Formation. Without, therefore,

considerably more cored material from the offshore area this boundary is

unlikely to be precisely defined. The more useful break in these offshore

sequences is the lithok)gical change, close to the Middle /Upper Jurassic

boundary, represented by the junction between the sandy Kella ways Beds and

the Oxiord Clay. This thin but persistent sandy unit is traceable from the

Dorset to Yorkshire coasts and has been proved in seabed samples (Enclosure

1) from offshore north-east Yorkshire. In addition this unit, which is

traceable without any significant fades change, forms a prominent

geophysical marker on the downhole logs. The top of the Kellaways Rock and

Sand unit is therefore taken, for the purpose of this suite of macs as the

top of the West Sole Group and approximates to the top of the Middle

Jurassic (Chapter 4).

3.6. Humber Group

The Hum ber Group as defined by Rhys (1974) includes three Formations,

a lower shale unit, the OxEord Clay Formation, a middle limestone and

sandstone unit, the Coralli.an Formation and an upper unit of shales, the

Kim m eridge Clay Formation. The present-day distribution and thickness of

the Humber Group is shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6. The base of the Humber

Group, which as discussed above is taken as the top of the Keflaways Rock

and Sand unit, equates with the base of the Group as originally defined by

Rhys (op. cit.). Within the Humber Group, as with the West Sole Group,
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there is considerable fades change from north to south acrc the basin

çEigure 4.6;cf. Kent 1 980b). The Hum ber Group iithologi.ca]ly shows some

affinities with both the Upper Juraic succeion of the Cleveland Basin

(Cox et aL in prep) and of the East Midlands area. The Oxford Clay is for

exam pie poorly deve:loped both in the Cleveland Basin and in the northern

part of the Sole Pit Trough but thickens southwards into the East Midlands

Shelf area. There is in addition, in the Sole Pit Trough and generafly over

the northern part of the U.K. sectora prominent development of spicu]itic

sandsi:one and ocilltic limestones of Oxordian age (Figure 4.9). These beds

were termed by Rhys (op. cit.) the Coral]i.an Formation which equates

largely with the Lower Ca]careou.s Grit, Coralline Oolite and Upper

Ca]careous Grlt Formations of the onshore Cleveland Basin area (Cope et aL

1980). Overlying this formation within the offshore area are thinly

developed Ampthifl Clays and thick sbales of the Kim mei±lge Clay Formation.

The Kim meridge Clay Formation has been extensively sampled in the offshore

area and the sequence is known to correlate well with the onshore outcrops

(Chapter 6; Cox et aL in prep.).

In contrast wells drilled through the Hum ber Group on the East

Midlands Shelf show good correlations with the Upper Juraic sequences

from Lincolnsbfre and South Yorkshire. Over this Shelf area there is an

obvious sulxivision into a lower predominently clay unit largely equivalent

to the Oxford Clay Formation, a middle unit that is more ca]careous and

silty with a prominent log response, equivalent to the West Walton Beds

(which lithostratigraphica]ly therefore should be included in the

Coral]ian Formation ) and an upper clay unit, the Kim me.ridge Clay Formation

representing the Am pthiU and Kim m eridge Clays (Chapter 4).

The Upper Juraic / Cretaceous boundary in eastern England lies within

the Spi]sby Sandstone sequence (Cope et aL 1 9&0). This boundary, which is
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were termed by Rhys (op. cit.) the Coral]i.an Formation which equates

largely with the Lower Ca]careou.s Grit, Coralline Oolite and Upper

Ca]careous Grlt Formations of the onshore Cleveland Basin area (Cope et aL

1980). Overlying this formation within the offshore area are thinly

developed Ampthifl Clays and thick sbales of the Kim mei±lge Clay Formation.

The Kim meridge Clay Formation has been extensively sampled in the offshore

area and the sequence is known to correlate well with the onshore outcrops

(Chapter 6; Cox et aL in prep.).

In contrast wells drilled through the Hum ber Group on the East

Midlands Shelf show good correlations with the Upper Juraic sequences

from Lincolnsbfre and South Yorkshire. Over this Shelf area there is an

obvious sulxivision into a lower predominently clay unit largely equivalent

to the Oxford Clay Formation, a middle unit that is more ca]careous and

silty with a prominent log response, equivalent to the West Walton Beds

(which lithostratigraphica]ly therefore should be included in the

Coral]ian Formation ) and an upper clay unit, the Kim me.ridge Clay Formation

representing the Am pthiU and Kim m eridge Clays (Chapter 4).

The Upper Juraic / Cretaceous boundary in eastern England lies within

the Spi]sby Sandstone sequence (Cope et aL 1 9&0). This boundary, which is
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dened largely on palaeontalogical criteria, is not recognisable offshore

bacause of the lack of cored material. For the purpcse of this series of

maps therefore the top of the Juraic succeic)n i.e. top of the Hum ber

Group, is taken as the top of the argillaceous Kim meridge Clay formation.

Over the East Midlands Shelf this boundary is coincident with th Kim merkige

Clay / Sxilsby Sandstone junction and lithological change, while off the

Yorkshire coast this boundary, because of the atsence of any sandy

developments, is represented by the Kim meridge Clay / Speeton Clay

junction. The lal±er though not a marked Utho]ogical change is still

recognisable on log responses in the few wells that have been drilled

through the junction. On shallow seismic profiles this junction is often

seen as a low angled unconformity (Chapter 9). The Juraic /Cretaceous

boundary has been cored in a single B GS borehole 81/43 and details of the

stratLgraphy of the sequence are included in Chapter 7 and Loft et a]. (in

press).

3.7. Conclnsions

The Jurac succession of the U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea

Basin is an ercEional remnant of a much more extensive Jurassic

detional basin. The Jurassic sediments preserved in the offshore area

may be many tLmes thicker than the sequences known from onshore in eastern

England. The maximum preserved thickness so far proved in the U.K. sector

is c.950m, this compares with>2000rn in the West Netherlands Basin, c.1200m

in the Norwegian - Danish Basin, > 1400 m in the Central Graben and c.1 000 m

in the Viking Graben (Figure 3.1 0). it is worth noting that in the U.K.

sector much of the corn m e.rcial drilling has been restricted to more pcsitLve

structural features and it is therefore probable that the thickest Jurassic

successions have yet to be drilled.
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CHAPTER 4

The lithostratigraphy of Jurassic sediments in the

U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea Basin,
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The lithctratigray of Jurassic sediments in the U.K. sector off the

Southern North Sea Basin.

4.1. Introduction

The Jurassic sediments of the U.K sector of the Southern North Sea Basin

have only previously been described in very broad terms (Kent 1967, 1 980a &

b). The first Jithostratigraphical subdivision of the JurassLc sequence was

puNished by Rhys (1974). Each lithcstratigraphic unit described was

defined using a combination of rock cuttings and wireline geophysical log

inform adon. This lithcetrati.graphic scheme for the Jurassic was

necessarily broad because of limitations on both the release of weU data

and because of a general ]ack of interest in the non-prcpec±Lve Jurassic

sequence south of the Mid-North Sea - Ringkobing-Fyn high.

The purpce of this paper is threefold. Firstly to prov:ide an uçx1ate on

the 1974 ]ithctratigmphic scheme, based upon the subeequent release of

more recent wells. Secondly to more fully describe the Jurassic succession

of the U.K. sector by an integration of the corn mercial data with shallow

core and sample data collected by the BGS within the basin. ThirdLy to

relate the Jurassic sequences to adjacent basins.

4.2. Lias Group- Lower Jurassic

The Lower Jurassic sediments of the Southern North Sea Basin

predominantly cornise a sequence of marine shales and argillaceous

limestones disconform ably overlying the thin, taisressive, brackish and
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marginal marine shales and sandst:ones of the Late Triassic Wintei±on

Formation. These Lower Juraic sediments range from Hettangian to Early

Toarcian in age and can ba divided, on the basis of their geophysical log

charac±er, into six lithostratigraphie units (LJ1-1J6) which can be widely

traced between corn mercia]. wells drilled in the basin. The boundary of each

unit is defined by a sharp change in ]ithology and consequently in log

response. The Garn ma Ray and Borehole Compensated Sonic Logs were used

because of their widespread availability over the basin.

Thickne variations within the Lias Group in the ofshore area are

considerable (Chapter 3). The greatest thicknees so far proved in the U.K.

sector was found in WeU 49/1 6-5 (Conoco) where 744rn of Lower Juraic

mudstones and argillaceous limestones were proved. A similar thickness has

been proved in wells drilled in the West Sole Gasaeld area (e.g. 48/6-5

B. P.) where 709 m of Lower Jurassic sediments were penetrated. These

thickness variations are a reflection of differential sutsidence patterns

within the basin which result from reacti..vation of strucbral linearnents

established in Permian tim es (Chapter 1).

4.2.1. Unit LI 1	 Unit Ui is the basal unit of the Lower Juraic

sequence. The unit comprises a sequence of hard, argillaceous limestones

which imediately overly the low velocity shales of the upper part of the

underlying Winterton Formation. The geophysical log profile is tyca]ly a

low gam ma ray response together with a high velocity , spiky sonic

response. The unit can be traced onshore into the East Midlands area where

it is known as the 'Hydraulic Lim estones' and there consists of a sequence

of alternating shales and sheUy argillaceous limestones of Early

Heftangian age (Kent 1 980b). The unit represents the establishment of fuUy

marine conditions within the basin following the Late Triassic (Rhaetian)

transressbn.
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Figure 4.1 Lithostratigraphy of the Lower Jurassic.
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4.2.2. Unit U 2

This unit is defined by an increase in the gam ma ray response from the

undedying unit and a corresponding decrease in the sonic velocity. The

unit corn pdses thin argi]]ceous Umestones interbedded with shales.

4.2.3. Unit L1J 3

There is an abrupt increase in the propDrdon of limestone beds in this

unit and this is reected in the spiky character of the sonic velocity

profile. The background gamma reponse is not significantly different from

that of the underlying unit U 2. Unit U 3 is likely to equate with the

widely mapped interval of ca]eareous beds known from onshore outcroçs as

the "Calcareous Sba]2s". Within the unit a number of minor cycles can be

clisbnginshed showing a transition upwards from carbonate poor to carbonate

dcth horizons. Over the East Midlands Shelf these minor cycles may range up

to 30 m in thickness and are of consiezable areal extent.

4.2.4. Unit U 4

UnitLJ4ischaracterisedbyacomparativelyhighgammaray/low

sonic response with medial low gam ma / high sonic, carbonate rich intervaL

The lower boundary of the unit is marked by an abrupt change to the

limestone rich interval of unit U 3, with its consequent high sonic

velocLty profile.

4.2.5. Unit U 5

Unit U 5 is of particu:Iar interest as it cOntains two important marker

horizons of the Lower Jurassic . In the upper part, the unit shows a high

sonic velocity / low ga m ma interva]1 which an examination of cuttings

material shows to consist of loca]ly oolitLc, ferruginous or sandy beds

which are likely to equate with the Maristone Rock Bed (in Lincoinshire)

and the Cleveland Ironstone and Staithes Formations (in the Cleveland

Basin) of Late Pliensbachian age (Powell 1984; Chapter 3). This interval is
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wiriely recognisable within the U.K.sector of the basin and a correlation

iith a sLmi].ar regreive late Pliensbachian sequence recognised in the

Dutch Sector (West Netherlands Basin) seem likely (NAM / RGD 1980).

In the ]ower part of unit U 5 a second high velocity / low gam ma

interval xibly represents, from correlation with the East Midlands area,

the equivalent of the Pecten ]Ionstone (Early Pliensbachian ). The unit U

5 therefore, shows a distinctLve 'waisted' ga m ma I sonic profile over much

of the basin and which is particularly well developed in the East Midlands

Shelf sequences (Figure 4.2).

4.2.6. Unit U 6

This unit is of variable thickness acm the U.K. sector, largely as a

consequence of a phase of pre-Aalenian tectonics and ercion over the

basin. The unit shows a characteristic decrease in sonic velocity when

corn pared with the underlying unit, though a thin high velocity sonic spike

probably equivalent to the organic nich Jet Rock Member (Powell 1984)

occurs just above the base of the unit. The unit is largely composed of

cakareous shales which are equivalent to the Whitby Mudstone Formation of

Powell (1984) and are of probable Early Toarcian age. It is not yet

pcxsitile using either log responses or cuttings mate.dal to distinguish

Late Toarcian sediments of the Blea Wyke Formation (Knox 1984) in the

U. K .sector.

4.3. Lower Juaie sediments In adjacent basins.

4.3.1. West Nettherlands Basin (Heybroek 1975; NAM / RGD 1980)

Lower Juratc sediments in the West Netherlands Basin are cksely

comparable in lithology to those of the U.K. sector. The Lower JuraLc

sediments form part of the Altena Group (Rhaetian to Oxfordian), and are

divined into a lower Aa]birg Shale Formation (Het±angian to PlLensbachian)

and an upper Werkea1am Shale Formation (Toarcian to Bajocian). The junction
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between the two formations is marked by the development of the hituminous

Posidorria Shale Member of the Werkendam Shale Formation (equivalent in part

to the Jet Rock Member, Unit U 6). This marine shale succession ranges

from Hettangian to Bajociari in age. A probable correlative of the MarIst:one

Rock Bed is recognised with the development of a sandy, oolitic sequence at

the top of the Aalburg Shale Form ation.

4.3.2. Norwegian - Danish Basin (Michelson 1978, 1 982; VoUset and Dare'

1984)

Lower Jurassic strata are largely preserved in localised troughs within

the basin and are known as the jrrits1v Formation. The formation

typically comprises dark grey, marine, caleareous shales and argillaceous

Urn estones and ranges in age from Hei±angian to Early Pliensbachian in the

Danish Central Graben. More complete sequences are likely in the rim

synclines asodated with Zechstein s&± diapfrs but, as yet have not leen

drilled. In the main Norwegian / Danish Basin more complete Lower Jurassic

marine shale sequences are present ranging from H ettangi.an to Toarcian in

age.

4.3.3. Central and Northern North Sea (Deegan and Scull 1975; Brooks and

Chesher 1 975).

Lower Jurassic strata are largely alent from the Central Graben area,

much of the sequence probably having been removed by erosion following the

volcanic up-doming of the area during the Middle Jurassic (Eynon 1981).

Further north in the Viking Graben the sequence has been divided into a

lower arenaceous succession the StatEjord Unit (Rhaetian - Sinemurian) and

an upper marine argillaceous sequence ,the Dunlin Unit (HeI±angian to Early

BajocLan). Links with the Southern North Sea Basin were probably maintained

to the east of the Mid-North Sea High, via the Central Graben completing an

extensive Lower Jurassic basinal area probably marking the greatest extent
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of the JuraLc seas over the North- West European craton (Z eigler 1 982).

4.4. West Sole Group- Middle Juraie

The Middle Jura.ic (Aalenian to CaUovi.an) siments of the Southern

North Sea Basin comprise a series of intexbedded marine and brackish water

shales, sandstones and limestones which reflect the constantly oscillating

nature of the shcireJine as shaflow shelf seas fransjressed and regressed

acrces the basin. As a result of these eustatic seaaevel movements (Hal].am

1978) a distinct cyclic nature to the seimentary fades in the area is

apparent. The current stratigraphy of the Middle Jurassic successions of

eastern England is sum marised in Figure 4.6 and is largely based on Cope et

aL (1980). In the a1ence of many goal cored sequences from the Middle

Jurassic of the offshore area geophysical log correlations to determine the

lithostratigraphy of the sequence are particularly important. On the basis

of log responses and cuttings information from corn merd.a]. wells drifled in

the area it is apparent that there is a distinct division into those wells

dri]]ed on the East Midlands Shelf area, which are of a similar thickness

to and correlate lithostratigraphically with cored boreholes drilled

onshore in Lincolnshire and south Yorkshire (Figure 4.5), and wells drilled

further east and northwards in which the successions are considerably

expanded and show more affinities with the Cleveland Basin Middle Jurassic

sequence (Figure 4.7). In the existing lithcdxati.graphic suhivision of

the Jurassic by Rhys (1974) no real at±empt was made to suh3ivide the

Middle Juraic, although it was noted that it was possthle in some weBs

to recognise Lincolnshfre Limestone and Cornhrash type lLthologies. From an

examination of all. the wells drifled through the Middle Jurassic of the

Southern North Sea Basin it is apparent that the type well selected for the

Middle Jurassic by Rhys (1974), 47/1 5-2, lies in an area transitional in

fades between the East Midlands successions, dominated by interbedded
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marine oolitic ]imestones and ca1eareous sandstone units (e.g. 47/1 3-1,

47/1 5-2, Figure 4.4) and the thicker sandstone dominated succeions of the

Sole Pit Trough and rim synclinal areas of the offshore basin. IL seems

likely that those areas of comparatively rapid sutsidence e.g. rim

synclines and the Sole Pit trough acted as sumps which trapped much of the

sediment derived from the Pennine - Mid North Sea High, therefore

preventing the general inundation of the East Midlands Shelf area by

detrital sediments (Figure 4.7). Correlation between the wei]s drilled in

the offshore area of the East Midlands Shelf and the cored and

geophysicaLy logged borehciles of Nettleton Bottom and Brown Moor in

Lincainshire and south Yorkshire respectively, allow suh9ivision of the

sequence into two primary units (MJ 1 and MJ 2). The log responses of both

these units are characterised by an upward decrease in gam ma response and

increase in sonic velocity reflecting a cyclic upward transition from muddy

sandstones to cleaner calcareous, cemented sands and lim estones. The lower

of these two lithostiatigraphic units, MJ 1, comprises by reference to the

Nettleton Bottom Borehole (Figure 3.8), the Narthamton Sand, Grantham and

Lincolnshfre Limestone Formations, the latter, which comses hard oolitic

limestones, giving the distinctive low gam ma / high velocity response that

marks the top of the unit. The upper Uthostratigraphi-c unit, MJ 2,

comprises the clays and sandstones of the Upper Estuarine Series and

Blisworth Clay capped by the sandstones of the Kellaways Beds (Figure 4.4).

In the East. Midlands area there is known to be a regional disconformity

beneath the Upper Estuarine Series and it is thought that a goed part of

the Bajoclan and early Bathonian sequence is missing. IL seems likely,

therefore, that the thick Middle JuraLc succeion of the Sole Pit Trough

is a more complete Bajocian / Bathonian sequence than that known in the
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East: Midlands.

4.4.1. Unit MJ 1

The base of unit MJ 1 is charac±erised by a marked decrease in gam ma

ray response and increase in sonie velocity when compared with the

underlying Lower Juratc mudstones. ] the Nel±leton Bottom borehole

(Fiiure 3.8) the ]owermct beds of the unit consist of the marginal marine

femiginous sands and ironstones of the Northampton Sand Formation overlain

by the brackish water clays and sands of the Grantham Formation. Abuve this

sequence lies the limestone dominated succeion of the Lincoinshire

Limestone Formation. Cuttings material shows that the oolittc limestone

fades of the formation extend some way offshore (Fig.4.7) but are

gradually reIaced eastwards by sandstone and shale dominated sequences. In

the offshore area log responses suggest that this unit is probably

equivalent to the Lincolnshire Limestone Formation; the Northampton Sand

and Grantha m Formations being only localised fades developments that do

not extend far into the offshore area e.g. 47/1 3-i, 47/29A-1. The unit

shows a sharp top on the log responses.

A single cored lxrehole has been drilled into sediments of this unit.

Borehole 82/22 (53016.967'N 01 042.323'E) cored c.6m of Jurac sediments

beneath 44m of Quaternary. Recovery in the borehole was fragmentary. The

lithologias encountered range from pale grey, hard s andy limestone to

olive-green, muddy siltstones with thin sandstone stdngexs and lenses.

?Teiehiehnus burrows com monly occur in the siltstone unit. The basal metre

of the core is an olive-grey, calcareous m udstone, with thin buff-coloured

limestone nodules or clasts.

Palynological preparations from the sequence yielded good palynomorph

aemblages which include the dinoflageflate cysts Nannoceratois ambonis

Drugg 1978, Nannocexatois ambonis and Wa1]rx3inium elongatum (Beju 1971)
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Duxbury 1980, together with weU-preserved Middle Juratc spore / pollen

flora. These forms suggest an Early Bajocian age for the sequence i.e.

equivalent to the Lincolnshire Limestone Formation (J. 13. Riding pets comm.

1982).

4.4.2. Unit MJ 2

This unit again shows an upward decrease in the gam ma response and

increase in sonic velodty , and by comparison with the Nei±leton Bottom

sequence comprises clays and sands of the Upper EstuarLne Series and

B]iswoi±h Clay capped by the better cemented units of the Kellaways Beds.

This latter unit is traceable eastwards aarc the Shelf area and into the

Sole Pit Trough area (Figure 4.4).

A single cored borehole has been drifled into sediments of unit MJ 2.

The borehole 81/48 (53 048.105'N, 01 0 01.365'E) was sited aJong the western

margin of the Sole Pit Inversion structure. The borehole cored 17.45 m of

Quaternary sediments before penetrating bard, grey bioclastic ]imestones

(1 .55m) overlying greenish-grey, yellow and purple mottled waxy clays

(7.06m). These clays pa down gradationally into greenish-grey laminated

siltstones and fine grained, carbonaceous sandstones. The basal 0.5 m of

the sequence comprises intexbedded green-grey mudstones and fine,

carbonaceous sandstones (Figure 4.1 0).

The clastic sediments cored in this lower section of the borehole

(17.84 - 28.52 m T. D.) corn prise a fining upward cycle of sedimentation which

is closely comparable with sequences described from the Upper Estuarine

Series and Blisworth Clay of the East Midlands (Bradshaw and Penney 1981).

The upward transition from carbonaceous sands, through laminated si]tstones

into greenish-grey mottled clays, is tycal of the rhythmic,

brackish-water cycles of sedimentation which characterises the Bathonian

sequence south of the Market W eighton High. In th borehole the cycle is
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c.8 m in thickness with an abrupt eixive base. The :lowest 0.5 m of sediments

probably represent the topmost part of the preceeding cycle. No

macrofUs were found in the sequence. Palynological preparations were

largely barren, yielding only non-diagnostic miospores and plant debris

suggesting a terrestilal or freshwater regime (J. Riding pets comm. 1983).

The top of this clastic cycle is marked by an abrupt change to bard,

grey limestone. This thin limestone unit (1.55 m) shows a tripartite
b

sdivision into an upper unit of bard crystalline limestone (1 7.45

-17.84m), a middle unit of soft, grey, silty mudstone (17.84 - 18.27m) and

a lower unit of hard, grey, silty limestone (18.27 - 18.96m).

The upper limestone unit contains abundant corn minuted shell fragments,

including bivalves and ecbincxlerm debris. Bioturbation is evident

throughout with subvertical and horizontal burrows. The base of unit is

very pyrific and forms a sharp junction with the underlying mudstone. The

few identifiable bivalves include Entoliurn cornealiim (Young & Bird),

Pseudolim ea cf. duplicata (J. de C. Sowerby), ostxeid and irigoniid

fragments (Dr. Ivim ey-Cook pets corn m. 1983). The unit yielded an abundant

microfauna of foraminifera and ostracoda.

In thin sections the rock is a packstone i.e. grain supported with an

interstitial micritic matrix. Angular quartz grains of very fine sand grade

occur throughout. Foraminifera are also corn monly seen in the sections and

the bioclastic debris has frequently undergone recrystal]isation to sparry

calcite, while retaining its original grain shape.

The middle unit comprises a sequence of grey, silty mudstones with

small phosphatised patches or clasts. The mudstone becomes slightly harder

and more limy towards the base. Pyritised foraminifera, siderite, quartz

grains and carbonaceous debris occur in the unit. A poor m acrofauna which

included Pinna sp., Plagiostoma and Pseudolimea cf. duplicata was recovered
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from the unit (Dr. Ivim ey-Cook pars corn m. 1983). Caleareous mierofauna were

more abundant in this middle unit.

The basal unit comprises a hard, grey, silty binclastie limestone.

Bioturbation is corn mon. The :Iimestone becomes sandy towards the base. Only

a few identifiable }valve fragments were recovered from the unit, these

incinde Entolium?, M eleagdnefla?, Pleuro m ya? and Pseudcilirn ea (Dr.

Ivim ey-Cook pers corn rn. 1983). An abundant cakareous mierofauria was again

obtained from the sequence.

In thin sections this lower limestone unit has more abundant

subangular to angular quartz grains than the upper limestone unit. The rock

is bioclastie limestone with a packstone texture. Reci:ystallized sparry,

sheil and foraminifera]. debris is corn mon, set in a sandy, mieritie, maftix.

All the taxa identified from the three sulxlivisions have long ranges

in the Juraic and do not therefore allow precise dating of the sequence.

The fauna]. aodation and frag m enta]. limestone lithology, overlying

sediments of brackish-water 'estuamne' type fades is typical of the

Cornbrash. The caleareous microfauna present suggests a Ca]]ovian age for

the sequence (L P. WflJdnn pers 1co m m. 1983).

The sequence described above suggests that during the Bathorrian,

sediments of brackish-water fades extend eastwards acrt the East

Midlands Shelf into the Sole Pit Trough. 	 seems likely therefore that

much of the expanded West. Sole Group succeion in the Trough is of

Bathoni.an age. Correlation of the sequence northwards into the Cleveland

Basin is limited because only thin Bathonian sediments (?part of the Scalby

Formation) are known to occur. Recent palynological work has in fact

suggested that much if not all of the Scalby Form ation is of Bajocian age

and that Bathonian strata were not depceited in the Cleveland Basin

(Wool]am and Riding 1983). The northern limit of the Bathonian basin of
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detxition, in the Southern North Sea Basin, probably lay close to the

northern edge of the Sole Pit Lough and to the south east of the

Scarborough Dome.

4.5. Middle Juraie sediments in adjacent basins.

4.5.1. West Nethedands Basin (NAM / RGD 1980)

The Middle Jura.is sequences of this basin are preserved only as

isolated enxled remnants. They form part of the Brabant Formation and

consist of a cyclic sequence of sandy Umestones, mans and shales

deptted in a shallow marine environment, and ]i conformably on the Upper

Werkendam Shale which ranges up into the Bajocian. Detailed

cbronostratLgraphic subdivision of the sequence has not yet been achieved,

but the form ation has been divide into several Jithostratigraphie units

ranging from Bajocian to Oxfordian in age. On ]ithalogLcal grounds it would

seem likely that these Urn estones are possible correlatLves of the

Lincolnshire Limestone Form atinn but available data suggests they are

Bathonian in age. One of the units, however,the Upper Brabant Limestone,

has a high sand content and is of Callovian age and seems a likely

equivalent of the Kellaways Beds.

4.5.2. Norwegian - Danish Basin. (Michelson 1978, 1 982; Vciflset and Dar'

1984)

The Middle JurassLc succeions of the this basin are prlmanily deltaic

sandstone and shale sequences. A recent revision of the nomenclature of the

sequence has intrcx3.uced a range of local Norwegian terms for the units

recognised in the basin (Vollset and Dor ' 1984). The Middle Juraie

succeion now comprises part of the Vestland Group formerly the Haldager

Formation. The sequence reaches 207 m in thickness and corn prises a

repetitive succession of sandstones , si]stones and shaies, with abundant

carbonized plant remains and thin coals. Five formations have been
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established within the Group but their exact strati.graphic relationship

from area to area are stiji unclear. Increasingly marine conditions are

evident in the sediments from the top of the formation, the Sandnes

Formation, which ranges up into the Oxifordian.

4.5.3. Central Graben and Northern North Sea (Deegan and ScuU 1975; Brooks

and Chesher 1975)

Deltaic sandstones again dominate the Middle JuraLc sequences north

of the Mid-North Sea High and comprise the Brent Unit and lower part of the

Heather Formation. The Brent Unit comprises sandstones, conglorneratic in

part, with sha].es and thin coa:Is corn mon. The overlying sha].es of the

Heather Formation (Humber Group) are marine depcd±s which have yielded

am m onites of Middle Bathonian age (Ca1]o man 1979). Rare basaltic ]avas and

tuffaceous beds, lateral representatives of the volcanic Middle Juraic

Rattray Formation of the Moray Firth area, are interbedded with these

c.lastic sediments in so me areas.

4.6. Humber Group- Upper Juraic

The Upper JuraLc (Oxffordia.n to Kim meridgian) succeinn of the Southern

North Sea Basin compdses a series of marine silty shales, sandstones and

oolitic Urn estones which can be closely correlated with the succeion at

outcrop in eastern England. Sulxivision of the sequence on the basis of its

downhole log character is very much dependent on the recognition of the

marked north to south fades transition that takes place within the Upper

Juraic in toth the onshore and offshore areas (Figure 4.6). The Oxfordian

succeion in particular shows a transition southwards from the Cleveland

Basin, where the sequence comprises a thin mudstone unit (Oxford Clay

Formation) oveñain by moderately thick spicular sandstones and oolitLc and

bi.oclas'de Umestones (Lower Cakareous Grit and CoraThne OoUte
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Formations), into the East Midlands Shelf area where the Oxfordian is

predominantly in a mudstone/si]tst:one fades (Oxford Clay, West Walton Beds

succeion) (figure 4.8). ] the offshore area the corn mercial wells drifled

document this north to south transition uninterrupted by the effects of the

Market Weighton structure. Palaeogeographically the oo]itie shoals and

banks of the Ccxrallian Form ation show a transition south and westwards into

slightly deeper-water muddy siltstones of the West Walton Beds (Figure

4.8). The oolite shoals reappear to the south, fdnging the London platform

e.g. Upware Limestone (Gal]rxLs and Cox 1977; Chapter 6).

During the Kim mei±igian this north / south fades transition is no

longer apparent though the pattern of sedimentation and subaidence

throughout the area still shows quite important subeidence variations with

localised thickening of the Kim meri.dge Clay (Chapter 6). The fades

development is more uniform throughout the basin with tyxLcally, organic

ch mudstone and cementstone lithologies of the Kim meridge Clay extending

throughout the area (Chapter 6; Cox et al. in prep). The stratigraphy of the

Oxfordian - Kim meridgian sequence is sum marised in Figure 4.6.

The Humber Group succeion of the offshore area may be divided into

two primary units (UJ 1 and UJ 2) which can be traced acrc the area.

4.6.1. Unit UJ 1

This lower unit, UJ 1, ranges from a sequence of siltstones and interbedded

mudstones, which by reference to the Nettleton Bottom and Brown Moor

boreholes comprises the Oxford Clay and West Walton Beds (Figures 3.9,

4.4), to the thick sandstones and oalites of the Corallian Formation. Over

the East Midlands Shelf the unit shows a spiky high gam ma profile

decreasing in intensity towards the top of the unit. The sonic profile also

shows a spiky profile with interbedded high velocity limestone beds in the

West Walton type fades. The log profiles of this unit when traced
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eastwards suggest that the lower part of the sequence becomes more muddy

with fewer limestone interbeds. The top part of the unit, however, shows a

high velocity response (Fig 4.4) throughout the Shelf area.

At the eastern margin of the shelf the gradual transition into the

spiculitie sands and oo.litic Iimestones of the Cora]lian Formation occurs.

There is consequently a conesponding decrease in the gam ma ray amplitude

and an increase in the sonic velocity response. It is pothle in this area

and in the Cleveland Basin to sub3ivide the sequence into a lower interval,

with a spiky gam ma / sonic response (Lower Cakareous Grit Farmation) and

an upper interval of oolific ]im estones (CoraThne 0 olite Formation) with a

low gam ma / uniformly high velocity profile. 	 A number of shallow

I:oreholes have been drilled over the CoraThne Oalite Formation outcrop in

the northern part of the basin by the BGS (Enclosure 1), details of the

cores are given in Chapter 6. A single corn m ercial core was 9rill ed by

British Petroleum in the Coral]i.an Formation outcropping near the West Sole

Gaseil (48/6-5; Figure 4.11). The limestone sequence at this site is

c.27m thick of which c.8.5rn were cored. The limestones are buff to pale

grey in colour, hard, oolitic and bioclastic grainstones. The proporUon of

bioclasftie material, which is predominantly highly abraded bivalve debris,

is very variable in the core, some of the larger fragments show coarse,

spany recrystallization. Occasional pisolitic layers are present with

pisoliths to 3m m. Drusy calcite filled veins and open vugs are a corn mon

feature. In the lower part of the care larger bioclastir fragments are

less corn mon. On lithological grounds the sequence may be assigned to the

Coral]ine 0 cilite Formation. The maxim urn thickness of spicu]itic sandstones

and oalitic lim estones so far proved in the offshore area is c.80 m and

c.40m respectively (Figure 4.9; 47/9-2, 47/3-2).

4.6.2. Unit UJ 2
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The upper part: of this sequence, UJ 2, comprises a series of shales and

interbedded Urn estones which include the A m pthfll and Kim m eridge Clays.

Typically the sequence shows a comparatively high ga m ma response with a

snilcy sonic profile. The boundary between these two clay dominated

sequences is not readily identifiable from log responses except in the East

Midlands Shelf successions.

Shallow 1rfl1ing by the BGS suggests that though the A mpthfll Clay may

be only thinly developed in the offshore area adjacent to the Cleveland

Basin, an almc6t: complete Kim meridge Clay succession is present and shows

so me evidence of thickening (Chapter 6; Cox et al. in prep)

Locally the effects of salt tectonics consideratLy disrupt the

depositional pattern during the Jurassic. The sequence of wells drifled in

quadrant 42 (blocks 28, 29 and 30), far example, in the vicinity of a major

salt pierce m ent, show considerable variations in the thickness of their

Jurassic successions (Figures 3.2, 3.4). Well 42/28-1 is representative of

the thick dm synclinal depcsits, whereas well 42/28-2, drilled nearer the

crest: of the salt structure has a much reduced Jurassic succession.

SyndepiIional movement of the Zechstein salt may therefore be shown to

have exerted considerable influence on not only the thickness of the

Jurassic succession in the basin, but also on the facies development.

4.7. Upper Juassic sediments in adjacent basins.

4.7.1 WestNetherlands Basin(NAM / RGD 1980)

Oxfordian oolitie itmestones occur in the Oisterw±jk Limestone Member of

the Brabant Formation and may therefore be equivalent, at least in part to

the the Corallian Formation of the U.K. sector. During the Kim meridgian,

however, the marine organic rich clays seen in the U.K. area and throughout

much of the Northern North Sea in general, are replaced by liçjnitic sands

and clays of the Delflarxl Group; marine day sequences (Fourteens Clay
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PRESENT DAY DISTRII3UTION OF

CORALLINE OOLITE
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Figure 4.9 Isopachs of the Middle Oxfordian oolitjc

limestones in the Southern North Sea Basin.
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Formation) are noticeably suixirthnate over the basin.

4.7.2. Now gian-Danish Basin (Michelson 1978; Vollset and Dora ' 1984)

The Upper Juraie succeions of this basin are dominated by marine

organic-rich mudstone sequences which are believed to be the source i:ocks

for many of the North Sea oilfiekls. The nomenclature of the succeion has

recently been corn prehensively revised (Vollset and Dare 1984). The sequence

was originally referred to the Humber Group, but has now been renamed the

Viking Group. The former subdivisions of the sequence, the Heather and

Kim meriñge Clay formations have been replaced by new local unit names.

Three main organic-rich m udstone formations are now recognised, together

with a number of more ]oca]ised marine sand developments. The group

includes the very high gam ma hot-shale horizons. No odlitic limestone

developments have so far been reported from the basin. The 1nt41ationshIp

of many of these new formations In the basin is still very poorly

understocxl

4.7.2. Central Graben and Northern North Sea (Deegan and Scull 1977)

The Upper Juraic sequences in the areas north and east of the

Mid-North Sea High, in the U.K. sector, comjise the Heather and Kim meridge

Clay Formations of the Humber Group. They consist predominantly of organic

rich marine sbales which range from Oxfordi.an to PorUandian in age. Marked

localised fades variations occur, particulafly in the Cenfral Graben, with

the development of shallow marine sandstones e.g. Piper and Fulmar

Formations along the margins of the grabens, though the exact

chronostrati.graphic relationship of these sequences has not yet been

estab]Jshed.

4.8. Conclusions

The Juraie succeion of the U.K. sector of the Southern North Sea

Basin may be divided into a number of ]ithcstraUgraphie units which can be
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correlated throughout the basin. Corre:lations acrc the basin are made

more difficu]t by marked north to south fad.es changes that occurred during

the Middle and Upper Jurassic. The constant ccU]ation of the shoreline

acr the basin during the Jurai.c is probably partly eustatic and partly

related to tectonic events in adjacent basins. A major consequence of this

is the movement of the fades belts ac	 the basin following the advance

and retreat of the shoreline. The main marine transgreions prompted by

eustaUc sea level rises pushea the shoreline northwards during the

Bajocian, whfle the volcanic up3oming of the Central Graben / Viking Graben

area was perhaps responsible for the apparent southward retreat of the sea

during the Bathonian. By Callovian times the sea reinvaded the northern

parts of the Basin and more extensive links with the Central Graben area

were probably established by Kim m erkigian times.



CHAPTER 5

Heavy mineral studies of the Middle Jurassic sandstones of

Lincoinshire, south Yorkshire and the offshore part of the

Southern North Sea Basin.
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Heavy mineral i3ies of the Middle Juraie sarxlstones of Lincoinshire,

south Yorkshire and the offshore part of the Southern North Sea Basin.

5.1. libuction

Middle Juraesic (Aalenian to Ca]lovian) sandstone sequences have been

drilled in cored boreholes in the Lincainshire and South Yorkshire areas,

Brown Mcor (SE 8126 6203), South Cave (SE 9366 3230), A]andaie (TA 0007

2584) and Nettleton Bottom (TF 1245 9823) (Gaunt 	 aL 1980; Bradshaw and

Penney 1982). Sandstones from these boreholes have sutsequently been

suhsampled for heavy mineral studi.es with three main aims: fhstly,to

determine whether heavy minerals could be usefully used in these sequences

to help define the major B tratigraphie units in a succeion where

biostratigraphic conliol is generally poor secondLy, to determine whether

further light could be shed on the provenance of the sandstones and thirdly

to examine the diagenetic effects, if any, on the heavy mineral aese mblages.

Previous studies of the heavy minerals from these sequences are limited to

work on the Northampton Ironstone (Sketi 1927) and have been complemented

only by brief references to heavy mineral distdbutions e.g. BcsweU

(1924), Arkell (1933), Smithson (1934, 1941, 1942). No comprehensive

systematic description of the heavy mineral aesemblages from the sequence

has therefore been published, and this paper is an attempt to fill part of

this gap in knowledge of the sequence.

5.2. Stratigraphi.c sum mary of the sequence

The MIddI.e Juraesic successions of Lincalnshire and south Yorkshire

comprise a sequence up to 80 metres thick, of intethedded sha1kw marine

and non-rn adne or brackish-water subarkosic and quartzose sandstones

(Appendix 2), clays and oolitic or hioc]astic limetones. Comprehensive
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sum manes of the succek)n have been published, notably by

Sylvester-Bradley and Ford (1968), Swinnerton and Kent (1976) and Kent

(1 980b). Sutxlivision of the sequence is based largely upon

]ithftratLgraphic evidence in the atence of htraUgraphicaJ1y

sgnfflcant macrofaunas, particularly am monites, the latter having only

rarely been collected from the sequence. Recent work has confirmed earlier

suggestions (Bate 1967) of an Aalenian to Bathonian age for the sequence

comprising the Narthamton Sand Formation, Grntham Formation, Lincxilnshire

Limest:one Formation and Upper Estuanine Series / Blisworth Clay (Cope et

aL 198 ; Woo]]am and Riding 1983).

The overlying shallow marine lLmest:ones and sandstones of the Upper

Cornbrash and Kellaways Beds can however be more reliably a.gned to the

Ca]]ovian on the strength of their still rather impoverished macrofaunal

aseemhlages (Kent 1 980b). Only in the victhiity of the Market Weighton High,

where littoral sandy sequences predominate and on]ap onto the the

structure, is the boundary between the Bathonian and Caflovian sequences

rather more difficult to define. The sandstones are predominantly very fine

to fine grained and subarkosic (Appendix 2). The current

lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the sequence is shown in Figure 4.6.

5.3. Pala&geogra*iy

The Middle Jura.ic sandstones of the Linccilnshire - Yorkshire area

were deposited at the western margin of a shallow-water intracratonic basin

which extended eastwards acroes the present North Sea area with probable

connections, subsequently severed during the the Late Jura.Lc / Early

Cre taceous erive phase, into the West Netherlands Basin and Central

Graben. During the Bajocian deposition took ace in marginal marine or

brackish-water environments to the south of the paralic sequences of the

Cleveland Basin and north of the main Juraic sea which covered much of
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southern Britain, and whose eustatic sea-level variations caused the

regreion and transgreion of the depcdtional shoreline acr the sbidy

area (HaIlam 1978). Recent sbidi.es of, for example, dinoflageflate cyst:

aemblages (useful indicators of marine conditions) show that even during

pericxls of non-rn anne sedimentation marine influences were never long

abaent from the area (W oofla m 1980; W oolla m and Riding 1983), particularly

over the East: Midlands Shelf, reflecting the proximity of the more open

marine shelf area to the south-west (Ziegler 1982). During the Bathonian

(Upper Esbuarine Series / B]iswoi±h Clay) depcsition was largely restricted

to the area south of the Cleveland Basin, as recent palynological

investigations suggest that the whole of the Middle Juraic of that basin

is of Aalenian to Bajocian age (Wociflam and Riding 1983).

5.4.Sam pie Preparation

Approximately 30gm s of sam pie were disaggregated using percuLve and

ultra-sonic dispersion technirjues. The heavy mineral grains were then

separated from a single grain-size fraction (63-i 25 microns) using

Bromoform (specific gravity 2.9) following the technique descdbed by

Carver (1971). Acids were not used at any stage in the sample preparation.

The separations thus obtained included both opaque and non-opaque grains.

In the present study only the non-opaque grains are described (Appendix 2).

5.5. Heavy miner1 a.emb1ages

The Middle Juraic sandstones examined yielded non-opaque heavy

mineral aemblages of low diversity. Nine heavy mineral species corn monly

form the major component of these aemhlages in preparations from each of

the lithostratigraphic units examined (figures 5.3 - 5.7) garnet, ziiton,

apatite tourmaline, ruffle, kyanite, staurolite, sphene,

chioritoid. Zircon, tourm aline and rutile are ubiquitous throughout the
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sequence, while the remaining heavy minerals show some important variations

in abundance as discussed below.

A reviw of the stability of heavy minerals in detrital sediments shows

in general a number of factors which may influence the final composition of

the assemblages, these include:-

1) Provenance - variations in source m aterLaL

2) D epositional environment - weathering and early diagenetic changes.

3) Post-depod..tional changes - deep-bi.n 	 late diagenetic effects

(intrastxatal solution).

In order to assess the reladve significance of these factors in the

development of the heavy mineral assemblages of the Middle Jurassic

sandstones examined in this study, each is discussed below.

5.6. Provenance

Despite the constant eustatle fluctuations in sea level during the

Middle Jurassic the bulk of the clastic sediment supplied to the Southern

North Sea Basin is considered to be of local derivation with only a minor

component from more distant sources. The Pennine High in particular, which

is composed of Carboniferous, Permian and Triassic sediments, has yielded

heavy mineral assemblages similar to those found in the Middle Jurassic

assemblages examined in this study (Table 5.1). Of the minerals found in

the Middle Jurassic assemblages from the study area only ch]oritoid (itself

extremely rare in the assemblages), kyanite and staurolite are unlikely to

have been derived from local sources. Kyanite, which is most abundant in

the south Yorkshire sequences at Brown Moor, Alandale and South Cave, has

rarely if ever been described from the pe-Jurassic sequences of the area.

Staurolite grains, despite their apparent abundance in some local

Palaeozoic and Triassie sediments (Burton 1923, Smithson 1931) usually

occurs in those sediments as ragged etched forms (Smithson op cit.). Such a
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grain morphology is unlikely to have withstocxI reworking and abrasion

during transport. It. therefore seems probable that the st:aurulite grains of

the Middle Jura.ic sequences have a more distant provenance and have

suffered post-depcEitional m3ification (see section 5.8).

During the Middle Jura.ie regional palaeogeographie considerations

suggest that source areas which could supply staurolite, kyanite and

ch]oritoid to the basin were limited to the regionally m eta m cxrphceed

terrains of the Scottish Highland Ma.f to the north or the Arm orican

M assif to the south. The distxLbution of kyanite is particularly

interesting as regards the relative importance of these two areas in

deciding the provenance of the Jurassic sands.

a detailsd study of the kyanite-bearing sands of the Late Toa.rdan

in south-west Britain, a southerly source in the Arm orican Ms1f was

favoured for the derivation of the kyanite (BcGwe.0 1924). However, in a

more recent study of the late Toarcian sands from a deep borehole in

Dorset, Morton (1982) suggested that a northern derivation from the

Scottish area was equalLy as likely. A southern source area, was also

suggested for the the kyanite in the Northampton Sandstone of Aaleni.an age

(Skerl. 1927), while the abundance of kyanite in the Middle Jurassic

sandstones south of the Market Weighton High and its apparent rarity in the

Cleveland Basin led Smithson (1931, 1942) also to favour a southern

provenance for kyanite.

In the present study area the Middle Jurassic sandstones at Brown

Moor, South Cave and Aianda].e contained abundant kyanite while at N ettleton

Bottom kyanite was rare or alent throughout the sequence, kyanite then

becomes abundant again further southwards in the Northampton area (Skerl

1927). The inference here is that either kyanite did not reach the

N ettleton area from a southern or northern sourbe or, if originally
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present, has been removed diageneUca1ly at some :later stage. The removal

of kyanite by diagenetic changes has obvious implications when considering

the provenance of the Middle Juraie sandstones of south Yorkshire and

Lincoinshire. In the Cleveland Basin the a.tsence of kyanite from the

sediments of the axial areas of the basin was attributed to late stage

diagenetic effects resulting from deep burial of the sequence (Smithson

1941; Figure 5.7). The susceptLbility of kyanite to dio1ution during deep

burial has also been confirmed in many subsequent studies e.g. Morton

1979a, 1979b, 1982, 1984. Though the absence of kyanite in the

Lincoinshire basin i.e. Nettleton borehole is not attributable to deep

burial effects (see section 5.8) I believe that kyanite was probably

present in the original sediments acr the whole area. Effective

transport paths for the the sediment into the Yarkshire-Lincoinshfre area,

either along the eastern martjin of a Pennine-Scottish Maf or via the

Central Graben (Eynon 1981, Leeder 1983), if it is aumed that the

Mid-North Sea High was an active barrier to more direct sediment infinx

from the north, appears to me to be more likely than derivation by

]ongshore drift of sands from Arm orica, skirting the western margin of the

main Juraie shelf sea area which covered much of southern Britain at this

time.

No comprehensive studies of the heavy minerals from the Middle Juraic

outcrops of north-east Scotland or in the adjacent offshore basins have yet

been published to confirm or deny a northern source for the mare exotic

heavy minerals of the Lincolni-Yorlcshfre succeJons. A limited number

of sam pies from the Brora area in north east Scotland did not yield any

particularly significant minerals which might allow comparisons to be made

(Hudson 1964). However, a recent study of the Middle Juraic sandstones

(Brent Group) in the Viking Graben yie]ded heay mineral aemb1ages of
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considerably greater variety (Morton and Hum phries 1983). These sediments,

which in addition to the m:irierals reccxjnised in the Lincolnsbire-Yorkshire

area, also contain small proportions of epidote, clinopy.roxene,

horn blende, clinozaisLte and si]]irninite were considered to have been

sourced from the Orkney / Shetland plafform. fl the Danish Sub-Basin

similarly diverse aemblages were considered to have been derived from the

Fenno-Scandian Shisid (Larsen 1966). This contrast between the more varied

aemblages in the Middle Juraic sediments north of the Mid-North Sea -

Rinkobing-Fyn High and those to the south presumably reflects the more

direct derivation of the former from freshly eroded regionally

metamorphosed terrains, rather than the ]atters derivation by eixi.on of

pre-existing sediments.

limited number of samples have so far been examined from Middle

Juraic cored bDreholes in the offshore southern North Sea area,

bareholss 81/42 (54039.106'N 0006.827'E), 81/48 (53048.105'N 10O1.365'E)

and 82/22 (53016.967tN 1 0 42.323'E) (Figure 5.1). Geophysical log

correiations show that the Juraic lithostratigraphic units of the East

MIdlands extend offshore as far eastwards as the Dowsing Fault complex

beyond this fault complex the succeesion thickens considerably into the

Sole Pit Trough (Chapter 4). Preparations from sequences at the margin of

this Trough yislded heavy mineral. a.embiages similar to those of their

lithostrati.graphic equivalents onshore (igure 5.6). Particularly notable

however in berehole 82/22 (Lincolnshire Limestone Formation - J. Riding

personal corn munication) which is sited close to the axis of the trough, is

the abundance of corn paratively fresh garnet grains in the aemblages

preclnding any deep burial, of the sediments as is thought to have occurred

in the Cleveland Basin.

5.7. Envimnmert of deposition: early diagenesiTs, weathering.
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Among the minera]s present in the heavy mineral ae m blages from the

Middle Juraic sandstones, probably the mcst susceptible to weathering and

diagenetic changes during the early depositional history of the sediment is

the mineral apatite. Apatite is particularly vulnerable to dia1ution

under acidic conditions of depciUon. Such conditions are mL likely to

develop in the non-marine or hackish water phases of sedimentation in the

basin. Under deep burial conditions apatite in general becomes more stable

as conditions become increasingly alkaline. In the sample preparations from

this st:udy (which were not treated with acid during disaggregation) apatite

was found to be particularly abundant in the marine sands within the

Linco]nshfre Limestone Formation and its northern equivalent the Cloughton

Formation (Lebberston Member) (Figure 4.7) (Gaunt et al. 1980). In the

non-rn anne sequences, apatite is notably k abundant both in the Brown

Moor and Nettleton Bottom sequences (Figure 5.3, 5.4).

Euhedral apatite grains were noted in a number of aemb1ages from the

marine sediments of the Ke.Uaways Rock and Sands, contrasting strongly with

its more normal abraded egg-shaped form. Such grains axe usually considered

to be of poble volcanic origin.

5.8. Pc t-derxitiona1 changes (late diagenetle effects).

Late diagenetic effects (i.e. intrastratal solution) on heavy mineral

aemblages, have been widely documented (see for example Smithson 1 942;

Grimm 1973; Morton 1984). The Middle Juraic aemblages of this sbidy

show a preponderance of the more stable heavy mineral. grains, but

pc€t-depcitional medification of some grains can be demonstrated. The mcst

obvious pt-depLtional effects include grain-pLtting, the development of

etched and mam miflated surfaces and grain facet±ing. The minerals

predominantly showing these effects are garnet, staurolite and kyanite.

Grain etching or intrastratal solution is attributed to the effects of hot,
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highly ackic, contLve flithis moving freely through the pore spaces of

the sediments. Burial, of the sediment, by raising both the pressure and

tern perature of the fhii1s, enhances the corrcLve potential of such fluids.

The garnet grains are generally fresh to mierately etched in all the

assemblages examined. Grain pitting, resulting from the preferential

etching of incl.i ns to give a 'swiss chees& - like appearance to the

grains, corn monly occurs and the development of marn millated surfaces is

extremely corn mon. More severely etched forms, prrxuaing rather irregular

grains were rarely noted but the more extreme conditions of etching to

prtxuce skeletal forms (e.g. Smithson 1942) were not obeerved in any of the

assemblages. The garnet grains suggest a fairly sLmple burial history for

the sediment as would be expected on the comparatively stal East Midland

Shelf and around the Market Weighton High. IL is of interest to note that

Morton (1984) recorded the development of mam miflated etch features at

shallow depths in the early Tertiary sediments if the Central Graben while

more severely etched forms were not encountered until depths of over 2000 rn

were reached.

Staurolite grains range from full prismatic forms to

"concertina-like", vestLgial saw-toothed grains (Plate 5.1). This

saw-toothed etching is particularly prominent in the Brown Moor and

Nettleton assemblages and is less apparent in the South Cave and Al.andale

sequences which lie closer to the Market Weighton structure. The kyanite

grains present also range from prismatic and tabular grains to severely

etched forms with pointed terminations and serrations (Plate 5.2).

The susceptibility of these three minerals to intrastratal solution

during deep burial has been demonstrated in the Cleveland Basin (Smithson

1941) and more recently in the Central Graben by Morton (1984). In the

Mlddle Jurassic sediments of the Cleveland Basin the heavy mineral
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aemblages become increasingly depleted in kyardte, stauroUte and garnet

as the axis of the Basin is approached. Along the axis of the Basin which

is au med to coincide with the greatest depth of burial of the sequence

(c.2500m - according to Hemingway and Riddler (1983) ) the aemblages show

a complete abeence of kyanite, staurolite and garnet. (Smithson 1941; see

Figure 5.7). A similar pattern emerges in the Central Graben where the

aemblages become increasingly depleted in kyanite, stauroUte and garnet

in the more deeply buried sediments (c.1 800m^) along the Graben axis

(Morton 1984).

The comparatively stable burial history of the East Midlands Shelf

area, however, precindes any deep burial confrol on the etching of the

kyanite and stauxolite. ft is neceaxy therefore to postulate an

alternative mechanism to account for the etching partieu]arly of the

kyanite and staurolite grains and to a lesser extent the garnet grains in

the East Midlands area. One such mechanism, which may have acted to enhance

the corrosive potential of the pore fkiids, may have been the finshing of

the sequence by fluids expelled from more deeply buried sediments. The

inversion of the adjacent Sole Pit and Cleveland Basin struc±ures may have

provided one such source of finids; another may have been the thick

Carboniferous - Thiaic sediments which underlie much of the area. ft is

also perhaps worthy of note that recent geophysieal studies have postulated

the existence of two graniiie masses beneath the Market Weighton - East

Midlands area and as a consequence geothermal heat flow gradients in the

area axe at present somewhat higher than might otherwise be expected and

may poesthly have been of even greater significance in the past.

5.9. Conr]nsirns

The heavy mineral assemblages from the Middle Juraic sandstones of

Lincoinshire and south Yorkshire have proved to be of limited value for
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Plate 5.1 Scanning Electron Micrographs of selected heavy mineral grains

showing leaching effects of intrastratal solution.

a) Kyanile grain, Kellaways Sand, Brown Moor borehole.

b) Kyanith grain, Kellaways Sand, Brown Moor borehole.

c) Kyanile grain, Kellaways Sand, Brown Moor borehole.

d) Staurolite grain, Kellaways Sand, Alandale borehole.

c) Kyanite grain, Cloughton Formation 112.Om, Brown Moor borehole.
a

f) Kyanite grain, Cloughton Formation 112.Om, Brown Moor.

P'ate 5.2 Photomicrographs of heavy mineral grains (63-125 microns) showing

leaching effects of intrastratal solution.

a) Kyanit.e grain, Kellaways Rock 95.39m, Brown Moor borehole.

b') Kyanite grains Kellaways Sand 96.31m, Brown Moor borehole.

c) K yanite grain, Kellaways Sand 96.31m, Brown Moor borehol.

d) Kyanite grain, Kellaways Sand 96.31, Brown Moor borehole.

e) SLaurolite grain, Kellaways Sand 316.7m, Net.t,leton Bottom borehole.
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stratigraphic correlation. A correlation between aemb1ages from the

principal marine units acr the area, based particularly on the abundance

of apatite in thcse units may be made, but the predominantly local

provenance for much of the clastic sediment throughout the Middle Juraie

precludes any real variations either stratLgraphica]ly, between different

units, or laterally throughout individual units.

Despite, however, the corn paratLve mathrity of the aemblages seen

throughout the succeion there are a number of interesting feathres worthy

of corn rn ent. As already mentioned the bulk of the sediment including the

heavy minerals Is of local derivation :largely from the Pennine-Mid North

sea High and poth1y from the Anglo-Brabant High. There is, however, a

small but important exotic content to the a.emblages which includes

prim amy kyanite, staurolite and chloritaid which have a more distant

source probahLy in the regionally metarnorphced sediments of the Scottish

M assif.

A second feathre of note is the mcxlerately severe etching pimarily

exhibited by the kyanite and staurolite grains. Normally this type of

etching is ascribed to intrastratal solution during deep burial of the hct

sediments, in this case however regional considerations , as discussed

earlier point to a reladvely shallow burial history for the area and the

grain etching has here been athibuted to flushing of the sediment pile by

hot, highly acidic fluids expelled from mare deeply buried sediments either

of the same age or as seems more likely from an alder sediment pile.

Thirdly, the presence within the assemblages from the Keflaways beds in

Ix±h Lincoinshire and South Yorkshire of euhe3ral apatite grains is worthy

of note. These grains are considered to represent residual grains of

volcanic origin. Euhedral apatites of volcanic origin have been described,

for example, from the Callovian sediments in the Isle of Skye (Knox 1977).
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Caflovi.an voleanism is not we.0 documented in the European area. However,

given the as yet, the poor hhtratigraphJc control on, for example, the

thick volcanic sequences of the Central Graben area, a volcanic source for

the euhedral apatites must remain problem atical for the moment.

Finally one further paint concerning the Juraic heavy mineral

ae mblages of eastern England is worthy of corn m ent. Two cored boreholes

from the axial area of the Cleveland Basin at Scarborough, the Cas Head

(TA 0506 8948) and Scalby Ne (TA 0363 9108) boreholes, have sutsequently

been examined for comparison with the East Midlands area (Figure 5.7). The

heavy minerals present in these Bajocian and Caflovi.an sequences compare

closely with those described by Smithson (1944) from the basin. The atsence

or low proportions of garnet and apatite are notable features of the

Bajocian aemblages while in the Callovian sediments garnet proportions

are significantly increased. The atsence of garnet in the Bajocian

sediments has usually been atfti..buted to deep burial, this raises the

question why the garnet proportions should increase in the Callovian

interval if the whole of the Jura.ic sequence has undergone a similar deep

burial history. 1t seems improbal that this deep burial occured in

pre-Ca]]ovi.an times i.e. during the Bathi, iian. Perhaps an alternative answer

may be that the loss of garnet may be merely a feature of prolonged

flushing of the sediment pile during the Bathonian hiatus and that deep

burial is not necessarily to explain the heavy mineral depletion. The axial

area which is the most depleted in terms of the heavy minerals, being the

thickest and therefore deepest part of the sediment pile, was most

accessible to hot flth3s originating from deeper in the basin, whose

movement was perhaps triggered by inversion of the basin beginning pcibly

as early as the Bathoriian.
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TABLE 5.1

Lott (this study) Harrison l-971

JURASSIC	 MILLSTONE GR]T

Zircon	 Lircon

Tourmaline	 Tourmaline

Rutilc	 Hutile

Garnf't	 Garnet

Aptite	 Apatite

Staurolite	 Staurolite

Kyani te

Chioritoid

Sphene

Crampton 1958 Burton 1023 Smithson 1931

MAGNESIAN LST. BUNTER	 TRIASSIC

Zircon	 Zircon	 Zircon

Tourmalirie	 Tourmaline Tourmaline

Rutile	 Rutile	 Rutile

Garnet	 Garnet	 Garnet

Apatite	 Apatite	 Apatite

Staurolite	 Staurolite Staurolite

Kyanite

Sphene
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108.00	 32.5	 20.5	 4	 0.5	 1.5	 1
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	112.42	 25	 33	 3	 1	 2.5	 '+

116.50

	

117.60	 47	 10	 3	 0	 1	 9.5

	124.35	 34	 27	 0.5	 0	 1	 14.5

	

127.71	 46.5	 18	 5.5	 0	 6	 3

	

131.03	 38	 19.5	 5	 0	 5.5	 0.5

	

144.00	 66.5	 13	 3	 0.5	 2.5	 1

148. 90
154.10

155.00
155.50

BROWN MOOR

TABLE 5.3
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34	 1

Thin section point count data for the Middle Jurassic
sandstones of the Nettleton Bottom Borehole (200 grain count). %
grains

DEPTH
(metres)

Qm Qp K P M	 PyMa	 A	 C B D	 S Ch	 Co

	

312.5 46	 3.5	 8.5

	

313.5 44	 7	 0.5

	

314.8 80	 0.5	 4.5

	

316.7	 74	 0.5 10

	

319.5 72	 9	 0.5 0.5

0.5 41.5
45	 0.5	 3

3.5
15.5
18

5.5 6

326.5 74	 6.5	 0.5	 0.5	 18	 0.5
326.7 72	 0.5 P	 0.5	 27
339.0 42	 58
340.5 76	 0.5	 23.5
342.5	 56	 1	 11.5	 2	 1.5 26.5	 1.5
345.5 29.5	 5	 6.5 31	 1	 27
366.7 65	 2.5 16.5 2.5 1	 12	 0.5	 p
367.0	 47	 2.5	 7	 1	 41.5 1
367.5	 56.5 1.5 13.5	 2	 1	 11.5	 1.5	 12
368.5	 67	 1	 10	 4	 1	 16	 1
372	 35.5 1	 11	 0.5	 4.5	 1.5 41	 5
372.7 55.5 1.5 13	 3.5	 0.5 25.5 0.5
374.9 60.5 0.5	 2	 0.5 1	 35	 0.5
377	 80	 3	 3	 1.5 10.5	 2
379.5	 65.5 1.5	 1.5 1	 30.5
381	 53.5 0.5	 1	 28	 1	 16
381.6	 61	 3.5	 1	 3	 19	 0.5	 2
384	 52	 1.5	 1	 1	 42	 0.5	 2
388.8 36	 0.5	 4.5	 1.5	 0.5 1.5
389.2 49	 1	 7	 29.5	 1
390.1	 48	 6	 1.5 1	 3	 37.5
391.6 25	 2.5	 3	 0.5 14	 0.5 19.5

Table 5.5
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Thin section point count data for the Middle Jurassic sandstones of
the Brown Moor Borehole (200 grain count). % grains.

DEPTH
nietres Qm	 Qp	 K	 P	 M	 Py	 Ma	 A	 C	 B S 0

57.80 40.5	 00	 13.5	 1	 00	 5	 26	 10.5	 4.5
65.00 40.5	 2	 13	 00	 0.5	 1	 25	 3	 1
70.10	 28.5	 0.5	 12.5	 00	 2	 3.5	 16.5	 1	 27.5
75.00	 34.5	 1	 10.5	 0.5	 2.5	 0.5	 42.5
80.01	 38.0	 12	 1.5	 1	 10	 15	 27.5
92.00 53.5	 3	 4.5	 1	 0.5	 37.5
95.39 52.5	 5.5	 2	 5	 0.5 34
96.31	 61.5	 3.5	 4	 2.5	 5	 22	 0.5
97.17	 56	 3	 3	 0.5	 21	 15.5	 1

99.50	 66	 1	 9	 7	 2	 14.5	 0.5
101.80 50.5	 11.5	 0.5	 4	 2.5	 19.5	 1.5
102.63 56.5	 11.5	 3.5	 0.5	 26	 1
104.80 62.5	 11	 3.5	 4.5	 16.5	 2	 3.5
105.69 47	 15	 3	 12.5	 21.5	 1	 3
106.31 46	 16	 1	 0.5	 7.5	 22	 0.5	 6.5
108	 57.5	 14.5	 2.5	 4.5	 15	 1.5
108.60 70	 1 .5	 14.5	 1	 1	 7	 1	 4
110.69 48	 0.5	 13	 0.5	 13.5	 1.5	 16
112.42 51.5	 0.5	 25	 2	 3	 2.5	 9	 0.5	 6
117.76 43	 11	 1.5	 3	 9.5	 5.5	 0.5	 24
124.35 49	 18	 0.5	 0.5	 4	 21	 7
127.71 75.5	 1	 12	 1	 1	 1 .5	 6.5	 1 .5
131.30 63	 1.5	 7	 0.5	 1.5	 12.5	 13.5	 0.5
140.71 36	 2	 7.5	 0.5	 1.5	 0.5	 48	 4
144.00 51	 12	 1	 6	 1	 28	 0.5
155.00 21	 2.5	 3.5	 52.5	 5	 15.5
155.50 21.5	 6	 5.5	 2.5	 44.5	 20

TABLE 5.6

Qrn quartz, monocrystalline. Qp quartz, polycrystalline + rock
fragments. K Potash feldspar. P Plagioclase feldspar.M Mica. Py
Pyrite. Ma Matrix. A Accessory. C Cement. B Bioclasts. D Dolomite. S
Siderite. Ch Chamosite. Co Collophane. 0 Ooliths.
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CHAPTER 6

Qxfordian - Kimmeridgian stratigraphy of five shallow cored

boreholes in the northern part of the Southern North Sea

Ba sin.
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Oxfardian - Kim meridgian stratigraphy of five shaBow cared bareholes In

the northern part of the Southern North Sea Basin (Quadrants 42 and 47).

6.1. Intzxxluction

In 1981-82, a series of shaThw cored boreholes was drilled, in the

southern North Sea, by the Marine Geology Research Group of the British

Geological Survey in order to identify the sub-Drift, outcrop. This data is

suboequently used to improve the Interpretation of the shaflow seismic data

used In the preparation of the 1:250,000 series solid geology ma of the

U.K. continental shelf (e.g Loft 1985, Enckure 1). Three of these

borehole cored Kim meridgian stiata (bareholes 81/43, 81/47, 81/49), a

fourth cored Kim m eridgian and Oxordian sediments (81/41) and the fifth

borehole (82/18) also cored Oxforthan strata. The location of the five

boreholes is shown in Figure 6.1. The boreholes were sited in North Sea

quadrants 42 and 47 on the 1:250,000 California (Loft 1985) and Spurn

Sheets (Crceby 1985).

Although core recovery was imperfect, the cares show that the

lithological and macrofaunal sequences are closely similar to thcse known

In detail from onshore sections In southern and cenfral England where the

Kim meridge Clay consists of rhythmic sequences of silty mudstones,

bituminous mudstone and oil shale, medinm and dark grey fissile mudstones

and pale grey, ca]eareous mudstone with cementstone. Study of sections from
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the Dorset coast to Humberside and limited data from the Cleveland Basin

jndieate that the lithological and m acrofaunal sequences are remarkably

constant over large aieas (Cox & GaThis 1981; Dr B.M.Cox pars comm. 1984)

The stratigraphy of the offshore boreholes örfi1 by B.G.S. suggest that

this uniformity persists into the U.K. sector of the North Sea (Cox et a]..

in prep.).

6.2. Stratiraphy of the eholes

The stratigraphy of the five boreholes is described in the following

sections. Details of the hiostratigraphy and fauna of the sequences are

included in Cox et a]. in prep.

6.2.1. Borehole 81/41 (54/+00/593)

lat. 540 22.197'N long. O°27.284'E

Borehole 81/41 cored a 53.1 m sequence of Upper Jurassic strata beneath

a 14 m thiek Quaternary cover (Figure 6.2). The Kim m eriiJ.gian sequence cored

comprised c.32m (1 4-46m below seabed) of dark grey mudstones with a Lower

Kim meridgian (baylat to mutahi]is Zone) macrofauna of bivalves and

am monites. The borehole was sited close to a major north - south ]istiic

fracl:ure (the Central Fracture; Enclosure 1) and consequently the area

shows considerable secondary faulting and fracturing associated with the

main structure. In the borehole (Fig 6.3; see also Fig.3 Cox et a].. in prep)

the sequence shows evidence of this faulting with the development of high

angle calcite beef filled veins.

Underlying this Lower Kim meridgian sequence is c.9.5m (46-55.50m) of

m udstones with thin lim estones assigned to the Upper Oxordian Am ptbiIl

Clay (Cox et al.in prep). Calcite beef veins are again evident. The basal

metre of this interval consists of biotur'oated sandy mudstones, with

]igbitic fragments. This thin sequence of mudstones compares with c.48m of

Oxffor:t5ian mudstones in the Cleveland Basin (Cox and Richarth.Dn 1982) and it
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Figure 6. 2 Summary log of the stratigraphy of borehole 81/41.
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therefore seems Jiicely that much of the sequence has been faulted out at

the borehole site.

The interval 55.50 - 62.80m comprises 7.30m of pale grey, very fine

sandstones aLgned to the Upper Calcareous Grit Formation. The sandstones

vary from soft, friable units to haiti, weU cemented, caleareous

sandstones. The sandstones are biothrbated, non-fcUifetous and become

more muddy towards the base of the interval before paing into oolttic

Jim estones.

The basal interval in the borehole (62.80 - 67.lOm T.D.) comprises a

sequence of pale grey to white odlilic and hioclastic Jim estones,

interbe5ded at the top with thin, pale clay bands. The ]imestones are

aLgned to the Cara]]ine Oalite Formation (Cora]]ian Formal±)n of Rhys

1974) on the basis of their lithology. In thin section the Jim estones are

composed of well rounded intraclasts, ooliths, pisoliths and bioclasUc

debris in a sparry calcite matrix.

6.2.2. Barehole 82/18 (54/+00/621)

let. 540 42.55VN :bng. 004.997tE

The borehole was sited on a prominent topographic ridge at seabed to

determine whether this feature, which is mappable over much of the area, is

formed by the outcrop of the CoralLine Oohite. The borehole cored 1 5.5m of

Quaternary sediments before penetrating oalitie Urn estones. Only 3.6 m of

these Urn estones were cored before the hole was abandoned because of

drilling difficu]ties. The core recovered consists of grey to buff coloured

oolitic Urn estanes. Bi.oclasde debris is corn mon and the Urn estones are

frequently stylolitic. The Jim estones are asaigned to the Middle Oxfordian,

Cara]line Oolite Formation on ]ithological grounds. In thin section the

Jim estones are grainstones and are variably oo]itic. Thin-wafled bivalves

are corn mon along with other hioclasUc debris, often set in a sparry
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cakite matrix.

6.2.3. Borehole 81/43 (54/+00/595)

let. 540389191 inng. 0014.509tE

in berehole 81/43, only a few metres of Kim meridge Clay were cored

below the Coprolite Bed which marks the base of the Lower Cretaceous,

Speeton Clay	 Formation, at a depth of c.90m (F±gure 7.2; Chapter 7).

The stita cored corn prise c.2.9 m of dark grey oil-sba].e, interbedded with

bituminous mudstone and medium to dark grey mudstones. They are oveñain by

1.33m of pale grey, highly ca].careous mudstone. The sequence is aigned to

the Upper Kim meridgian (hudlestoni - wheatleyensis zones) on the basis of

its rich fauna of bivalves and am monites.

6.2.4. Borehcile 81147 (54/+00/598)

let. 540 16.586'N king. 0023.168'E

Borehole 81/47 cored a sequence of Kim meridge Clay (autiicx3orensis -

sdtuins zones), 26.3m thick, beneath c.6m of Quaternary sediments (Figure

6.4) (Cox et al in prep). The sequence consists of m edin m and dark grey

mudstones, interbedded with fi.Jle, brownish grey, biteminous mudstone and

oil-shale; more rarely pale or very pale grey caleareous mudstone occurs. A

single thin cementst:one horizon occurs at 10.90-11 .02m. The sequence

yielded goed aemblages of bivalves and am monites.

6.2.5. Borehole 81/49 (541+00/i 231)

let. 53°48.149'N long. 0058.591'E

Borehole 81/49 was sited on the JuraLc outcrop along the western

margin of the Sole Pit Trough to help determine the sb:atigraphy of the

JuraLc sediments which dip westwards beneath a thick Cretaceous cover

(Figure 6.5). The borehole cored a 12.7 m thick sequence of Lower

Kim m eridgi.an m udstones (eudoxus Zone) beneath 11.30 m of Quaternary

sediments. The sequence comprises medium grey, Eissile, she]ly mudstones,
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oil-shale and thin interbeds of pale and very pale grey calcareous

mudstones. A rich macrofauna of bivalves and am monites was obtained from

the m udst:ones.

Conclnsions

6.3.1. Middle to Upper OxEotthan (see also Chapter 4)

No core material. is available from the Ofordian sequences in the

Southern North Sea Basin, with the exception of short cores from the

oolitic facies of the CcxalUan Form atiiDn. Sulxlivision of the succeion is

therefore largely based on wireline Jog interpretation (Chapter 4). A

number of wells from the offshore area have proved thick sequences of

spiculitie sands (Lower Calcareous Grit Formation), overlain by oolitic

Jim estanes which can generally be agned to the Carafline Oolite

Formation on lithological grounds. The greatest preserved thicknees of

Cora]Ji.an oolitic limestones penetrated (c 70m) were proved in wells 47/9-3

and 48/7b-4 sited along the Sole Pit Trough (Figure 4.9). Upper OxEordian

sediments were proved in borehole 81/41 where they comprised a thin

sequence of sandstone (Upper Calcareous Grit Formation) and a thin A m pthfll

Clay sequence. The oolitic limestone fades, which is well developed in the

offshore area, is now generally considered to represent only the littoral

facies of the Middle Oxfordian with more open marine conditions typified by

the the mudstone and si]-tstone fades of the West Walton Beds (Gallois and

Cox 1977).

6.3.2. Kim meridgian

The Kim meridge Clay type organic rich mudstone fades cored in the BGS

}xreholes were deposited in a shallow marine environment which covered much

of the North Sea area. Kim meridgian strata therefore have an extensLve

subcrop beneath Cretaceous strata over the Southern North Sea Basin (Figure

3.6). The Kim meridge Clay sampled offshore is closely comparable with the
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onshore succeiijn, both ]ithologically and stratigraphiea]ly. The rhythmic

cyc]s of sedimentation described by Ga]kxLs (1 976) are readii.y apparent in

the cored sequences. The Kim meridge Clay sequence of the type succeion

has been divided into a series of numbered beds, which are recognised

throughout the onshore outcrop, on the basis of their lithology and

asciated faunal ae mblages (Cox and GaIlnis 1981). Dr. B. M. Cox has

examined the macrofaunas collected from the boreholes and has extended the

recognition of some of the more prominent marker beds into the offshore

area (Figure 6.6) (Cox et al in prep). The stratigraphy of these clay

sequences has become of particular interest since the realisation that much

of the all in the Northern North Sea cilifiekis was sourced from

Kim meridgian mudstones. The birstratigraphy of the Kim meridgian succeions

north of the Mid-North Sea High is, however, still only poorly known and

correlation between this northern area and the type succeion are still

extieme.ly tentative.
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CHAPTER 7
The st.ratigraphy of the Lower Cretaceous Speeton Clay

Formation, from a cored borehole off the coast of

north—east Ekg]and.
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The stxutigruçiy of the Lower Cretaceous Speeton Clay Farm ation, from a

cared }x)rehole off the coast of north-eazt England

7.1. Introduction

The Speeton Clay Formation (Rhys 1974; Rawson et al 1978) of north-east

Yorkshire is known to extend offshore into the Southern North Sea Basin and

has been proved in a number of offshore corn mercial waIls in the southern

part of quadrant 42, but never cored (Figure 7.1) (Dingle 1971; Rhys 1974;

Kent 1 980b; Rawson and Riley 1982).

During 1980/81 the British Geological Survey (BGS), funded by the

Department of Energy, undertook a detailed shallow seismic survey of the

southern North Sea area as part of its offshore regional mapping program me.

In order to aid the interpretation of these seismic data, a number of

shallow cored boreholes were drilled in selected parts of the Mesozoic and

Tertiary sequences of the basin.

One of these boreho].es, BGS borehole 81/43 (54°38.919'N, O°14.509'E),

was drilled 80 km ENE of Speeton cliffs, in Block 42/12; it fully cored an

89.87 m sequence of dark greenish-grey, calcareous clays and hrownish-black,

occasionally organic-rich and non-calcareous m udstones of Lower Cretaceous

age (Speeton Clay Formation). These clays rest on 4.23rn of dark olive grey

m udstones of Juraic age (Figure 7.2, 9.9).

A comparison of the microfaunas of this offshore Lower Cretaceous

sequence with those at the type section of the Speeton Clay, in Filey Bay,

Yorkshire has shown that these marine clays range from Ryazanian to

Bane mian

The clays compare closely, both lithologically and sedimentalogically,

with the type section and present a unique opportunity to compare and
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relate the stratigraphy of the offshore North Sea area to that of the type

sequence at Speeton, without the corn plicatic)ns often presented in the

speeton cliffs by landslipping and weathering and the intermittent expcsure

of the succession.

The stratigraphy of the borehole presented here is based upon detailed

examination of the mierofaunas of the sequence (Loft et al.in press).

7.2. Stratigraphy arxl the borehole sequence

The Speeton Clay Formation, which crops out on the North Yorkshire

coast, is the mcst complete representative of the marine Lower Cretaceous

strata known onshore in Britain. The sequence is generally taken as the

stratotype for the marine Boreal Lower Cretaceous of Europe, and

consequently has received a considerable amount of attention.

The classic paper on the Speeton Clay is that by Lamplugh (1889) who

divided the clays into five units (A, B, C, D and E downwards), on the

basis of their bela m nite faunas and in the case of unit E (the basal

Coprolite bed) on its distinctive Ethology. More recent work has preduced

a more refined division of these basic 5 divisions (Neale 1960, 1968; Kaye

1964; Fletcher 1969, 1973; Rawson 1971; Rawson and Mutterlose 1983).

In the offshore sequence in borehole 81/43, representatives of the B, C,

D and E beds of the Speeton cliff succession have been cored and a detailed

examination has enabled many of the minor subdivisions known at Speeton to

be recognised.

In addition to the extremely goed biostratigraphic control of the

sequence a number of distinct lithological markers can be distinguished in

the borehole and are used to demonstrate further correlations between the

two sequences. These marker horizons include seven thin bentonite bands and

a number of coccolith-rich limestone bands, mct of which have

representatives recognisable in the onshore succession. The borehole was
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drilled using the cha±exed cfri1ling ship m. V. Mariner, in a water depth

of 67 m, and obtained core of 100 m m (4 inch) diameter.

The }:orehole drilled 4.50 metres of sand at the seabed before entering

the Speeton Clay Form ation, and the borehole was terminated at 94.1 Om in

Kim meridge Clay. AL depths are measured from the sea bed. The borehole was

subsequently sub-sam pled at approximately 0.5 m intervals for

micropa]aeontolngical examination.

Shallow seismic profiles acro the Kim meridge Clay / Speeton Clay

boundary in the area show a low angle unconformity separating the two

formations.

7.3. Jua.ic Kim m eridge Clay Farm ation

7.3.1. Upper Kim meridgian 89.87-94.1 Om (the borehole Terminal Depth - TD.)

The oldest strata penetrated in the borehole consists of 4.23 m of pale

olive to brownish-black, bituminous mudstones of Late Juraic age. The

upper 0.39 m of these beds are dark, friable calcareous m udstcnes, crc-cut

by a number of thin calthte - fined fractures and penetrated by large

veffical borings, 150-200mm in length, which pipe down small shiny

phosphatie pebbles from the overlying Coprolite Bed. The faunal aemblage

is indicative of the Hudlest:oni Zone, Reisiformis Subzone of the Upper

Kim m eridgian; it includes the am m onites Pectinatites (Virgatcsphinctoides)

ef. donovani Cope and P. (V.) cf. reisiformis Cope. The Kim meridgian

sequence proved in the borehole probably falls in Beds 42-44 of the

standatd Kimmeridge Clay sequence (Cox & Gallois 1979, 1981; Dr B. M .Cox,

pets. comm. 1984).

On the Yorkshire coast, in the Speeton cliffs, the Kim meridgian

mudstones axe exposed, from tLme to time, at beach level. The beds belong

to the Pectinatus Zone, East:lecottenensis Subzone (Cope 1974) and are thus

younger than the Kim meridge Clay in the borehole, indicating the
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transgreive nathre of the Coprolite Bed and the presence of an important

stratigraphic break at this leveL The Kim meridgian stratigraphy from this

and a number of other cored boreholes in the southern North Sea area is

discued in detail in Cox et al. (in prep.).

7.4. Cretaceous Speeton Clay Formation.

7.4.1. The Coprolite Bed (Bed E) 89.75-89.87m

The base of the Cretaceous sediments in the borehole is marked by a

thin phosphatic conglomerate, the Coprolite Bed (120mm). This dark grey,

hard conglomeratic unit consists of angular clasts of olive-grey caleareous

mudstone (poth1y derived from the underlying Kim mexidge Clay) together

with black, shiny, phosphatic subrounded pebbles, pyrite, and bela m nite

fragments in a non-caleareous muddy matrix. The phosphate pebbles range up

to 10 m m acrc and show a dist:inctive polished, black patina; similar

granule-sized grains also occur some distance above the top of the

Coprolite Bed.

At the base of the unit there is a thin black clay 10 m m thick, packed

with shiny, black phosphatic granules. The top of the unit is sharply

defined. At Speeton the CoprtiLite Bed is "a thin stony band of black

phosphatised. nedulest ' (Lam flngh 1889). 11 averages 'lOOm m in thickness and

contains "numbers of black phospbatie pebbles. . . . caked together in a

matrix" (Lam pingh, op cit.). Tn the coastal sequence the phosphatic nules

have yielded indeterminate am monites (Rawson et aL 1978); however, in the

borehole the Coprolite Bed contained only rare belemnite fragments. This

basal Coprolite Bed has only been described previously from the Speeton

cliffs succession, and this is the first proved identification of the bed

in the North Sea basin. The similarity in both thickness and lithology of

the bed in this offshore borehole with that at Speeton, 80km away, is

remarkable.
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7.4.2. Laminated mudstones arx siltstones (Bed D8) 82.99-89.75m.

The st:rata of this unit im mediately overlie the Coprolite Bed and

consist of hard, non-caleareous, dark-grey to black, bituminous mudstones,

with thin paler intethedded siltstones. When initially recovered, these

mudstones were characterised by a strong bituminous smell. Pyritic and

phosphatic nedules occur at the base of the unit, together with rare, small

shiny phosphatLc pebbles. The beds show rare burrows and are non-fiile

despite their obvious fine lamination. Variations in silt content preduce a

subtle pale to dark colour-banding throughout the unit. The beds yialded a

sparse fauna consisting of poorly preserved bela m nites, fish-debris,

radinlarians and agglutinated fora minifera. The top of the unit is marked

by a large phosphatic concretion and a significant concentration of silt

and sand ]a minae. Above this boundary the sediments are markedly paler and

non-bituminous although they remain non-calcareous and silty.

At Speetan cliffs these black bituminous mudstones and siJtst:ones are

represented by a thin (O.30m) 'Black Shale' unit (Bed D8) immediately

overlying the Coprolite Bed (Neale 1962, 1974). Though considerably thinner

than their offshore equivalents these beds show a similar restricted fauna.

Attention has been drawn by Neale (1968) to the aenceJbioththation and

consequent retention of the purn ary fine lamination of the unit at Speeton

- a feature rare in the heavily burrow-rn ot±led clays which comprise the

main part of the formation.

7.4.3. Calcareous clays (Beds D7- LB 6) 4.50-82.99m

The greater part of the cored Speeton Clay Formation consists of dark

greenish-grey, very cakareous non-fiile clays which are closely

comparable with the clays and mudstones at Speeton. The clays in the

borehole are frequently silty, often with a gritty texture resulting from

the profusion of foraminiferal tests and corn minuted bioclastic debris that
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occurs at various levels throughout the sequence. Strong bioturbation is

characterisde of the clays, with Chondrites-type burrow-mottling

particu].atly corn mon. Pale, cream-brown, ca]eareous and phospbatie nodules

up to 30mm in length with a dark brown rim are also corn mon, especially

between 30-40m, but become rare below about 63rn. Pyritic nodules are

moderately abundant throughout the succeion, with pyrite also occurring

as small euhedral crystals, thin tubular burrowfills and framboi.ds and mare

rarely in aociation with carbonised woody fragments. Glauconite and

siderite are also corn mon constituents of these clays. Belemnites occur at

many levels; bivalve and am monite fragments occur more rarely. Dr

P .F. Rawson (pers. corn m. 1984) idenlifled a slightly phcsphatised am m onite

fragment at 64.46m as Kara]caschiceras heteroptychum (Pavlow); he further

states that this species is known in the phosphatic nodules of the Early

Valanginian bed D 2 D at Speeton, along with other rem ani fossils. The genus

Karalcaschiceras appears limited to the latest Early Valanginian and

earliest Late Va]anginian time interval, in both Tethys and North-West

Europe. Flattened inner whorls of Aegocricceras cf.quadratum (Criek) were

identified (P. F. R.) at 59.12m. This ammonite is found in beds C7F and C7G

at Speeton. A single thin densely phosphatised vertebra was found at

58.71 m. At several horizons, notably at 64.07-64.46m, 80.28-80.36m and

80.66-80.72m, pale grey to white, burrow-mottled soft many limestones are

thinly developed. These beds represent extremely rich concentrations of

coccoliths (Dr A.W.Medd personal corn munioation 1983) and may correlate with

similar such coccolith blooms recognised in the Speeton cliffs sequence

(Black 1971). They probably account in part for variations in carbonate

content throughout the sequence, and hence far the subtle pale to dark

colour banding apparent at some levels.

The light grey cakareous marl unit at 64.07-64.46m can, on the basis of
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the foraminifera and cstraccx3a, be equated with the uppermost D beds

(Dl -D 2 D), and is thought to be a correlatLve of the Corn pound Nodular Bed

(Dl), an important marker horizon in the coastal sequence, which Black

(1971) noted was particularly rich in coccoliths.

The seven bentonite bands which were recorded in the borehole lie

within this ca]eareous clay sequence. The thin bluish-grey bentonites often

show burrow-rn otthng but still retaining sharp togs and bases. The lowest

group of four bentonites (bentonites 4-7) can be correlated, by means of

their aodated foraminiferal assemblages, with those recognised within

the lower D beds (Ryazanian) at Speeton (Knox and Fletcher 1978). The three

upper bentonite horizons are essentially the same in Ethology and

Co in position.

The foraminiferal assemblages associated with bentonite 1 include

Hechthia antiqua (Reuss) and Frondicularia simplicissima Dam and equates

with the upper C4 beds (Late HauterLvian) at Speeton. The assemblages above

and below bentonite 2 are composed of long ranging foraminifera and are

only diagnostic of an Early Hauterlvian age (Dr B. N. Fletcher pets. corn m.

1983). Bentonite 3 with Conorbddes valendisensis Bartenstein & Brand,

Am m obaculites subcretaceus Cushrn an & Alexander, A m m odiscus tenuissim us

(Guembel) and Glomcspira gordia]is (Jones & Parker) in the adjacent beds,

suggests the equivalent to the upper D4 beds (Valanginian) at Speeton.Two

of these bands (bentonites 1 and 2) have sulequently been recognised in

the Speeton sequence (Figure 7.4) (Dr R. W. O'B. Knox pers. comm. 1983).

These bentonite horLzons provide good marker horLzons and shou] prove

useful for correlation acrc the North Sea Basin. The bentonites of

Ryazanian age at Speeton and in the borehole probably correlate with tuffs

of simflar age in the Schuttorf 3 borehole near Bentheim, North West

Germany (Zimmerle 1979).
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7.5. Conclnsions

The deixidonal environment of the Speeton Clay Formation has been

widely documented (see for example Neale 1974 and Rawson et aL 1978).

This generally uniform sequence, in the North Sea area, represents the

continuation from the Late Juraic, of a long perkx of quiet-water marine

clay sedimentation with little or no coarse clastie detritus entering the

main basin. The depositional basin extended from eastern England into

north-west Germany and northwards into the Central and Viking Grabens. The

basin was bounded to the south by the Anglo - Brabant High, a barrier which

was apparently unbreached until the Aptian / Albian, and which before this

time separated the northern marine clay fades from the largely paralic

'Wealden' sediments of southern and western Britain (Allen 1981). The

landmaes supplied little clastic matcr1 to this northern basin other

than as local sands over in the north Norfolk - East Midlands area (Spflsby

Sandstone) and in the Moray Fifth and Central Graben areas (Devil's Hole

Fm.) (Anderton et aLl 979; Deegan and Scull 1977). The clay sequences of

the Speeton Clay Formation reach thicknesses of up to 350m in the Southern

North Sea Basin but further north (i.e. north of the Mid North Sea High)

thicknesses of up to 793m have been recorded for the Cromer Knoll Group as

a whole (Deegan and Scull 1977), significantly thicker than the type

section in Yorkshire where the equivalent beds are 102 m thick.

Initial deposition of the Speeton Clay, following a break in

sedimentation during the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous, corn menced with

the accumulation of the thin transreive remanie Coptolite Bed,

consisting of phosphatised, rolled pebbles, fil fragments and mudstone

clasts, all largely dedved from erosion of the underlying Kim meridgian

beds. The subeequent tranression acr this basal pebble bed is

represented in the borehole by an 8 - metre thick sequence of black
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non-caleareous, silty organic rich mudstones, and at Speeton by 0.3 metres

of black mudst:ones forming bed D8 (NeaJ.e 1974). The ]ithology of these

basal mudstones is suggestive of a restricted marine environment with poor

circulation and oxygenation of the basin waters during the initial phase of

the transgrei.on.

The development of organic-rich sha].es, such as this basal Cretaceous

sequence, at the onset of a marine transreion have been documented from

a flu m ber of Juraie sequences (Halla m and Bradshaw 1979) and this sequence

is peithape a dom parable case in the Early Cretaceous. It is notable that

the area to the east: and south-east: of the borehole, in the Southern North

Sea Basin, is charact:erised by complex salt tectonics, with the development

of a number of large salt structures (Dingle 1971; Loft 1985) which were

probably actively developing throughout the Lower Cretaceous and which may

therefore have contributed to the restriction of circulation of the basin

waters during the initial transgreion by forming significant topographic

barriexs. The fauna of these black mudstones is very limited, only poorly

preserved belemrdtes, agglutinating foraminifera, radinlarians and fish

debris are present. The sequence in the borehole shows lii±1.e evidence of

biotu±ation, suggesting a restricted benthic fauna. The atence of

calcareous microfoesi]s, however, could be attributable to later diagenetie

effects; certainly the state of preservation of the bela m nites in this

lower sequence is very poor. The aociation of rac3iolarians with black

shale sequences similar to this basal Speeton Clay interval have been

documented by a number of authors (see Jenkyns 1980).

The depceLtion of these basal organic rich m udstones in the borehole is

terminated by a further break in sedimentation with the consequent

development of large phcephatic concretions at 83 m (Figure 7.2) though no

faunal change is seen at this leveL
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In the borehole the beds overlying these concretionary developments

show a notable change in lithological character. The sediments become

markedly ca]careous, paler in colour with only minor organic - rich

horizons. A similar change is documented at this horizon in the Speetan

sequence. A rich benthonic microfauna and strong biothrbation is also

evident throughout the remainder of the borehole sequence. This change

appears to represent conditions of improved circulation and oxygenation and

perhaps some deepening of the basin waters to overcome the restrictions to

drculation imposed by the salt structures in the basin. However,

quiet-water conditions of sedimentation continue to characterise this clay

sequence, although the original lamination of the sequence has subsequently

been destroyed by the intense bioturbation.

The fine microfaunal suhuivisions recognised at Speeton cliffs

(Fletcher 1973; Neale 1974) can be correlated with thcse of the borehole

with comparatively little difficulty in the lower part of the sequence,

(Beds D7-D1), where there is comparatively little change in the thickne

of the individual units. In particular the thin bentonite bands in the

lower part of the borehole, within the Ryazanian sequence, can be

correlated with thce described from the succeion at Speeton cHfFc (Knox

and Fletcher 1979) and show remarkably little variation in thickness

despite an 80km separation between the locations. Within these lower beds,

which correlate with D1-D7E at the coast, occasional thin white mans

occur. These beds are coccolith-rich sediments (Dr A. W. Medd pers. corn m.

1983) and corn pare closely with sLmilar coccolith-rich 'blooms' documented

from the Kim me.ridge Clay (Ga]]ois 1976). Such 'blooms' in the Kim meridge

Clay, are closely associated with oil-shale horizons and, although the the

occurrence of organic-rich horizons within the Speeton Clay succession in

the borehole are noticeably reduced above the basal black mudstone unit,
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thin, sooty, bituminous horizons were noted in the core. Biothrbadin of

these white many units is very apparent with the darker Chorx3rites-type

burrow-tiJ]s, moWing the pak, calcareous matrix.

The dark calcareous clays which cbaracterise the bulk of the

disconform ably overlying Hauterivian to Barremian interval of the borehole

sequence (C Beds - Lower B Beds) contain a rich mk:rofauna. Lithologi.cal

changes within this part: of the sequence are resb±±ed to subtle

variabons in carbonate content and no major breaks in sedim entalion are

apparent as a more stable regime of depcGition was estabBshed in the

basin. The thin volcanic tuff bands paint to conthiued spasm cx3ic volcanic

activity around the basin throughout the I-Iauterivi.an.

The thickness of the Speeton Clay Form ation in the Southern North

Sea Basin is on the basis of released well data, very variable. WeBs sited

near the crests of so me of the larger salt sb:uctures often show thin Lower

Cretaceous successions, whereas thcee in the associated rim-synclinal

troughs and along the north-west: to south-east: trending Dowsing Fault

corn plex show a considerable increase in the thickness of Lower Cretaceous

st:rata - 250m in B. P Well 42/13-1. A comparison of the downhale Gamma Ray

Jog of borehole 81/43 with that of released Well 42/1 3-1 which lies 25 km

to the east suggests that this expansion in thickness may be represented at

least in part by the presence of a considerable thickness of Barremian and

Aptian sediments. Log correlations between the two bareholes suggests that

in addibon to the Ryazanian to Early Barremi.an sediments, c.1 37m of

Early/Late Barremian to Aptian sediments are present in Well 42/1 3-1,

overlain by c.21 m of Aptian - A1bian red mans and red chalk. A suggested

correlation between borehole 81/43 and the expanded Lower Cretaceous

sequence in released B. P. well 42/1 3-i is shown in Figure 7.1.
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CHAPTER 8

Mid-Cretaceous stratigraphy of a cored borehole in the western

part of the Central North Sea Basin.
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Mid-Cret.aceouS stiatiraphy of a cared borehole in the western part of the

Central North Sea Basin

8.1. Tntrtxluction

Sha]]ow drilling by the Marine Geology Research Group of the British

Geological Survey (BGS) in the Central North Sea (borehole 81/40, 56008.03'N

O°43.6dE), cored a 94m sequence of Cretaceous strata ranging in age from

Barremisn to Turonian (Figure 8.1). Dri]]ing and coring terminated at a

depth of 112.6 m. At this site, shallow seismic profiles indicate that there

is up to a further 1 OOm of Lower Cretaceous strata unconformably overlying

Tric sediments. Six lithostratLgraphical units were recognised within

the cored Cretaceous succeion of the borehole:

(i) a lower-rn cxst unit of cakareous greenish grey, in places brown,

mudst:ones, with paler, hard, limy bands (?Barremian to Middle Aptian).

(ii) cakareous red mudstones (Middle to Late Apti.an).

(iii)grey brown mudstones with eight thin volcanic tuff bands (Late Aptian

to Early Albian).

(iv)thin variegated si]ty mudstone beds with a single volcanic tuff band

(Early AIhi.an).

(v)a thin 'red cha]k' sequence (Middle Albian to Early Cenomanian).

(vi)an uppermt unit of white cha]k (Cenomanian to Turonian).

The lithology of each of these units is descdbed in the following account.

The sequence yei]ded a rieh ca]eareous microfauna of fcxra minifera and
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ostxaceda enabling a preliminary bicstratigraphy of the sequence to be

described (Loft et aL 1985).

8.2. Lithctratigraphy of the sequence

8.2.1. Greenish grey mudstones (82.98-112.60m T D). ?Barremian to Middle

Aptian.

This unit consists predominantly of greenish grey, strongly cakareous,

burrow-mottled mudstones. These mudstones are only distinguishable from

those of the overlying unit on their colour. Fora miniferal speckling of the

core is a con mon feature and bioclastic debris is abundant. Small (up to

O.04m acrc), pale brown-rim med phospharic nedules com monly occur. Thin

paler, hard, Chondrites-rnottled many limestone units are present at

94.22-96.84m and 98.07-99.94m, each showing an upward cyclic change from

basal white m any lim estones to pale greenish grey m anls.

8.2.2. Red mudstones (71.77-82.98m). Middle to Late Apban.

The unit consists predominantly of pale to mcxlerate reddish brown (1 OR

4/5), strongly cakareous mudstones. The mudstones contain abundant

bioclasric debris, including bivalve and belemnite fragments, giving the

sediments a gritty texture. Foraminifera speckle the core and glauconite

grains are abundant, giving a greenish tinge to the sediment. Pale

yellow-brown, calcareous concretions occur at so me levels. The base of the

unit is marked by an abrupt colour change to pale greenish grey, calcareous

mudstones; there is no associated ercion surface or significant

lithological change.

8.2.3. Grey-brown mudstones (68.15-71.77m). Late Aptian to Early Albian.

The dominant Uthcilogy of this unit is uniform, grey-brown, ca]careous

burrow-mottled mudstones. There axe 8 thin bentonites which range from pale

greyish green to grey waxy clays, corn monly with associated vivid green and

red streaks and patches. The bentonites generally have sharp baundanies and
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in so me cases a concretionary base. Grading in the bentonites is not

apparent. They range from 20-1 60m m in thiekness and some show tiaces of

bioturbation. The interbedded grey-brown clays are corn manly foraminifera

speckled and contain rare shefl debris. The base of the unit is marked by

an abrupt colour change to the red mudstones of the underlying unit. The

top of the unit is a stiongly bioturbated ercsion surface.

8.2.4. Variegated beds (65.50-68.1 5m). Early klbian.

The sediments of this unit show considerable variations in both colour

and litholog. The upper part of the sequence consists of pale reddish

brown (1 OR 4/5.3), non-cajoareous siltst:ones, with waxy mudstone laminae

and patches. Biothrbation corn monly occurs, often in discrete bands. Colour

variations range from yellow-brown to deep red, and there is interbanding

of mudstones, slltst:ones and more rarely, fine sandstone. A single thin

purple-red bentonite horLzon is develop at 66.60 to 66.61 m within this

interbedded sequence. The interval from 67.04 to 67.54m shows a

particularly distinc±Lve development of variegated concretions, set in a

muddy matrix, whieh pa up into finely colour-banded (yellow to dark red)

silty clays. Beneath this concretionary layer softer, greenish grey, silty,

micaceous clays axe developed. The base of the unit is marked by a change

to m ore uniform burrow-rn ottled clays.

8.2.5. Red chk (58.45-65.50m). Middle Albian - Cenomanian.

The base of this unit is taken at a marked change from siltstones to

red brown chalk, and the top at a comparatively abrupt colour change to

off-white chalks of the overlying unit. Bioclastic debris, including

bivalve and bela m nite fragments, is abundant, giving the sediments a gritty

texture. Burrow-rn ol±ling corn m only occurs throughout the sequence, varying

from large sub-vertical and horizontal burrows to a Chondrites type. Pale

pink patches and off-white haloes are often associated with some of the
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larger burrows and an irregular banding of sb:ongly and weakly biothrbated

horizons may be developed. Thin bands of pale brown chalk ncxules in a

darker muddy matrix occur sporadically, together with sub-vertical,

rn ud-fiuied fracthres and thin dusky-red m udstone bands. Glauconite and

pyrite speckling is particularly prominent at so me levels.

8.2.6. White chalk (c.18.O-58.45m). Cenomanian to Turonian.

The unit comprises white to brownish white, argillaceous and nedu]ar

chalks. Flints are corn mon in the chalk above the Black Band but are atent

in the more argillaceous sequence beneath. Core recovery was in general

poor owing to the corn paratively soft nature of the chalk.

8.3. Conclusions

Borehole 81/40 was sited, using shallow seismic profiles, on gently

eastward-dipping Cretaceous strata in the Forth Approaches Embayment. In

consequence, the sequence cored in Borehole 81/40 should prove to be more

complete and representative of the basinal areas than many corn mercial wells

sited on posifive anticlinal or fault controlled structures.

Early Cretaceous sedimentation in the North Sea Basin was characterised

by the deposition of thick clay sequences which range in age from Ryazanian

to Aptian and which are generally a.igned to the Speeton Clay Formation of

the Cromer Knoll Group (Rhys 1974; Deegan and ScuU 1977). Deposition took

place mostly in quiet-water marine environments prtxucing monotonous clay

sequences in which the major lithological variations are a result of subtle

changes in carbonate content. These changes appear to reflect an increase

or decrease in abundance (and diversity) of microfaunal and microfloral

assemblages as the sea transgressed and regressed acro the basin,

improving or inhibiting circulation, and therefore oxygenation of the basin

waters.

The oldest sediments encountered in borehole 81/40 are of Early Apftian
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to Barremian age. According to the ostiaced faunas, the basal 1 2m of the

greenish-grey mudstones are Barremian, whereas according to the

forami.nifera they are Early Apdan. fl is not possible to resolve this

discrepancy on the inform atien obtained from this borehole alone. One

possible explanation is that the borehole sequence is more complete than

those of onshore north-west Europe, so that individual species could range

beyond their known stxatigraphical Urn its.

The upward incoming of coccolith-rich marly Urn estones at 99.94 rn (Dr

A. W. M edd pers. corn m. 1983), with abundant and diverse rnicrofaunal

assemblages, in undoubted Early Apd.an sediments, provide a further

indication of improving circulation in the basin as the transgression

procjressed. The occunce of limest:one developments is a characteristic

feature of the Early Apd.an of the North Sea Basin (Rawson and Riley 1982).

By Mid - Late ApUan times, a renewed rn anne inThx into the basin is

indicated by the sudden proliferation of the p]anktonic forarninifer

Hedberge]]a infracretacea (Loft et aL 1985). In the borehole sequence, it

is notable that the incoming of this planktonic species is also coincident

with the change to reddened cakareous mudstone Uthologies. The abrupt

colour change and reddening of both the Late Aptian mudstones and the Mid

Albian - Early Cenornanian chalk is widespread throughout the North Sea

area, and occurs not only in condensed sequences over the more positive

areas but also in sequences between the highs. In both instances the

reddening appears to be associated with fransyressive phases, suggesUng

that increased oxygenation of the bottom waters may in part be responsible

for the retention of an original red coloration of the sediments and

indicating a shallow-water depositional environment (Jeans 1 980; Ga].lois

and Morter 1982).

Conform ably overlying the red m udstones, the latest Aptian sediments in
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the borehole corn pdse brown-grey m udstones with intelt)edded bentonites, the

volcanic origin of which is indicated by the presence of sanidine feldspar

and biotrte as corn mon detriLl constituent grains. The muc5stones have

yielded rnicrofaunal asemblages which suggest a P.nutk5isnsis Zone (Late

Aptian) age. Widespread volcanic activity is apparent at this level in the

Late Aptian throughout much of the north-west European area, and volcanic

sediments have been descdbed from this zone both in southern England

(Sandgate Beds at Falkestone; Jeans et aL 1982) and in Germ any (Sarstedt

and Thiede; Zirnmerle 1979) (Figure 8.4). is interesting to note that at

Speeton cliffs bentonitic horizons have not yet been describe from the

Aptian-Albian sequences. However, it is worth noting that the corn mon

aseodation of these bentonitic horizons with vivid green 'g]auconiti&

streaks and patches in both this borehole and in the German succeion may

be mirrored at Speetan, where green glauconitic bands and streaks have a]so

been described from the clay sequence im mediately below the Late Aihian Red

Chalk (Lamplugh 1899; Kaye 1964). Poor exposure of this part of the

sequence at Speeton cliffs at present precludes confirmation of bentonitic

bands at this level.

The source of the volcanic material which is largely acidic to

intermediate in compition, has been suggested as either a site in the

southern North Sea or in the western English Channel and South West

Approaches (Jeans et aL 1982). These Late Aptian bentonites are the

prtxuct of one of two important phases of Lower Cretaceous volcanic

activity in the north-west European area, the other occurring in the

Ryazanian (Figure 8.3) (Knox and Fletcher 1978; Zim merle 1979; Chapter 7)

and coinciding with increasing tectonism at the plate margins to the west

of Britain, associated with the opening of the RockaL Trough and rotation

of the Therian peninsula (Anderton et	 1979). -
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On fora miniferal grounds, the AptJan / Albian boundary in the borehole

sequence lies just below the marked unconformity that separates the

grey-brown mudstones from the overlying variegated beds. The topmost part

of the grey-brown mudstone unit is, however, strongly hiothrbated and it is

certainly possible that the erosion surface may represent the Apti.an I

Alaian stage boundary in the borehole, and that reworking during the Early

i\Jhian txarisression is responsible for any discrepancy between the

biostratigraphical and lithostratigraphical boundaries.

This Eaiiy Albian transgreion, characterised initially by extremely

impoverished microfaunas and floras, is well documented in the European

basin (Price 1977). Tn the borehole sequence, the Early Albian interval

comprises a thin but extremely distinctive sequence of variegated clays and

silts which contain a microfauna restrk±ed to agglutinating foraminifera;

no ostraccds or coccoliths have been recorded. Within this variegated

sequence a single bentonific horizon suggests a continuation of sporadic

volcanic activity over the basin into the Early Albian. The transition to

the overlying red chalk sediments is associated with the basinwide

id-A1bian transgression.

The 'red chalk' in the borehole ranges from Mid Albian to Early

Ceno m anian in age. The sequence does not show the marked nedular

development characteristic of much of the red chalk sequence at outcrop in

Yorkshire and Linco].nsh±re and compises largely uniform red chalk

sediments. The transition to white chalk sedimentation occurs during the

Early Cenomanian with the development of argillaceous white Chalk

sediments. A thin black clay, the Black Band, forms a widespread marker

close to the Cenomani.an - Turordan boundary throughout much of the North

Sea Basin (Hart and Bigg 1981) before a return to mare normal white chalk

sedimentation during the Turoni.an.
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CHAPTER 9
0	 0

The geology of the California Sheet (54 N 00 , quadrants 42 and

43) in the Southern North Sea Basin.
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The geology of the California Sheet (54 N 00 , quadrants 42 arri 43)

southern North Sea.

9.1. ]htrodud±Xl

investigations by the British Geological Survey (]3.G.S.) of the seabed

geology of the California Sheet (540_ 550 N,0°- 020E) began early in 1981

with shaflow seismic surveys of the area. in total approximately 4320 km of

seismic were collected a]ng east-west and north-south traverses with a

grid spacing of about 5 km (Encksure 2). Seismic equipment used included a

1 ]ci]ojoule sparker and 5 or 10 cu.inch aizuns, high resolution pinger and

boomer and sidescan sonar. Following these seismic surveys a series of

seabed sampling and shallow drilling surveys were carried out to improve

the interpretation of the geophysical data. In total 177 bedrock samples

were collected and 10 shallow cored boreholes drilled within the sheet

area.

Prior to this work by the BGS the geological outlines of the area and

its broad relationship to the main part of the Southern North Sea Basin

were established by Kent (1967) and Dingle (1971). The sheet name

Califarnia is derived, because of the sparsity of named seabed features in

the area, from an important fishing ground in the south-west part of the

sheet and is a result of the practice of local fishermen , in the early 19th

century of naming particularly rich fishing grounds after contemporary gold

strike areas e.g Kiondyke. The Califarnia sheet, which covers licence
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Figure 9. 1 Seismic sections from the California Sheet area
showing the effects of salt tectonics on the
structure of the area
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quadrants 42 and 43, occupies the northern rn argin of the Southern North Sea

Basin proper, which is bounded at its northern margin by the sftucturally

pcsifive Mid-North Sea - Rinkohing-Fyn High. Consequently, many of the

M esozaic, Tertiary and Quaternaxy units thin over the northern part of the

sheet as the high is approached. This northward thinning is further

complicated by the effec±s of salt tectonics. The thick Zechstein (Late

Permian) salts have shown considerable mohility since the Middle ThLatc

due to a combination of burial depth and tec±onic stress. The resulting

swe]]s and troughs, which have influenced both sedimentation patterns and

structural development in the area, have together preduced a seabed outcrop

patt:ern of considerable complexity.

Corn rn ercial driJJing for hydrocarbons corn rn enced in the area in 1966 and

early results were disappointing, judged in the light of the considerable

success of the drflhirig further to the south. The Rothegendes (Early

Permian) dune sandstones, the primary gas reservoir in the main basin to

the south, show a trnsifion to non-prcspective sfltstone and m udstone

facies within the sheet area. Exploration (1983 onwards) has resumed in the

area since the economic conditions are now making smaller gas prospects in

the finvial sandstones of the Triassic (Bunter Sandstone Formation)

increasingly atractive. To date five smali gasLelds are being developed:

Esm ond, Forbes, Gordon, Cleeton and R avenspurn. The geological details from

mt of the early wells drilled in the area have now been released from

contidentia]ity by the Department of Energy and these data have been used

extensively in the preparation of this map to help determine the deep

geological structure and lithostratigraphy of the area and to tie in

reflectors on the seismic profiles.

9.2. Structure

The structure of the California sheet area is dominated by a series of
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north-west frending folds. Erosion along the a)thl axeas of these

st:ruc±ures has produced a complex outcrop pattern on the western part of

the sheet as succeiveiy older strata are exposed as concentric shells

until Permo-Thiaic sediments are revealed at their core. Corn merd.al deep

drilling and seabed sampling along the axes of these folds has shown that

these undulating st:ructures have thick Zechstein salt (up to 150Dm) as a

core.

Faulting is extremely widespread in the sheet area. The shallow

seismic profiles indicate quite a high density of minor faults but the

widely spaced nature of the seismic grid precludes a detailed analysis of

the fault trends. A zone of major faulting is apparent running north to

south through the sheet area and has been termed the Central Fracture

Zone(Enclosure 1). This zone is a major listric fracture downthrowing to

the east:, and appears to mark the western limit of salt movement (Encksure

1). Its southern limit is coincident with the north-west trending Dowsing

Fault Zone at the western margin of the Sole Pit Trough to the south

(Enckure 1). To the west of this zone the Zechstein salt sequence is

thinner and structures within the Mesozoic show a less rigid north-west

trend. West of the Central Fracture Jurassic and Cretaceous sequences are

not well preserved and no Tertiary sediments have so far been proved during

sampling. Seismic evidence suggests, however, that there is a possibility

that Tertiary strata may occur in the south west corner of the sheet area

in the rim synclines of a large salt structure.

9.3. Geological History.

The Southern North Sea Basin has a complex history of long periods of

subaidence punctuated by periods of uplift and inversion. The most recent

consensus of views on the development of the North Sea basin (e.g. Ziegler

1981; Donato and Tully 1981; Leeder 1983) suggest that it was iniated
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during the Early Permian by slow subaidence north and south of the already

established Mid-Nth Sea High. Sutsequently a tensional phase of ri.fting

and stretching of the lithosphere led to the formation of the m ajar graben

systems which dominate the North Sea basin north of the Mid-North sea High.

A phase of slow subeidence followed through Thiassic and Juraic times

until the Early Cretaceous when Jocalised uplift and inversion began to

affect the Southern North Sea Basin, prcxlucing the Cleveland and Sole Pit

Inversion structures. Sutsequent release of this tension then led to

cooling and flexuring of the lithosphere and more general subeidence

throughout the North Sea Basin in the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary.

9.4. Pre-Permian Basement

Little information is available regarding the pre-Permi.an geology of

the basin within the sheet area. This is largely because the initial deep

dri]]ing proved that the main gas prospect in the area, the Rot.liegendes

sandstones, were either thin or showed a change into a non-prospective

fine grained clastic sequences. Later wells, therefore, tended to terminate

as soon as Late Permi.an (Zechstein) sediments were penetrated. A few

corn mercial wells, however, have proved that Carboniferous sediments

underlie much of the sheet area (Enckure 1; Eames 1975). They range from

Lower Carboniferous limestones to Westphalian coal measure sequences; the

latter are the major source rock for the gas found in the overlying Bunter

Sandstone Farm ation.

9.5. Rotlieger1es Group (Early Permian)

The sediments of the Rotliegendes Group in the sheet area show a

transition northwards from aeolian dune sand sequences to muddy, wadi-type

saiiferous m udstones and siltstones. The northern margin of the Early

Permian basin lay within the sheet area and showsLthin discontinuous sandy

sequence often lying directly on ercxed pre-Permian basement rocks. The
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Mid-N orth Sea - Rinkobing-Fyn High divided this southern Permian basin from

a simflar subsiding trough to the north (Glennie 1984).

9.6. Zechstin (Late Permian)

Late Permian sedimentation in the North Sea area, both north and south

of the Mid-North Sea High, saw the establishment of shallow highly saline

seas in the basin. Thick cyclic sequences of reefal carbonates and sabkha

type evaporites were deposited in the basin (Taylor and Celter 1975). This

Zechstein basin extended eastwards into Germany where the sequence has been

divided into 5 carbonate/evaporite cycles of sedimentation (Z1-Z5). The

California sheet lies on the north-west margin of the basin, carbonate reef

fades are well developed and 4 of the major cycles (Z 1 -z 4) have been

recognised in the boreholes drifled (Encicsure 1). These Zechstein

sequences inclnde considerable thicknees of salt and it is the mobility

of these salt units under tectonic stress that has allowed the development

of a range of spectacular salt diapirs and pierce rn ents across the basin

(Figure 9.1; Trusheim 1960). The mechanism which triggered these salt

movements is still not fully resolved but is likely to be a combination of

basement faulting and 'gravitational creep' over the original basement

topography. The initial phase of movement is considered to be associated

with Middle Tri.assic tec±onics, post-dating the deposition of the fluvial

Bunter Sandstone Formation, which is the oldest unit to show erosional

thinning over the crests of some of the salt structures. Once initiated,

the salt movement continued spasmcxically, reactivation occu4ng probably

in association with tectonic episedes which perirxlically affected the

basin. Salt withdrawal around the margins of the salt swells allowed the

development of rim-synclinal structures, within which later thick

syn-depositional sediment piles accumulated. These sediment traçs

them selves contributed to further salt movement as the overburden on the
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salt increased. The effects of salt movement decrease both northwards and

westwards over the sheet area as a consequence of the th:inning of the

Zechstein sequence as a whole onto the Mid-North Sea High and into the

Cleveland Basin where Zechstein salt sequences show no significant diapiric

phase.

9.7. Triaic

Triatc sediments subcrop most of the sheet area but only occur at

outcrop as isolated in]iers along the axes of so me of the larger salt

swells. This red bed sequence may be divided into a lower shale unit - the

Bunter Shale Formatic, a middle flnvial sandstone unit - the Bunter

Sandstone Formation (these two units forming the Bacton Group), and an

upper saliferous shale unit (the Haisbarough Group). Each of these units is

preserved in wells drilled within the sheet area (Encksure 1). The units

thin gradually northwards onto the Mid-North Sea High but overall the

Thiic sediments are remarkably consistent in both lithology and

thickne. Thin saliferous beds are corn monly well developed in the TriifLc

succeion to the south but, with the exception of the Rot Salt Member,

they die out northwards and westwards acrc the sheet area. The gradual

amelioration of the dim ate at the end of Triaic brnes is reflected in

the deposition of marqinal marine shales and interbedded sandstones of the

Winteiton Formation. The sediments of the Winterton Formation have only

been proved at outcrop around the fLanks of the Scarborough Dome. B G S

torehcile 81/44 (Figure 2.2) cored a 13.85 m thick sequence through the

Wintei±on Formation on the flanks of this structure. The sequence cored

ranged from pale greenish-grey dolomitic mans, with a blocky to bt:Lttle

fracture, (topmost part of the Haistorough Group) at the base, into thinly

interbedded white fine-grained, anhydrite cemented sandstones and black

mudstones, with a rich macrofauna of pyritised bivalves, characteristic of
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the W estbury Formation of the Penarth Group (Dr. Ivim ey- Cook 1984 pers

corn m.). The topmc6t unit was a dark grey mudst:one of probable Lower

Jurassic age though no diagnostic macro- or microfaunas were obtained. The

stratigraphy and petrography of this sequence and of the Winterton

Form ation in general is discussed more fully in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

9.8. Juraie

The Juraic succession in the California sheet ranges from Hettangian

to Kim meridgian in age and representatives from most of the Jurassic stages

have been sam Led, either in cored boreholes or by seabed sampling

tecbniues. (Enckure 1; Appendix 3). The Jurassic succession outcrops at

or near seabed over a north-west trending area across the south-west part

of the sheet. This succession is contiguous with that of the Sale Pit

Trough, but was not as severly affected by the phase of inversion and

ertton of the basin which was largely took place in Early Cretaceous

times.

9.8.1. Lower Jurassic (Lias Group)

The Lower Jurassic sediments in the sheet area range from Hettangian to

Early Toarcian in age and reach up to c.500m in thickness (Chapter 3). The

sequence comprises tyca1ly, dark grey to grey calcareous, silty,

rnudstones interbedded with grey, argillaceous, limestones. In the shallow

seismic profiles the Lower Jurassic sequences typically show a gently

dipping, well-bedded sequence which is folded into a series of minor

anticlines and synclines (Figure 9.3). The base of the sequence is marked

by a change to a less regular seismic character, but no basal unconformity

with the Triassic sequence is apparent. The higher amplitude reflectors

corn m only seen in the sequence axe probably related to carbonate rich beds.

The most pro minnt is formed by the Staithes / Cleveland Ironstone

Formations. This unit, as in the onshore area, forms a distinctive
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IG

Figure 9.3 Sparker profile across the Middle/Upper Lias boundary
showing the well-bedded nature of the Lower Jurassic.
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topgraphic ridge on the seabed and has been mapped within the sheet area

(Enclure 1, Figure 9.3). No samples were obtained from the unit itself

because of the bard nature of the ]ithologies involved, but its age was

confirmed by sampling the the softer mudstones on either side of the

feature. This Middle Lies interval is also a prominent marker on the

downho1e geophysical logs from corn mercial wells drilLed through the

sequence (Chapter 4). The upper boundary of the Lower Jura.ic succeion

is marked by an obvious change from the well bedded Lower Juraic into the

more chaotic seismic character of the Middle Juraie succeion. This

change allows the mapping of the basal boundary of the Middle Jurair over

the sheet area with some confidence. The Lower / Middle Juraic boundary

has been cored in BGS borehole 81/42 (Figure 9.4). The borehole proved an

11.00 m sequence of carbonaceous clays and thin sandstones with a thin

spherulific siderite unit and a thin sideri±ic ironstone, resting on

dark-grey, non-caleareous clay, which in turn rests on dark grey,si]ty

mudstones with thin bithrninous horizons (11 .00rn thick). This lowermcst

caleareous mudstone unit yielded an abundant macrofauna of Early Toarcian

age (Dr. Ivimey-Cook pers. comm. 1985).

The phase of pre-Aa]enien tectonism and erosion, weU documented

onshore in eastern England (Hemingway 1974), is evident in the offshore

area from seismic and well data which both confirm the variable thickne

of the Upper Lies sediments which overlie the Staithes / Cleveland

Ironstone Formation. However, no clear angular unconformity is recognised

between the Middle and Lower Juraic sequences seen on the seismic

profiles.

9.8.2. Middle Jurie (Bajocian-Ca]]ovian, West Sale Group)

The Middle Jura. sediments in the sheet area reach a maximum

thickness of c.1 50m in the rim synclines in the- south of the sheet, but
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from borehole and seismic evidence thin markedly northwards onto the

Mid-North Sea High. The Middle Jurassic outcrop in the sheet area is

genexally very narrow and consequently few samples were obtained from the

sequence. The boundaries of the unit were mapped using the seismic

character of the unit, which comises a distinctly chaotic series of

reflectors when compared with the we]]. bedded nature of the underlying

Lower Jurassic sequence and overlying weU-bedded Upper Jurassic strata.

The few samples obtained from the sequence largely comprise Jithologies

simflar to the non-marine sequences of the Cleveland Basin (Appendix 3).

B CS borehole 81/42 as discussed above (Figure 9.4) cored an 11 m sequence

of non-marine Middle Juraic sediments ?Saltwick Formation, resting on

Liassic strata. In this borehole there was no evidence of the basal Middle

Jurassic marine Dogger Formation. However, seabed sam pies which were

obtained at other localities close to this boundary comprised green-grey

cha m ositic, oolitie ironstones simi].ar in character to the Dogger Formation

of the Cleveland Basin (Appendix 3). Non-marine carbonaceous sandstones

and interla minated m udstones and siltstones of Middle Jurassic age were

also sampled. The Middle Jurassic succession has been drilled in only a few

corn m erd.al wells in the sheet area and only cuttings m ateri.al is available.

The stratigraphic delimitation of the Middle / Upper Jurassic boundary is

in general the most problematical in the Southern North Sea Basin (see

Chapter 3). In the sheet area this boundary, which lies within an almost

continuous sandy succession, was defined using seabed sample data and by

reference to the overlying Coralli.an Limestone unit which forms one of the

most widely mappable seismic horizons within the Jurassic (Figure 9.6). A

flu rn ber of seabed sam pies and short cores of Ca]]ovian sequences were

drilled (Figure 9.5). The Callovian-Lower Oxfordian interval comprises

marine sandstone sequences ranging from clean grey, bioclastic sandstones
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Figure 9. 6 Sparker profile of Corallian and Kimmeridge
Clay Formations taken through borehole site 81/41.
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to more muddy, greenish grey, oolitic and chamcGitie sandstones. The

chamosific sandstone are Ethologically sLmiiar to the Hackne Rock of the

Cleveland Basin and as far as can be ascertained, from

micropalaeontological evidence, lie at about the same stratigraphic level.

9.8.3. Upper Jura.ic (Oxfardian to Kim merkigian, Humber Group

Upper Juraic sediments outcrop ext:ensively acro the sheet area and

have been cored in a number of shallow boreholes and in many seabed samples

(Enclosure 1). The Upper Juraic sequence can be divided seismically into

two distinct units. A lower interval characterised by a prominent series of

high amplitUde seismic reflectors and forming a topographic ridge at

seabed; this unit is composed of the cemented sands and limestones of the

Lower Caleareous Grit and CoralLian Limestone Formations. An upper unit of

seismica]ly well bedded character which is compred of the well bedded

stales and thin cementstones of the Kim merkige Clay Formation (Figure 9.6).

This ]at±er formation includes thin representatLves of the sands and

mudstones of the Upper Calcareous Grit and Arnptbill Clay. Sample data

indicates that the CoraTh.an Umestones are predominantly pale grey to

creamy brown oolitic and hioclastie Urn estones (BGS boreholes 81/47, 82/22)

resting, in the thicker sequences at least, on variably cern ented, cherty

sandstones with sponge spicules (Rhaxella sp.) of the Lower Ca]careous Grit

Formation.

An almost complete sequence of Kim meridgian strata has been proved,

within the sheet area, from both borehole and sample data (BGS boreholes

81/43, 81/46, 81/47, Chapter 6). The top of the Kim meridge Clay Formation

is marked by a slight angular unconformity with the overlying Lower

Cretaceous Speeton Clay Formation (Figure 9.7).

9.9. Cretaceous

9.9.1. Lower Cretaceous (Ryazanian to klbian, Cromer KnaU Group)

Lower Cretaceous sediments in the sheet area comprise the ca]careous

and thin non-calcareous shales of the Speeton Clay Formation (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9. 7 Sparker profile showing the Kimmeridge/Speeton Clay
unconformity c. 1 0km east of Flamborough Head.
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Of part±cu]ar interest is the development at various horLzons of thin

voleanic bentonites (Figure 8.3). The Speeton Clay reaches its greatest

development, c.430 m, in the south west part of the sheet and thins

noi±hwanls onto the Mid-N o]±h Sea High. Local thickening of the sequence,

associated with faulting, occurs within the sheet area e.g. WeU 42/1 3-1,

c.230rn. The lower part of the succession has been cored in BGS borehole

81/43 (Figure 9.8) (Ryazanian to Barremi.an), and a detailed description of

the sequence is included in Chapt:er 7 of this thesis. The upper part of the

Speeton Clay Formation (Barremian to Albian) is known only from corn memial

borehole data. An examination of corn mercia]. weU data from the upper part

of the Speeton Clay Formation suggest:s the succession may be closely

torn parable with the sequence drU].ed, to the north of the sheet area, in

B G S borehole 81/40 (Loft et a]. 1985; Chapter 8). From cuttings obtained

from wel]s that have drilled a more expanded sequence (42/1 3-1, 43/1 5-1) a

broad sutdivision downwards from a red Chalk unit, through a high garn ma /

low ve]odty grey-brown mudsbone unit (possibly equivalent to the Late

Aptian/Early Albian bentonitic m udstones in borehole 81/40; Chapter 8),

into a second red chalky marl unit overlying greenish grey mans with thin

Urn est:one intervals.

Within the sheet area the Speeton Clay outcrop is concealed beneath a

cover of Quaternary sediments and has been largely mapped using shallow

seismic data. Shallow seismic profiles and borehole evidence suggest that

this clay sequence rests unconform ably on Kim meridgian strata (Figure 7)

and is itself unconform ably overlain by Upper Cretaceous Chalk strata

(Enclosure 1). This latter unconformity, from the limited evidence

available, lies close to the base of the Albian, red chalk horizon. Many of

the corn m ercial wells in the sheet area were drilled near to the axes of

the major salt pillows and have proved only a very thin Lower Cretaceous
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Figure 9. 8 Summary log of borehole 81/43.
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succeion. Company composite logs often suggest that the oldest sediments

in the sequence are of Barremian age, however, it has recently been shown

in the Northern North Sea that many of the thin Lower Cretaceous sequences

preserved over structural highs axe highly condensed and may comprise

representadves of many or all of the Lower Cretaceous stages, rather than

represent a single isochionous event within the basin (Rawson and Riley

1982).

9.9.2 Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian to Early Maastriehtian, Chalk Group)

A thick Upper Cretaceous sequence covers much of the sheet area.

Reactivation of the salt pillows probably occurred dunng the Upper

Cretaceous as the thickest chalk sequences occur (1 000m+) in the m

synclinal structures in the south-west of the sheet area. The Chalk

succeion preserved in the northern part of the sheet area (c.600m) lies

on the western margin of the new Late Cretaceous depocentre centred

further to the east along the present axis of the North Sea. The base Chalk

seismic reflector is probably the most easily mapped seismic marker in the

North Sea Basin, on both shallow and deep seismic profiles (Figure 10) and

can also be readily picked on the downhole log responses in com mercia].

wei]s from the area. The Chalk Group comprises a monotonous sequence of

white chalk sediments which become increasingly argillaceous towards the

base of the sequence. The sequence may be divided into a number of

lithostratigraphic units on the basis of marked changes in downhole

geophysical log responses. The most prominent geophysical log marker within

the chalk equates with the Black Band or Plenus MarL This thin

carbonaceous clay seam is known from bicstratigrapbie data to mark the

Ceno m anian / Turoni.an boundary in the North Sea Basin (Hart and Bigg 1981).

The Black Band has been cored in two BGS boreholes (81/40 see Chapter 8,

82/20 , Figure 9.11) and corn prises a unit of dark grey to black, shaly,
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organic-rich, non-calcareous clay. The Black Band overlies off-wh:ite and

greenish-grey, flintless, argillaceous chalks of Cenomanian age. The flinty

cha:llc sequence overlying the Black Band, in the sheet area, ranges from

Turonian to Early Maastrichtian in age. Short cores have been drilled in

this sequence and the stratLgraphy of these cores is sum maxised in Figure

9.10. The Chalk sequence on the shallow seismic profiles predominantly

shows a well-bedded seismic character. However, in so me profiles the

seismic reflectors show the development of broad shoals and banks within

the sequence (Figure 9.11). Borehole 82/19 cored a chalk sequence within

these undulating seismic reflectors and the abundant foraminiferal

aemblages proved the sequence to be of Upper Campanian age (K. Ball pets

comm. 1982).

9.10. Tertiary

Tertiary sediments rest with marked unconformity on Upper Cretaceous

chalk strata. Sam pie evidence suggests that much of the M aastrichtian chalk

succeion is alent across the sheet area having either not been depci±ed

or having been removed during an Early Palaeocene tectonic phase of uplift.

Deposition only recom menced in the Late Palaeocene in the area (Loft et al

1983). The Tertiary sequence reaches a maxLmum thickness of about 500 m

thick in the sheet area and continues to thicken eastwards. Three cored

toreholes drifled by the BGS (81/45,81/46A and 82/21) cored strata ranging

over the Late Palaeocene to Late Eocene microfaunal zones SB2 to NSB6b of

King (1 983). The succession cored in the bareholes comprised a monotonous

sequence of clays, but is notable for the occurrence, in the Late

Palaeocene - Early Eocene part of the sequence, of a series of 74 thin

bentonite horizons. This Late Palaeocene - Early Eocene volcanic episx1e is

widely documented throughout the North Sea Basin and is known as the Ash -

Marker (Figure 9.12; Loft et al 1983).
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Seismic sections through the Tertiary sequence show a comparatively

well- bedded sequence of strata with a number of prominent seismic

reflectors. The Ash Marker itself shows up as a particularly prominent

series of reflec±ors at the base of the sequence (Figure 9.1 3). The

sequence was folded into a series of north-east trending anticlines and

synclines probably during the Late Tertiary and it would seem likely that

further movement of the Zechstein salt pillows occurred at this tLme to

enhance the development of these structures.

9.11. Quaternary

Pleistocene sediments in the sheet area reach up to 500m in thickness

(Enc]rsure 2) and continue to thicken eastwards towards the axis of the

main depocentre. These sediments, based on rather limited

bio.stratigraphical control, range from Early Pleistocene to Holocene in age

and rest with marked unconformity on folded Eocene or older strata within

the sheet area. Borehole and sample evidence shows that the sequence

comprises a thick lower, pre- glacial interval of fluvial and marine

interbedded clays and sands of Early to Middle Pleistocene age, and a

thinner upper interval of Late Pleistocene age, characterised by glacially

derived tills and clays. The sequence can be divided seismically into a

number of units each with a distinct seismic character (Enclosure 2). The

lowermt seismic unit is particularly interesting because of the

development, within the interval, of a series of north westward prograding

sandy beds. This sequence is much more fully developed further south and

represents the northward encroachment into the North Sea Basin of the Early

Pleistocene deltas of the North West German river systems.

The Pleistocene sequences of the sheet area are largely covered by a

sequence of post-Flandri.an marine sands which ranges in from a thin veneer

to c.2 5 m in thickness. Muddy sediments are only found in the deeper water
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area (>80 metres water depth) of the Outer Silver Pit in the uth-eas

corner of the sheet.
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10. Summary

1. The lithostratigraphy, thickness and distribution of the Late

Triassic (Rhaetian) strata of the Winterton Formation within the U.K.

sector of the Southern North Sea Basin is described and illustrated

using downhole geophysical well log correlations. The Winterton

Formation is shown to extend eastwards beneath the Jurassic sequence

throughout the flasin. Core material from an offshore borehole drilled

through the Winterton Formation is correlated in detail with its

onshore equivalent, the Penarth Group. The Winterton Formation reaches

a maximum thickness of c.75m in the offshore area and is divided into

two primary lithostratigraphic units which can be traced throughout

the basin. The upper unit, which has a maximum development of c.30m in

thickness, comprises grey-brown mudstones which are probable

correlatives of the Lilstock Formation of the Penarth Group. The lower

unit, which has a maximum thickness of c.44m, is more variable in

lithology and comprises shaly, dark grey to black, fossiliferous

inudstones interbedded with fine grained sandstones, of probable

fluvio-deltaic origin. This unit is shown to correlate with beds of

the Westbury Formation of the Penarth Group. The Late Triassic

succession of the Southern North Sea Basin is closely similar in

lithology to the sequences known from parts of the Norwegian-Danish

Basin.

2. The Jurassic succession of the U.K. sector Southern North Sea Basin

is a remnant of a much more extensive basin of deposition isolated by

extensive uplift and erosion during the Late Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous. A suite of maps showing the present day thickness and
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distribution of Lower, Middle and Upper Jurassic strata within the

U.K. sector of the North Sea Basin is presented.

The Jurassic succession of the offshore area is divided into a

number of lithostratigraphic units, on the basis of their downhole log

respnses, which are correlated in detail with the onshore sequences of

Eastern England. The most complete Jurassic sequences are preserved

and concealed beneath the thick Cretaceous succession of the East

Midlands Shelf. This Shelf area was particularly stable throughout the

Jurassic and many of the lithostratigraphic subdivisions of the

onshore sequence are shown to extend into the offshore area with

little change in thickness or facies. The marine oolitic limestones of

the Lincoinshire Limestone Formation, for example, extend eastwards

across almost the whole of this Shelf area before passing laterally

into the paralic, clastic sequences of the more rapidly subsiding Sole

Pit Trough.

The Jurassic succession thickens dramatically into the Sole Pit

Trough (c.950in preserved) and also in locallised syndepositional,

rim-syncinal troughs marginal to the main Zechstein salt diapirs.

These sequences are, however, incompletely preserved primarily due to

the subsequent inversion and erosion of the Sole Pit structure during

the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous. During the Middle and Upper

Jurassic the Sole Pit Trough occupied a structural setting similar to

that of the Cleveland Basin of North Yorkshire. The sediments within

this Trough therefore show greater lithological affinities,

particularly in the Upper Jurassic, with the successions of the

Cleveland Basin rather than with those of the East Midlands Shelf. The

Corallian oolitic limestone facies, for example, is shown to occupy an

arcuate outcrop extending from the Cleveland Basin into the Sole Pit
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Trough but passes westwards into a siltstone and mudstone dominated

successsion over the East Midlands Shelf.

At present the Sole Pit area forms a complex north-west trending

broad anticlinal arch with Triassic and Jurassic sediments cropping

out along its length at or near seabed. The structure is pierced by a

number of major salt diapirs.

3. Sandstones occur throughout the Middle Jurassic successions of

Eastern England. A lithostratigraphic subdivision of these sandstones

has been made utilising changes in their heavy mineral assemblages.

The presence or absence of Apatite, which is related to changes in

acidity in the original depositional environment, for example, enables

marine and non-marine sandstone units respectively to be

distinguished. The assemblages are also distinctive enough to permit

correlation between individual boreholes and with the limited material

available from the Middle Jurassic successions of the offshore area.

The sandstones of the Middle Jurassic are shown to have a

predominantly local provenance from the Pennine - Mid-North Sea Highs,

however, a small but important exotic component (kyanite, staurolite

and chioritoid) is present, derived from the regionally metamorphosed

terrains of the Scottish Massif.

The occurrence of severely etched kyanite and staurolite grains

in sandstones from these East Midlands sequences is surprising given

the structural stability of the area, but may be explained by the

flushing of the sediment pile by corrosive fluids expelled from

sediments deeper in the basin, perhaps during inversion of the Sole

Pit Trough.

In the heavy mineral assemblages recovered from the sandstones

of the Kellaways Rock and Sand (Callovian), euhedral Apatite grains
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were noted which , it is suggested, may be indicators of a volcanic

component to the assemblages.

4. Upper Jurassic mudatone sequences of Kiinmeridgian age (baylei to

hudlestoni zones) are described and the lithological similarity of the

sequences to the type Kiimneridge Clay of the onshore area, illustrated

by the presence throughout of small scale rhythmic cycles of

sedimentation including thin oil-shale horizons, is noted. The

Kimmeridge Clay rests on thinly developed Mnpthill Clay before passing

down into thin sandstones and oolitic limestones of the Upper

Calcareous Grit and Coralline Oolite Formations respectively. The

Kijnineridgian / Ryazanian unconformity shows a change from typical

Kimmeridge Clay lithologies through a transitional interval of

organic-rich, non- calcareous siltstones and inudstones of Ryazanian

age, only thinly represented at Speeton, into calcareous mudstones of

more typical Speeton Clay facies.

5. The Early Cretaceous Speeton Clay Formation is locally well

developed in the northern part of the Southern North Sea Basin. The

Speeton Clay sequence cored in the offshore area ranges from Iyazanian

to Albian in age and is correlated in detail with the type succession

at Speeton. Seven thin bentonite horizons are identified in the

Ryazanian to Hauterivian sequence CE to Lower B Beds) and can be

correlated with bentonites known at Speeton. A second group of nine

bentonite horizons in the Late Aptian to Early Albian interval are

also identified. This latter suite of bentonites has probable

correlatives in the Lower Cretaceous Fullers Earths of Southern

England and also with bentonites recorded in the Aptian / Albian

succession of North West Germany. The upper boundary between the

Speeton Clay Formation and Upper Cretaceous white ëhalk shows a
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complex transitional sequence of red mudstones, brown-grey inudstones,

variegated siltstones and red chalk. An unconformity is present

separating the Late Aptian and Early Albian sequences.

6. Detailed mapping of the sub-Pleistocene geology of the California

sheet has enabled the stratigraphy and structural development of the

area, in relation to the Southern North Sea Basin as a whole, to be

documented. Within the sheet area representatives of all the

post-Permian successions are present at outcrop and are mapped using

shallow seismic profiles. The stratigraphy and lithologies of these

sequences are described from cored borehole data.

The present complex, sinuous outcrop patterns within the sheet are

a consequence of the erosion of the many salt induced anticlinal

structures present in the area. These anticlines were formed by

extensive movement of the thick Zechstein salt sequences which

underlie most of the area. These salt sequences are shown to have

moved spasmodically since the Middle Triassic and have exerted

considerable syndepositional control on sedimentation patterns

particularly during the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous.

Two phases of volcanic activity in the North Sea area are

documented from the strata cored in the sheet area. The first in the

Lower Cretaceous reflecting a volcanic source, possibly within the

basin and the second, represented by 74 thin tuff bands in the

Palaeocene mu datones, reflecting volcanicity occutng at the rifted

Greenland / North European plate boundary.
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Thickness of Jurassic and Rhaetian sediments in released

commercial wells from the U.K. sector of the Southern North

Sea Basin. (Depths in metres below Kelly Bushing,

thicknesses in metres).

WELL NO. BC BUJ TUJ BMJ TMJ BLJ TLJ 	 TJ RH *

36/1 3-1	 959

36/15-1	 1324

37/1 0-1	 1675

38/1-1	 1756

41/1 8-1

41/20-2 thin Rhaetic at outcrop

41 /24A-1

41/25-1

42/13-1	 1021

42/23-1	 A	 262 262 318	 56

42/28-1	 518	 834 316 976 142

42/28-2	 945	 1272 324 1296	 23

42/29-1	 613	 769 156 91 9 749

42/30-1	 ?1 53 153 515 362

43/11-1	 392

43/1 5-1	 785

?1030 44

?1367 43

?1733 59

?1831	 75

184 184

221 221

203 203

?1068 47

664 346

1260 284

1495 200

1267 348

1073 558

?495 103

973 189

44

43

59

75

184	 12.5

221	 18.6

203	 ?

47

574 23

742 20

547 21

654 27.4

p

103 22.9

189	 20.1
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43/17-1 base Quaternary 123	 177 54

43/20-1	 647	 924 277

43/21-1	 504 414

44/1 1-1	 1082	 ?1 233 151

47/3-1	 823 945 122 1048 103	 1419 371

47/3-2	 694 829 135 952 122	 1335 383

47/4-ix	 535 716 181 774	 58 ?1 268 494

47/8-1	 628 779 151	 812	 33	 1063 251

47/8-2	 617 835 218 876	 40	 1117 260

47/9-1	 494 661 167 899 238	 1264 365

47/9-2	 758 982 224 1042	 60	 1322 280

47/9-3	 1031	 1224 193	 1875 651

47/13-1	 806 963 158 1042	 79	 1239 197

47/13-2	 869 997 174 1080	 82	 1267 187

47/1 4-1	 869 1002 133 1081	 78	 1261 179

47/14-2	 873 1006 133 1084	 78	 1266 182

47/14-3	 874 998 124 1075	 77

47/14-4	 875 1006 131 1084	 78	 1269 185

47/1 5-1	 884 1043 159 1194 151	 1503 309

47/15-2 1073 11 93 156 1 268 	 75	 1422 153

47/1 8-1	 545 857 312 936	 79	 1192 256

47/20-1	 861 1039 178 1113	 74	 1309 195

47/25-1	 679	 967	 1213 247

47/25-2	 543 750 207 780	 30	 1024 235

47/29-1	 300 530 230 558	 28	 767 209

48/6-2	 Base Quaternary 72	 565 493

48/6-3	 75	 660 585

48/6-4	 72	 563 491

54	 p

277	 p

414 22.3

151	 p

596 21

641	 18.9

735 26

435 21

600 24.7

770 18.6

564 24.1

21 .9

433 20.1

398 20.4

393 19.8

393 21.6

20.7

394 21

619 27.4

385	 ?

647	 17.1

444 18.3

534	 p

481	 p

467 24

493	 p

585	 P

491	 P
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48/6-5	 140	 73 331	 191

48/6-6	 Base Quaternary 72

48/6-7	 90

48/6-10	 31 5

48/6-16	 Base Quaternary 85

48/7-1	 84

48/7-2	 86

48/7-3	 150

48/7-4	 1,50 440 290 787 347

48/11-1	 984 1102	 118 1265 163

48/11-2	 806 964 158 1064 100

48/11-3	 947	 1170

48/12-1 Base Quaternary 161

48/12-2	 v thin 247

48/13-1	 186

48/1 3-2A	 97

48/1 7-1	 595 735 176 779	 42

48/1 8-1	 723

48/18-2	 444D	 756

48/19-1	 330	 100

48/20-1 Base Quaternary 128

48/21-2	 645 878 233 937	 74

48/22-1	 415 606 191	 637	 31

48/22-2	 435	 665

48/22-3	 572 762 190 819	 56

48/23-1	 906 1121	 215 1177	 56

48/25-1 Base Quaternary 137

48/28-1	 ?31 5	 356	 41

	

1043 709	 976	 P

	

564 492	 492	 P

	

565 475	 475	 P

	

1039 724	 953	 P

	

641 556	 556	 P

	

378 294	 294

	

256 170	 170

	

768 618	 618

1537 750 1387

	

1652 337	 668 18

	

1328 264	 522 10

1493	 9.7

	

652 491	 491	 38

	

853 606	 36

	

396 210	 210 61

	

383 286	 286 54

	

1015 456	 456

	

1261 538	 53.9

	

1164 408	 720 50

	

399 299	 399 69

	

605 477	 477

	

1154 217	 509

	

919 282	 504

	

942 278	 507

	

1059 239	 488

	

1309 133	 403

	

189 52	 52

	

614 258	 285	 P
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235

21 3

335

248

48/29-1 ?1 76

48/29-2 71 89

48/29-3 ?309

48/29-4 ?1 73

48/29-6 ?173

48/30-ix 703

48/30-2	 114

48/30-3	 130

48/30-7	 318

49/6-2

49/6-3	 1668

49/1 1-1

49/12-3	 539

49/1 2-5

49/12-6

49/1 6-1	 516

49/16-2	 456

49/16-3	 183

49/1 6-4	 647

49/1 6-5	 744

49/1 6-6	 201

49/17-5	 957

49/1 7-6	 510

49/1 7-9

49/21-2

49/21-3

49/2 1 -4

49/22 -1

495 260

497 284

592 257

563 315

575 402

7742 39

7310 196

7311 181

452 134

850 131

2160 492

976 311

855 316

701 128

1807 217

719 203

592 136

913 730

707 71

1291 744

734 533

1096 139

656 146

889 490

592 278

573 109

620 251

96 192

319	 P

308	 P

283	 P

390	 P

402	 P

39

196

181

134

131

492

3.11 26

316 63

128 52

217

203 P

136 46

730 66

71 55

744 57

533 73

139	 41

146 39

490 40.5

278 68.6

109

251	 55.8

192	 18
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871 260
	

260 50

805 234 234 51

60

54

632 218	 218

319 144	 144

394 171	 171

77.7

78

34

38.7

28.6

48.8

43.9

49/22-2

49/22-3

49/28-3 Lower Jurassic thin

49/28-4	 It

49/28-5	 1

49/28-6

52/5-11 Lower Jurassic thin

53/1 -1

53/1-2	 Lower Jurassic thin

53/1 -4

53/2-2	 Lower Jurassic thin

53/2-3	 It

* BC Base Cretaceous

BUJ Base Upper Jurassic

TUJ Thickness	 II	 tt

BMJ Base Middle Jurassic

TMJ Thickness	 It	 It

BLJ Base Lower Jurassic

TLJ Thickness	 U	 If

TJ Total Thickness of Jurassic

RH Thickness Rhaetian
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Heavy Mineral analysis

Sample preparation

1) approdm ately 30gm. of sam pie was disaggregated by gentle percuLve

crushing action (using a morter and pestle) to avoki dam aging the grains.

2) The crushed sample is placed in a bowl and a small quantity of water

added. Further disaggregation is then carded out using an u]tra-sonic

probe.

3) The disaggregated sample is then wet-sieved through a 31 micron (5 Phi)

sieve to co]lect all grains of coarse Silt size or larger.

4) Dry sample in oven.

5) The sample is now dry sieved to collect the 63-125 micron fraction (3-4

Phi).

6) Separations are made at a consistent grain, size

1. to minimise hydraulic effects on the aemb1ages.

ii. 63-125 microns approdmates mcst nearly to the thickness of a polished

thin section, so that the optLcal properties and therefore identication

of the non-opaque grains is fac!i1Thted by . comparison with standard optical

tables.

iii. the sandstones examined in the boreholes predominently lie within the

grain size limits 3-4 Phi.
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7) Separation of the light and heavy mineral grains from the 63-125 micron

fraction was made using the apparatus and technirjues described by Carver

(1971) and is sum marised briefly as follows:-

The principle involved in the separation of heavy minerals relies on

the variad.on in specific gravity of different minerals, with the

separation being effected by using organic liquids of known specific

gravity and floating off the 'light' fraction.

Heavy minerals are defined in this study as the grains with a

specific gravity greater than 2.9. Such separations corn monly inclnde both

opaque and non-opaque grains. In this study the non-opaque grains were of

particular interest though variations in the opaque minerals, which largely

include siderite and pyrite, were also noted.

Apparatus

The apparatus used consists of a small filter funnel 1 to which is

attached a short length of transparent flexi.ble tubing. The tubing is

closed using a screwclamp fixed about 30mm below the neck of the funneL

The funnel and attachments is suspended from a retort stand at a height

convenient for the insertion and collection of the organic liquids and

their mineral residues in a flask placed beneath the tubing. Four such

pices of apparatus were used.

Methcxj

1) The apparatus is placed in a fume cupboard and the flexible tubing is

closed using the screwclamp.

2) Bromoform of specific gravity 2.9 is poured carefully into the filter

funnel so as to achieve a level approxLm ately 20 m m below the funnel rim,

thus creating a column of liquid through which the mineral grains fail

during the separation.

3) The disaggregated sieved sample is poured into the bromoform, care being
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taken that the sample is not allowed to collect on the walls of the filter

funnel above the level of the liqukL

4) The bromoform and sample is stiried gently with a glass rcd, again

avoiding splashing of the sample onto the funnel walls, to prevent choking

at the throat of the funnel.

5) Separation by settling is allowed to take place over a pericxl of 24hrs

or longer - bearing in mind that longr pericds allow some loss by

evaperaton of the bro m oform. During this pericx gentle squeezing of the

flexible thbing just above the clamp will ensure heavy mineral grains do

not become lndged on the waIls of the funnel.

6) When satislied that an adequate heavy fraction is trapped above the

clamp at the base of the thbing, the fraction is removed as fo]lows.

7) A second filter funnel with filter paper is placed in a suitable

container beneath the suspended funnel. The screwcla mp is opened carefully

and the bromoform and heavy mineral fraction is allowed to flow onto the

filter paper beneath. The clamp is closed and the heavy fraction and

container removed. A third funnel and clean filter paper are then

subetituted to recover the remaining light mineral fracdon and bromoform

from the separating funnel.

8) The heavy and light fractions are then washed into a second container

ung methylated spirits and allowed to dry. Any bromoform and methy]ated.

spirit from such washings may be recovered later.

Grain mounting oE the heavy mineral fraction

In order to underl:ake identification of the heavy mineral grains separated

by the above methcd. the grains are mounted on a glass slide, for

examination beneath a petrological microscope.

1) A glass slide is heated gently on a hot plate.

2) Canada Balsam (or an equivalent fixative) is smeared over a smIl area of
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the slide and aiJo wed to heat gently.

3) The separated heavy mineral grains are then sprinkled from the filter

paper evenly over the smeared portion of the slide so as not to allow an

exceesive build up of grains at any paxtieuiar paint.

4) A glass cover slip is then carefully placed over the mineral grains and

fixative and firmly but gently pressed down to exclude air bubbles.

5) The slide mount is then allowed t 'ccck' gently on the hot plate for

20-30 minutes.

6) The edges of the glass slide coverslis are sutsequently sealed by

running a heated blade around the m axtçins of the coverslip.

7) Finally excess Canada Balsam is removed by im mersing the slide in

methylated spirLt and gently scrubbing with a stiff brush. The slide is

then washed in clean, warm, soapy water.

Grain Counts

The heavy mineral grains were counted using tibbon fraverses acrcss the

slide. 200 grains were counted on each slide and the slides were then

scanned for any rare or unusual grains. The grain counts were recalculated

to 100%.

Description of the heavy mineral grains

NeWon Bot±om borehole

Apatite

Apatite occurs in almt a]! the residues examined and is particularly

corn mon in the Lincolnshire Limestone Formation. The grains are usually

well-rounded, sometimes showing ragged edges. In the basal Kel]a ways Sand

residues a numbar of fresh euhedral apatite grains were ohserved, a

possible indication of reworking of volcanic detritus.

Ch]oritaid
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Chicritoid occurs sparsely in all the main lithostratigraphic units of the

sequence, but proved most: abundant in the Thorncroft Sand (Upper Estuarine

SerLes). The grains are usually small iegularly shaped, platy flakes

which are pale blne in colour.

Garnet

Garnet is corn mon throughout: the sequence, but is particularly abundant in

residues from the sands beneath the Thomoft Sands (Upper Estuarine

Saties). The grains are generally cokxcle to pale reddish-brown, angular

with so me etch pits or more rarely rn ay be severely etched. Inclnsicns are

corn mon in so me grains. Preferential etching of the inclasions prcxieces a

tswi-chees& - like appearance of pits and holes in some of the grains.

Mam mfllated surfaces are corn monly seen on some grains.

Kyanite

Kyanite occurs rarely in the residues. When esent the grains are slightly

ragged tabular shapes.

Rudle is the third most: abundant mineral in the residues, it occurs in a

wide variety of colours ranng from yellow to deep red-brown. Prismatic

and needle-shaped grains are corn mon, with rare geniculate twins occuring.

Staurolite

Staurolite occurs in most: of the residues and is particn1r1y abundant in

the sandy interval of the B]iswort:h Clay. The grains are a distinctive

stiaw - yellow colour, with severely etched saw-toothed grains particularly

corn mon.

Tourma]ine

Tourmaline occurs corn monly in many of the residues as prismatic and tabular

grains. Colours range from pale green to yellow-brown.

Zircon

Zircon is corn mon in all the residues, but is particularly abundant in the
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sands above and including the Thornaroft Sands (Upper Esbiarine Series).

The grains show a wide variety of shapes including small, euhedral grains,

well-rounded grains and bullet or bead-shaped types.

Brown Moor borehole

Apatite

Aparite grains are parbcularly abundant in the Cloughton Formation. The

grains are corn monly egg-shaped, often with exftemely ragged edges. Euhedra]-

grains were noted in the Kel]aways Rock and Sand, again pcibly suggestLve

of volcanic activity in adjacent area at this time i.e. early Callovian.

Chkiritaid

Chioritoid occurs sporadically throughout the sequence usually as platy

grains or fLakes.

Garnet

Garnet is corn mon throughout the sequence, but is particularly abundant in

the Scalby Formation and underlying sand units. Grains vary widely from

fresh, angular forms to mam mi]lated. and more rarely, severly etched types.

'Swi-cheese' type, etched grains axe also prominent.

Kyanite

Kyanite is corn mon in many of the residues. Grains may be long prismatic

shapes or st:umpy forms. Both forms show jagged terminations to the grains.

Some grains show an undulcGe exdncbon pat±ern.

Ruffle

Ruffle is corn mon in all the residues. Grains are usually prismatic or

acicular forms and range from amber to dark reddish-brown in colour.

Genicu].ate twins are occasionally seen.

Staurolite

Staurolite occurs frequently in the residues as sbaw yellow, saw-toothed
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grains. Grains may be long pdsmac forms or short stumpy types.

ConcerUna '-Eke heavily etched forms corn monly occur.

Tourm aflne

Tourmaline is abundant in rnct of the residues. Grains are generally

prLsrnaUc forms with rounded terminations. A wide range of cok)urs from

biown to pale green occur.

Zimon

Zircon is corn mon in all the residues but is mct abundant in the Kellaways

Rock and Sand at the expense of garnet. Grains may vary from small rounded

bead-Eke shapes to more euhedral forms. Occa nal zoned zircons were

noted.

South Cave borehole

Apatite

Apatite grains were rare in the residues. The grains that occur are

egg-shaped forms. Within the Ke]].aways Rock and Sand sequences some

euhedral stumpy prisms were noted. The occurrence of such euhedral apatite

grains has been noted in both the Brown Moor and Nettleton Bottom

boreholes, and a possible volcanic origin has been suggested.

Cbkritaid

Chloritoid flakes were only rarely seen in the residues.

Garnet

Garnet forms, with zircon and n.itfl, one of the three rn ct abundant

minerals in the non-opaque residues. Grains occur in a variety of forms

varying from fresh, angular shapes to mam mill.ated, rnerate1y etched types.

The grains are generally cciburle to very pale reddish-brown,

occasionally with many inc]nsions.

Kyanite
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Kyanite is quite corn mon in the Ke]Jways Sand and Rock and is 1es corn mon

in the underlying units. Grains occur as large prismatic forms with jagged

terminaUons.

Rutile

Ruile is very abundant in the Upper Estuarine Series and Lincolnshire

Limestone Formation, but: le corn mon in the overlying units. Grains vary

from long tabular types, broken prismatic forms to geniculate twins.

Colours range from amber to deep reddish-brown.

Staurolite

St:aurolite occurs in a]l the residues usualLy as stumpy straw yellow

prisms. Saw-toothed forms occur only rarely.

Tourm àline

Tourrn aline occurs abundantly in many of the residues. Grains are generally

tabular-euhedral forms with a wide range of colours from pale yellow-brown

to rarer reddish-brown farms. Grains showing overyrowths were occasionally

noted.

Zfrcxn

Zircon is parUcularly abundant in the Ke]]aways Rock and Sand residues.

Grains vary from small, well rounded forms to euhedral types. Occasional

zoned grains were noted and rare purple zfrcons are present.

AJaMale borehole

Apatite

Apab±e was not recorded in any of the residues.

Chioritoid

Chioritoid flakes were extaemely rare in the residues.

Garnet

Garnet grains are abundant in the Keliaways .Rock and Sand residues and less
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corn mon in the underlying sands. Grains vary from fresh, angular forms

through marn mfl1ated types to occasional more severly etched grains.

Kyanite

Kyanite corn monly occyrs throughout the sequence but is particularly

abundant in the residues from the Upper Estuarine Series. Stumpy and

prismatic grains are corn mon, usually with ne saw-tooth terminations.

Ruti]e

Rutile grains are corn mon in all the residues. Grains are prism aUc or

acicular types varying from yellow to red-brown in colour.

Staurolite

StauroUte corn monly occurs in all. the residues. The grains are deep yellow,

prismatic or stumpy forms with poorly developed saw-toothed terminations.

Tourm aline

Tourma:line is abundant in many of the residues. Grains are generally

euhedral, tabular forms with rounded terminations. The grains show a wide

range of colours.

Zfrcxn

Zircon is the mcst abundant mineral in all the residues. ft occurs both as

weU rounded and euhedral forms. Purple zircons were occasionally noted.
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Bedrock samples collected over the California Sheet

All samples were submitted for mi opalaeonto]cgical work and detai]s of

the results are kept in the unit files of the Mane Geological Research

Group, BGS, Keywai±h, Nottingham.

West 54/00

site number	 sample description

54/00/136 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, ca]eareous, silty, weathered top.

150 SflJTSTONE dark brownish-grey, pyrttic, fissile, very muddy.

179 M UDSTONE, dark grey to black, cakareous, fossiliferous.

180 SANDSTONE, pale grey, friable, fine grained, well sort:ed.

181 SAN DSTO NE, pale greenish-grey, fine-grained, muddy, micaceous,

laminated. on S]IITSTONE, grey, muddy, laminated, micaceous, with paler grey

fine sand pockets.

183 SILTSTONE, grey, laminated, muddy with pale grey fine sandy

pockets,.

187 MU DSTO NE, dark grey to black, calcareous, fossi]iferous, pcorly

___ to blocky.

192 LIMESTONE, white to iron stained creamy-brown, fci]iferous,

coarse-ribbed bivalve, sandy.
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193 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, pcorly caka-reous, very silty, miraceous.

195 M UDSTONE, dark grey, cakareous, fc5Jiferous, (am monite

debris), fissi]e.

196 MUDSTONE, grey, cakareous.

198 LIMESTONE, white to off-white, colitic, weathered. ? Co R ALLIA N.

200 LIMESTONE, white to cream, oolitic, sandy, weathered. ?

CORALLIAN.

212 CHALK.LATE CAMPANIAN.

215 CLAY

216 CLAY,

213 CLAYSTONE, olive-grey, non-cakareous. EARLY EOCENE, YPREEAN

261 CHALK, EARLY CENOMANIAN.

262 CHALK.

263 CHALK, EARLY TURONIAN.

264 CHALK, SANTONIAN.

265 CHALK, CONIACIAN TO SANTONIAN.

277 CHALK, MIDDLE CAMPANIAN.

278 CHALK, LATE CAMPANIAN.

279 CHALK, LATE CAMPANIAN.

280 CHALK.

285 CHALK, LATE CAMPANIAN.

288 SANDSTONE, pale brown-grey, friable, cakareous.

293 MU DSTO NE, dark brownish-grey, very silty, fi.ssiie, paper shale.

295 SANDSTONE, pale grey, cakareous, cemented, very fine grained.

296 SUTSTO NE, brown-grey, sandy, non-cakareous, very friable.

298 LIMESTONE, white to cream, bicdasbc debris, sandy.

299 MUDSTONE, b]ack, fLssile, non-cakareous.

301 MU DSTO NE, medium grey, mederately cakareous, fissile.
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302 MU DSTO NE, medium bownishgrey, Cajcareous, ftile, si]±y.

303 M U D ST 0 NE, rn edin m brownish grey, ca1-', fciJiferous,

silty, fissile.

304 MUDSTONE, medium grey, very silty, micaceous, ca1careous, poorly

Ia minated.

305 M UDSTONE, bine-grey, blocky fracture, calcareous.

306 MUDSTONE, grey, poorly cakareous, fis

307 MU DSTO NE, grey, poorly cakareous, poorly laminated.

308 M U D STONE, grey, cakareous, blocky, paler si]ty patches.

309 MUDSTONE, grey, caleareous.

312 MUDSTONE, grey, calcareous.

313 MU DSTO NE, black, i9s'1e, very fciJiferous, silty, cakareous.

315 LIMESTONE, CX)litie.

316 SANDSTONE, buff, very hard, weU cemented, caleareous.

320 MUDSTONE, dark grey, blocky, bituminous, ca1eareous.

337 CHALK.

338 CHALK.

346 IRONSTONE, dark green, oolitic, dense, fdable to hard. ?D 0 G GER,

MIDDLE JURASSIC.

348 SAN DSTO NE, pale grey to grey brown, friable to hard, cakareous,

very fine grained.

351 CHALK.

357 SANDSTONE, pale grey, ca]careous, very fine grained, friable.

361 MUDSTONE, grey, ca]eareous, fissile.

362 MUDSTONE, grey, poorly cakaeous, fissi]e.

363 M U DSTO NE, grey, silty, cacareors, fissile.

364 M U DSTO NE, dark grey, caka us, 5ilty, fi.ssile.

365 MUDSTONE, dark grey, poorly ca]eareous, flssfle.
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366 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, blocky, poorly ca].careous.

367 M U D STONE, dark grey, blocky, poorly cakareous, bele m nite

fragment.

368 MUDSTONE, grey.

390 SANDSTONE, buff, very fine, non-calcareous.

392 LIMESTONE, brown to buff, oolitic, biodasbc debris, sandy.

394 S]LTSTO NE, grey, muddy, blocky, cakareous.

395 MUDSTONE, grey, silty.

396 SANDSTONE, grey, ca±onaceous, frih1e, non-cakareous.

397 LIMESTONE, white, sandy.

399 LIM EST 0 NE, white to cream, ocilitLc, weathered.

400 M U D STONE, dark grey, non-cakareous, blocky.

401 M U D STONE, dark grey, poorly cakareous, blocky.

406 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, cakareous, blocky.

408 MUDSTONE, pale green-grey, non-calcareous. ?RHAEflAN.

409 MUDSTONE, green-grey, non-cakareous.

410 M U D ST 0 NE, dark grey, si]ty, non-cakareous.

416 M U DST ONE, dark grey, blocky, ca]oareous, si]ty.

417 M U D STONE, dark grey, si]ty, bloturbated, very cakareous,

blocky.

418 LIMESTONE; white to cream, oolitic, friable. CO P. ALLIA N.

419 LIMESTONE, cream, oaUtic, bioclatic, hard.

420 LIMESTONE, white, oolitic, friable, weathered.

423 LIMESTONE, white to grey, oolitie, bioclastic, hard.

425 SANDSTONE, buff, very fine grained, cai±xnaceous, friable.

426 SAN D ST 0 NE, white, friable, finely interla minated with

carbunaceous (black and brown lignite) plant debris, fragment of ]nstious

light t elt coal.
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427 SANDSTONE, buff to pale brown, hard to frithle, non-cakareous,

very ne grained.

429 IRONSTONE, green, sandy, very calcareous. ? DOGGER, MIDDLE

JUASSIC.

434 MtJDSTONE/S]LTSTONE, dark to pale grey, non-ca]careous.

439 MUDSTONE, grey, very silty, non-calcareous, blocky fracbire.

440 SIEJTSTO NE, dark grey, very muddy, non-ca1creous.

442 MUDSTONE, dark grey, ca]carecvJs, silLy.,

443 MUDSTONE, dark grey, blocky, soft, moderately calcareous.

449 MUDSTONE, brown-grey to grey, non-ca]careous, laminated.

451 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, non-cakareous, blocky fracture.

452 MU DSTO NE, grey, non-cakareous, silty pockets, micaceous.

453 SANDSTONE/SILTSTONE, brown-grey, vry cakareous, sub-fLssile.

454 LIMESTONE, orange-brown to yellOW, friable, sandy-weathered top.

When fresh -LIMESTONE, pale grey, glauconitic, sandy,

460 MU DSTO NE, dark grey, cakareous, fLiJe.

471 SANDSTONE, pale grey, cakareous, fine-medium grained,

bioclastuc dhri.

472 MUDSTONE, dark grey, pyritic, patches, non-caleous, belemnite

fragment.

477 CHALK, EARLY MAASTRICH'IIAN.

488 LIMESTONE, dark greenish-grey, oalitic.

489 LIMESTONE, creamy-white, oalitic, bIOCl3StjC.CORALLIAN.

499 1TSTONE, pale grey to white, non-calcareous, clean, quartzose.

507 CHALK, EARLY MAASTRICTIAN.

509 CHALK, CONIACIAN - CAMPANIAN.

510 CHALK, EARLY TO MID-CAMPANIAN.

512 CHALK
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514 CLAY, dark grey, caleaLreous, cal±onaceous, micaceous.

516 SAN DST 0 NE, grey, cakareous, very fine grained, g]auconitic.

549 CLAY, brown, non-calcareous.

552 CHALK, EARLY MAASTRICHD:AN.

558 CHALK, LATE CAMPANLkN - EARLY MAASTRICHLAN.

560 CHALK, CAMPANIAN.

562 CHALK.

567 MUDSTONE, dark grey, non-cakareous.

571 SANDSTONE, pale grey, muddy, non-cakareous, very fine grained,

572 SAN D STONE, pale grey, cakareous, bard, sparsely oolitic,

g].auconitic.

602 S]LTSTONE, pale grey, rnkaceous, dark organic rich laminae,

non-caleareous, sliightly muddy.

604 S]IJTSTO NE, grey, fcJiferous, cakareous.

605 SATSTO NE, mum grey, sandy, fci]iferous.

606 MU DSTO NE, black, fissfle, fci]iferous, am monites corn mon.

KIM MERIDGIAN (Auk)cost:epbanus mutahWs Zone - DR.B..M.COX pers comm.).

607 SUITSTO NE/SANDSTONE, pale grey to black, muddy, finely laminated

organic ch laminae, 1ightly flsci1t.

609 MU DSTO NE, brown-blAck, blocky fracbjre, fo]iferous.

610 SANDSTONE, pale grey, muddy, very fine grained, mieaceous,

non-calcareous.

611 SANDSTONE, pale grey, muddy, very fine grained, micaceous,

non-calcareous.

612 SANDSTONE, pale grey, clean, friable, very fine grained,

slightly carbonaceous on MUDSTONE, dark green, oolitic, foi]iferous. 7

HACKNESS ROCK.
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614 SANDSTONE, dark grey, very fine grained, friah1, very muddy.

616 SAN DSTO NE, buff to white, loose to ftiahle, foraminifera

present, coal fragments.

Bedrock sam pies California Sheet

East 541+01

site num1r	 sample descipthn

54/01/73 MU DSTO NE, red, silty, grey green sfltstone and very fine grained

sandstone band. ? TRIASSIC.
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Mid-Cretaceous stratigraphy of a cored borehole
in the western part of the Central North Sea Basin

G. K. Lorr, K. C. BALL and I. P. WILKINsoN

SUMMARY: A borehole (81/40) drilled in the western part of the Central North Sea Basin cored a sequence of
Cretaceous strata ranging from Barremian to Turonian in age. This succession of calcareous mudstones and chalks has
been divided into six lithostratigraphical units, two of which include a number of thin volcanic tuff bands (bentonites)
olLate Aptian to Early Albian age. The lithologies of each of these units are described, together with a preliminary
hiostratigraphy for the sequence based upon their diverse foraminiferal and ostracod assemblages. Range charts f r
the foraminifera and ostracods are presented and the regional significance of the sequence is discussed.

Borehole 81/40, drilled by the Marine Geology
Research Group of the British Geological Survey (BGS)
nthe Central North Sea (56°08.03'N 0°43.60'W), cored
o94 m sequence of Cretaceous strata ranging in age from
test Barremian to Turonian. Drilling and coring

terminated at a depth of 112.6m. At this site, shallow
\eismic profiles indicate that there are a further 100 m of
Lower Cretaceous strata unconformably overlying
Triassic sediments. Six lithostratigraphical units were
recognised within the cored Cretaceous succession of
he borehole:

A lowermost unit of calcareous greenish grey, in
places brown, mudstones, with paler, hard, limy
bands (Barremian - Middle Aptian).

2.Calcareous red mudstones (Middle - Late Aptian).
3.Grey-brown mudstones with eight thin volcanic tuff

bands (Late Aptian - Early Albian).
4.Thin variegated silty mudstone beds (Early Albian)

with a single volcanic tuff band.
5.A thin 'red chalk' sequence (Middle Albian - Early

Cenomanian).
6.An uppermost unit of white chalk (Cenomanian -

Turonian).

The lithology of each of these units is described (GKL)
in the following account. The sequence yielded a rich
inicrofauna of foraminifera (KCB) and ostracods
(IPW), enabling a preliminary biostratigraphy to be
established. The location of the borehole is shown in
Figure 1 and a graphic log in Figure 2. Details of
niicropalaeontology samples are shown in Table 1. The
recorded ranges of selected foraminifera are shown in
Figure 3, and the ranges of selected ostracods in Figure
4.

1. GREENISH GREY MUDSTONES

(82.98-1 12.6 m TD)

1.1. Lithology

This unit consists predominantly of greenish grey,
strongly calcareous, burrow-mottled mudstones. These

Fig. 1. Location of the borehole.

mudstones are distinguishable from those of the
overlying unit only on their colour. Foraminifera-
speckling of the core is a common feature and bioclastic
debris is abundant. Small (up to 0.04 m across), pale
brown-rimmed phosphatic nodules commonly occur.
Thin paler, hard, Chondrites-mottled marly limestone
units are present at 94.22-96.84 m and 98.07-99.94 m,
each showing a cyclic change from basal white marly
limestones to pale greenish grey marls.

1.2. Foraminifera

The foraminiferal fauna is characterised by a diverse and
abundant assemblage of benthonic species including
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Fig. 4. Range of occurrence of selected ostracod taxa recorded in Borehole 81/40.
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Table 1.
Details of samples examined for foraminifera (f) and ostracods (o).

All samples and slides are housed with the British Geological Survey, Keyworth.

Depth Sample No. Microfossils	 Depth Sample No. Microfossils	 Depth	 Sample No. Microfossils
(in)	 (CSB)	 (m)	 (CSB)	 (m)	 (CSB)

4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908
4909
4910
4911
4912
4913
4914
4915
4916
4843
4917
4918
4919
4920
4921
4922
4923
4924
4925
4926

26.80
29.40
30,00
30.30
31.30
33.00
34.50
35.05
36.50
52.80
58.90

]49J58
1,44-61.50

61.50
,42-62.50

3.05-63.12
63.50

3.55-63.63
3.94-64.04
478-64.88
5.50-65.60
5.39-66.46
5.96-67.06
7.47-67.57
829-68.39

68.84-68.94
69.33-69.43
69.90-70.02
70.68-70.78
71.64-71.74
72. 68-72.78
73,43-73.53
74.40-74.52
75.34-75.44

76.00-76.10
76.93-77.03
77. 13-77.23
78.93-79. 03
80.00-80.10

82.50
82.59-82. 69
83 .40-83 .50
84.27-84.37
85.18-85.28
86.08-86.18
88.50-88.60
89 .48-89 .58
90.18-90.28
91. 13-91.23
92.23-92.30

fo	 93.20-93.30	 4927	 o

fo	 94.10-94.20	 4928	 o

fo	 95.05-95.15	 4929	 o

fo	 95.96-96.09	 4930	 f

fo	 96.60-96.70	 4931	 o

fo	 97.44-97.54	 4932	 0

fo	 98.20-98.30	 4933	 0

o	 99.09-99.19	 4934	 0

o	 99.80-99.90	 4935	 f

o	 100.62-100.72	 4936	 0

o	 101.22-101.32	 4937	 0

f	 102.15-102.25	 4938	 f

o	 102.90-103.00	 4939	 0

o	 104.15-104.25	 4940	 0

fo	 104.77-104.87	 4941	 0

o	 105.44-105.45	 4942	 0

o	 106.00-106.10	 4943	 f

f	 106.87-106.97	 4944	 0

o	 107.72-107.82	 4945

o	 108.90-109.00	 4946	 0

o	 109.30-109.40	 4947	 0

o	 110.65-110.75	 4948	 f

o	 111.61-111.71	 4949	 o

f	 112.05-112.15	 4950	 f

o	 112.60	 4828	 0

Conorotalites aptiensis (Bettenstaedt) (Fig. 5T),
Gaudryina dividens Grabert, G. pradividens Neagu,
Gavelinella cf. barrerniana Bettenstaedt (Fig. 5V) and
niany species of Lenticulina including L. (Astacolus)
repidularis (Roemer) (Fig. 5!), L. (Astacolus)
chloenbachi (Reuss), L. (L.) gaultina (Berthelin),
L.(L.) heiermanni Bettenstaedt (Fig. 5L), L.(L.)
ouachensis ouachensis (Sigal) (Fig. SM), L.(L.)
puichella (Reuss), L. (L.) subgaultina Bartenstein,
L.(Vaginulinopsis) reticulosa (ten Dam) (Fig. 5R) and
L. (Saracenaria) spinosa (Eichenberg). In north-west
Germany and Britain, most of these taxa occur in both
the Barremian and the Aptian (Bartenstein 1976a,
1976b, 1978; Bartenstein & Kovatcheva 1982;
Crittenden 1982b). However, L. gaultina and L.
subgaultina, which occur in relative abundance at
112.5-112.15 m, have not been reported from strata
older than the Early Aptian. Therefore, on evidence of
foraminifera alone, the lowest strata in borehole 81/40
are dated as Early Aptian. In contrast, the ostracods
(see below) date these strata as Late Barremian. A flood
of the small plan ktonic Hedbergella infracretacea

(Glaessner) (Fig. 5S) occurs at 84.32 m, indicating the
Mid or earliest Late Aptian.

1.3. Ostracoda
The ostracod assemblages from this unit can be broadly
divided into two: those from the lower mudstone
division which contain Barremian species and those
from the limestones and upper mudstone division which
lack these forms. The lower mudstone division is
characterised by Barremian to Early Aptian species such
as Cytheropteron reightonensis Kaye, Veeniacythereis
blanda (Kaye), Schuleridea hammi (Triebel) (Fig. 6C)
and Acrocythere hauteriviana (Bartenstein). Of
particular note is the presence of Protocythere triplicata
(Roemer) in the lowest 6 m of the borehole, for this is
the index form of the ostracod zone erected by
Christensen (1974), modified by Neale (1978), which
extends from the Hauterivian to the middle part of the
Barremian. Its upper boundary is ill-defined, though at
Speeton it is found in the top part of the Cement Beds,
i.e. the Middle B of Kaye (1964). The exact
stratigraphical position of this boundary is uncertain,
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butitapears to fall within the 0. germanica (belemnite)
ione which is equivalent to the A. innexum to P.scalare
ainmoni te zones (Rawson & Mutterlose 1983). Another
Importan t ostracod is Apatocythere (Apatocythere)
Inulans Triebel (Fig. 6D), a species that becomes
tinct before the P. bidentatum (ammonite) Zone of

the Late Barremian at Speeton (Neale 1978). In
lieligoland, however, it occurs only in the Late

uterivian and in Germany it extends into the Early
rremian (Bartenstein & Oertli 1975). The present

lehole also contains Schuleridea rhomboidaljs Neale
gig. 6A) in the lower division and this species has a
1fnilar range to A. simulans in north-west Europe.
Mthough A. simulans and S. rho,nhoidalis do not
extend up to the top of the lower mudstone division, the
aljdstone-limestone contact is here arbitrarily taken to

the Barremian/Aptian boundary but see section 1.2
aove.
Fhe limestones and upper greenish grey mudstones
ntain Protocythere intermedia Kaye (Fig. 6J), which

used by Neale (1978) as the zone fossil for the whole
the Early Aptian. This species first appears in the P.
icostatus Zone (?P. bodei Subzone) of the Speeton
ay of Yorkshire (Kaye 1962; Neale 1978) and extends
to the T bowerbanki Zone (Neale 1978).

Bairdoppilata sp (Fig. 60) and Euryitycyrhere sp.
ig. 6S) first appear 0.7 m below the base of the

liestone, but a little higher, within the limestone,
era! other species were recorded for the first time at

ls horizon, e.g. Cytherelloidea sp. (Fig. 6U) (closely
related to C. anomala Kaye, but with an almost smooth
lateral surface), Nemoceratina sp. (Fig. 6P)
=Monoceratina tricuspidata of Kaye & Barker 1965),
Paracytheridea minutissima (Kaye) (Fig. 6R) and
Paracypris acuta (Cornuel) (Fig. 6T). A few rare species
appear for the first time within the upper greenish grey
mudstone, e.g. Platella sp. (Fig. 6V), and Schuleridea
hainmi (Triebe!) becomes extinct a little below the top
(at 86.06 m), but there is no significant difference from
the assemblages recovered from the limestoncs.

2. RED MUDSTONES

(71.77-82.98 m)
2.1. Lithology

The unit consists predominantly of pale to inoder a
reddish brown (10R415), strongly calcareous
mudstones. The mudstones contain abundant bioclastc
debris, including bivalve and belemnite fragments,
giving the sediment a gritty texture. Foraminifera
speckle the core and glauconite grains are abundan
particularly in association with some large burrow-fl!
giving a greenish tinge to the sediment. Pale yellow-
brown, calcareous concretions occur at some levels. The
base of the unit is marked by an abrupt colour change to
pale greenish grey, ca!careous mudstones; there is no
associated erosion surface or significant lithological
change.

2.2. Foraminifera

This unit is characterised by a diverse and abundant
assemblage of benthonic species including Conorotalites
aptiensis, Gaudryina dkidens (Fig. 5D), Gavelinella cf.
barre,niana and Gavelinetla ex gr. intermedia
(Berthelin), t 'ether with many species of Lenticulina
including L. (A ta olus) crepidularis, L.(L). gaultina
(Fig. 5K), L.(L.) puichella, L.(L.) secans (Reuss),
L.(A.) .schloenbachi and L. (Saracenaria) spinosa
(Fig. 50). Comparison with recorded occurrences in
north-west Germany suggests a latest Aptian age for this
assemblage (Bartenstein 1978; Bartenstein &
Kovatcheva 1982). However, the fauna also includes at
least two floods of small, red-stained Hedbergella
infracretacea which are indicative of a Mid or early Late
Aptian age (Hecht 1938; Bartenstein & Kaever 1973;
Crittenden 1984b).

2.3. Ostracoda

The base of this unit is marked by a sudden change in the
fauna. Acrocythere hauteriviana, which dominated the
faunas of most samples between 109.4 and 83 m,

Fig. 5. Early Cretaceous foraminifera from Borehole 8 1/40.
(All specimens are x 100, except Fig. 5H x60, and are
in the collections of the British Geological Survey,
Keyworth.)

A.Glomospira ex gr. gaultina Berthelin; MPK 4199;
66.42m.

B.Haplophragmo ides chapmani Morozova; MPK 4200;
66.42m.

C.H. flonionjojdes (Reuss); MPK 4201; 66.42 m.
D.Gaudryina dividens Grabert; MPK 4202; 72.73 m.
1. Arenobulimina advena (Cushman); MPK 4203; 60.54 m.

A. chapmani Cushman; MPK 4204; 60.54m.
u. A. macfadyenj Cushman; MPK 4205; 62.47 m.

intermedja (ten Dam); MPK 4206;
60.54m

I. Lenticuij,	 (Asracolus) crepidularis (Roemer); MPK
4207; 112.lOm.

1 L. (A.) schloenbachj (Reuss); MPK 4208; 69.38 m.
L. (L.) gaultina (Berthelin); MPK 4209; 77.18m.

L. L. (L.) heiermanni Bettenstaedt; MPK 4210; 112.lOm.
M L. (L.) ouachensis ouachensis (Sigal); MPK 4211;

84.32m.
N. L. (L.) puichella (Reuss); MPK 4212; 69.38 m.
0. L. (L.) secans (Reuss); MPK 4213; 69.38 m.
p. L. (Marginulinopsis) acuticostata (Reuss); MPK 4214;

69.38 m.
0. L. (Saracenaria) spinosa (Eichenberg); MPK 4215;

72.73 m.
R. L. (Vaginulinopsis) reticulosa ten Dam; MPK 4216;

112. 10 m.
S. Hedbergella infracretacea (Glaessner); MPK 4217;

84.32 m.
T. Conorotalites aptiensis (Bettenstaedt); MPK 4218;

106.05 m.
U. Gavelinella baltica Brotzen; MPK 4219; 60.54 m.
V. G. cf. barremiana Bettenstaedt; MPK 4220; 106.05 m.
w G. cenomanica (Brotzen); MPK 4221; 60.54 m.
x. G. ex gr. intermedia (Berthelin); MPK 4222; 60.54m.
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abruPtlY disappears as do Veeniacyrhereis acuticostata

(Tebel) (Fig. 6!), Protocythere intermedia (Kaye) and
paranotacythere (Paranotacythere) in versa tuberculata
(Kaye) (Fig. 6F). At the base of the red mudstone,
para,aotacYthe (Paranotacythere) luettigi luetrigi
BassiOufli (Fig. 6G) evolved from Paranotacythere
paranotacythere) in versa tuberculata by the fusion of
the two ventral ribs at their anterior end. P.(P.) inversa

tuberculata ranges between the Barremian and Early
Aptian throughout north-west Europe, and P.(P.)
luettigi luettigi has been recorded from the Upper Aptian
Sotterby Marl of Lincoinshire. Other species which
occur for the first time in the borehole at this level
ncIude Schuleridea derooi Damotte & Grosdidier
Fig. 6B) and Cythereis (Rehacythereis) bekumensis
iliebel (Fig. 6N). The former was recorded from the
Early Aptian in France (Damotte 1971) and the Isle of
\Vight (Kaye 1965), but did not enter the northern area
until the Late Aptian (Kaye & Barker, 1965; Neale
1978). The latter has been recorded throughout the
Aptian of Germany, but, according to Neale (1978), is
known only from the P. nutfieldiensis (ammonite) Zone
nBritain. Although Pontocyprella rara Kaye (Fig. 6E)
has been recovered in small numbers throughout the
lowest lithological unit of the present borehole, it
becomes the dominant form in the red mudstones. This
distribution is similar to that onshore, where the species
stare in the P. fissicostatus Zone at Speeton, but is one
of the most abundant forms in the Upper Aptian
Sutterby Marl of Lincolnshire (Kaye 1965; Kaye &
Barker 1965).

Within the middle and upper part of the red
nudstones, a form of Saxocythere tricostata with a pitted
ornament, tentatively assigned to S. tricostata subglabra

Kemper (Fig. 6L), was found. The more usual reticulate

ornament characteristic of S. tricostata tricostata
(Triehel) (Fig. 6K) was consistently seen in the highest
part of the red mudstones and throughout the overlying
grey-brown mudstones (72.68-69.33 m). In Germany
Saxocythere tricostata subglahra evolves into S. tricostata
s. s. near the base of the P. nutfieldiensis Zone (Kemper
1971). Cythereis (Rehacythereis) surterbyensis Kaye &
Barker (Fig. 60) and Protocythere mertensi langtonen,sis
Kaye & Barker (Fig. 6H), which both occur for the first
time at a depth of 73.43 m, are useful indicators of this
same zone in Lincoinshire (Kaye & Barker 1965; Neale
1978).

3. GREY-BROWN MUDSTONES

(68.15-71.77 m)

3.1. Lithology

The dominant lithology of the unit is uniform, grey-
brown, calcareous, burrow-inotled mudstones. There
are eight thin bentonites which range from pale greyish
green to grey waxy clays, commonly with associated
vivid green and red streaks and patches. The bentonites
generally have sharp boundaries and in some cases a
concretionary base. Grading in the bentonites is not
apparent. They range from 0.02-0.16 m in thickness and
some show traces of bioturbation. The interbedded
grey-brown clays are commonly foraminifera-speckled
and contain rare shell debris. The base of the unit is
marked by an abrupt colour change to the red
mudstones of the underlying unit. The top of the unit is a
strongly bioturbated erosion surface.

3.2. Foraminifera

The foraminiferal fauna is dominated by calcareous
benthonic species, mainly of the genus Lenticulina;

Fig. 6. Ostracoda from the Barremian-Aptian (Lower
Cretaceous) of Borehole 81/40.
(All figures are lateral views of left valves, magnified
x75, unless otherwise stated. All specimens are in the
collections of the British Geological Survey,
Keyworth.)

A. Schuleridea rhomboidalis Neale; MPK 4223; depth
107.72-107.82 m.

B, Schuleridea derooi Damotte & Grosdidier; MPK 4847;
depth 80.00-80.10 m.

C.Schulerjdea hainini (Triebel); MPK 4224; depth 107.72-
107.82 m.

D.Apatocythere (Apatocythere) siniulans (Triebel); MPK
4225; depth 107.72-107.82 m.

. Pontocypreija rara Kaye; right valve lateral view; MPK
4848; depth 78.93-79.03 m.

F. Paranotacythere (Paranotacythere) in versa tuberculata
Kaye; MPK 4226; depth 94.10-94.20m.

G, Paranotacyth ere (Paranotacythere) lueltigi luettigi
Bassiouni; MPK 4227; depth 82.59-82.69m.

H.Protocythere mertensi Ian gtonensis Kaye & Barker; MPK
4229; depth 72.68-72.78 m.

I. Veeniacythereis acuticosta (Triebel); MPK 4231; depth
86.08-8618 m.

J. Prorocythere inrermedia Kaye; MPK 4230; depth 83.40-
83.50m.

K. Saxocythere tricostata tricostata (Triebel); MPK 4228;
depth 71.64-71.74 m.

L. Saxocythere tricostata subglabra Kemper; MPK 4849;
depth 73.43-73.53 m.

M. Saxocythere cf tenuissima Kemper; MPK 4850; depth
74.40-74.52 m.

N. Cythereis (Rehacythereis) bekumensis Triebel; MPK 4232;
depth 82.59-82.69 m.

0. Cythereis (Rehacythereis) sutrerbyensis Kaye & Barker;
MPK 4233; depth 71.64-71.74m.

P. Nemoceratina sp.; MPK 4851; depth 76.00-76.10 m.
0. Bairdoppilata sp.; MPK 4852; depth 99.09-99.19 m.
R. Paracytheridea minutissilna (Kaye); MPK 4853; depth

95.05-95.15m x125.
S. Euryitycythere sp.; MPK 4854; depth 94.10-94.20 m.
T. Paracypris acuta (Cornuel); MPK 4855; depth 80.00-

80.10 m.
U. Cytherelloidea cf anomala Kaye; MPK 4856; depth

98.20-98.30 m.
V. Plarella sp.; right valve lateral view; MPK 4857; depth

76.93-77.03 m.
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these include L. (Marginulinopsis) acuticostata (Reuss)
(Fig. 5P), L.(L.) gaultina, L. (Astacolus) planiuscula
(Reuss), L.(L.) puichella (Fig. SN), L.(A.)
schloenbachi (Fig. 5J), L.(L.) secans (Fig. 50) and
L.(L.) rotulata (Lamarck). Comparison with recorded
occurrences in north-west Germany indicates that this
diverse assemblage is of Late Aptian or Early Albian age
(Bartenstein 1978; Bartenstein & Kovatcheva 1982).
The presence of L. (Saracenaria) spinosa, together with
Gaudryina dividens, in the lower part of the unit
suggests a Late Aptian age (Hecht 1938; Bartenstein &
Bettenstaedt 1962).

3.3. Ostracoda

The topmost metre of this unit proved to be barren of
ostracods, but the remainder yielded a sparse and poorly
preserved fauna of low diversity. A late Aptian age (P.
nutfieldiensis Zone) is indicated by the presence of
Neocythere (Neocythere) ventrocost ala Gründel at a
depth of 71.64 m and the continued occurrence of
Saxocyth ere tricostata tricostata and Cythereis
sutterbyensis from the unit below. No species
characteristic of the highest part of the Aptian and the
Early Albian (H. jacobi to D. mammillatum ammonite
zones) was recovered and it is possible that the
AptianlAlbian boundary falls in the upper part of this
uiit.

4. VARIEGATED BEDS

(65.50-68.15 m)

4.1. Lithology

The sediments of this unit show considerable variations
both in colour and lithology but are largely non-
calcareous. The upper part of the sequence, 65.5-
67.04 m, consists of pale reddish-brown (10R415.3),
non-calcareous siltstones, with waxy mudstone laminae
and patches. Bioturbation commonly occurs, often in
discrete bands. Colour variations range from yellow-
brown to deep red, and there is interbanding of
mudstones, siltstones and more rarely, fine sandstone.
A single thin purple-red bentonite horizon is developed
at 66.60 to 66.61 m within this interbedded sequence.
The interval from 67.04 to 67.54 m shows a particularly
distinctive development of variegated concretions, set in
a muddy matrix, which pass up into finely colour-banded
(yellow to dark red) silty clays. Beneath this
concretionary layer softer, greenish grey, silty,
micaceous clays are developed. The base of the unit is
marked by an abrupt change to more uniform burrow-
mottled clays.

4.2. Foraminifera

The foraminifera of this unit are dominated by
agglutinated benthonic species including Haplophrag-
moides nonionioides (Reuss) (Fig. 5C), H. chapmani
Morozova (Fig. SB) and Glomospira ex gr. gaultina
(Berthelin) (Fig. 5A). It has been suggested that the

flood occurrences of these agglutinated benthonics ate
an expression of transgressive phases during the Early.
Middle Albian in north-west Europe (e.g. Crittenden
1984a; Price 1977b; Rawson & Riley 1982).

4.3. Ostracoda

This unit was barren of Ostracoda.

5. RED CHALK

(58.45-65.50 m)

5.1. Lithology

The base of the unit is taken at a marked change from
siltstones to red-brown chalk, and the top at a
comparatively abrupt colour change to off-white chalks
of the overlying unit. Bioclastic debris, including bivalve
and belemnite fragments, is abundant, giving the
sediments a gritty texture. Burrow-mottling commonly
occurs throughout the sequence, varying from large
sub-vertical and horizontal burrows to a Chondrites
type. Pale pink patches and off-white haloes are often
associated with some of the large burrows and an
irregular banding of strongly and weakly bioturbated
horizons may be developed. Thin bands of pale brown
chalk nodules in a darker muddy matrix occur
sporadically, together with subvertical mud-filled
fractures and thin dusky-red mudstone bands.
Glauconite and pyrite speckling is particularly
prominent at some levels.

5.2. Foraminifera

The benthonic foraminiferal fauna is abundant and
diverse and includes the agglutinated forms Areno-
bulimina advena (Cushman) (Fig. SE), A. chapmani
Cushman (Fig. SF), A. sabulosa (Chapman) and
Crenaverneuilina intermedia (ten Dam) (Fig. 5H),
together with the calcareous forms Gavelinella baltica
Brotzen (Fig. 5U), G. cenomanica (Brotzen) (Fig.5W)
and G. ex gr. intermedia (Fig. 5X). These are all
important members of the known Late Albian-Early
Cenomanian fauna in north-west Europe (Barnard &
Banner 1980; Carter & Hart 1977; Hart eta!. 1981;
Price 1977b). A Mid-Albian age is indicated for the
lower part of the unit by the presence of A. macfadyeni
Cushman (Fig. SG) and the associated absence of G.
baltica and G. cenomanica. Dr P. J. Bigg (personal
communication 1983) dated the uppermost part of the
unit (58.45-58.9 m) as Early Cenomanian based on the
occurrence of Lingulogavelinella jarzevae (Vasilenko)
and Plectina cenomana Carter & Hart.

The rich planktonic fauna is dominated by the
Hedbergella delrioensis (Carsey) - H. infracretacea
(Glaessner) - H. brittonensis (Loeblich & Tappan)
plexus. The high-spired form H. brittonensis (
Whiteinella brittonensis of many authors e.g.
Robaszynski & Caron 1979) is characteristic of the
Cenomanian (Carter & Hart 1977) and the small
high-spired form H. infracretacea of the Albian (Cartec
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Hart 1977; Price 1977a). The assemblage also
Jeludes the small but distinctive H. planispira
lppan), which ranges throughout most of the late
faily Cretaceous in north-west Europe (Bartenstein
965; Carter & Hart 1977; Hart et a!. 1981; Price
l977a). This species is present in association with
Globigerinelloides bentonensis (Morrow) which, when
present in abundance, is an important index species for
'the Late Albian in north-west Europe (Hart 1973) and
he North Sea (Burnhill & Ramsey 1981; Crittenden
984a). However, it is also known from the Cenomanian
Carter & Hart 1977; Hart et al. 1981).

fl,3. Ostracoda

A sparse, poorly preserved fauna was recovered from
this unit. The lowest sample, from a depth of 64.78-
64.88 m, contains fragments tentatively assigned to
Protocythere albae Damotte & Grosdidier. This species
evolves into Protocythere lineata striata Grundel in the
highest part of the E. loricatus Zone of the Gault in
Eastern England (Wilkinson & Morter 1981) and its first
occurrence in northern Germany is at the base of the E.
lautus Zone (Bertram & Kemper 1971). In the present
borehole, P. lineata striata was not found below
63.55-63.66 m. The presence of Cornicythereis gatyensis
(Damotte & Grosdidier), Isocythereis fissicostis
fissicostis Triebel, Eucytherura rectangulata Kaye and
the absence of Cythereis (Rehacythereis) luermannae s.l.
suggests that this sample can be assigned to the Middle
Albian, but is older than the E. meandrinus (ammonite)
Subzone.
Cythereis (Rehacythereis) luermanni luermanni

hebel was recovered from 63.94-64.04 m associated
64th Saxocythere notera senilis Kemper. This association
first occurs in the E. meandrinus Subzone of East Anglia
and extends up into the H. orbignyi (ammonite)
Subzone (the basal part of the M. inflatum Zone)
Wilkinson & Morter 1981), but in Germany this
oosnbination of species is used to recognise the E. lautus
lone (Bertram & Kemper 1971).

A single, weakly reticulate specimen intermediate
between Cythereis (R.) luermannae luermannae and
C. (R.) luermannae hannoverana Bertram and Kemper
was recovered from a depth of 63.05-63.12 m. However,
true C.(R.) luermannae hannoverana (with a well-
formed reticulate ornament) was recovered above
62.50 m and is used to recognise the upper part of the H.
varicosum to the lower part of the M. rostratum
Subzones based on its distribution in East Anglia
(Wilkinson & Morter 1981) and in north-west Germany
(Bertram & Kemper 1971).

A single chalk-encrusted juvenile tentatively assigned
to C.(R.) bemerodensis was found at a depth of 58.90 m
and C. (R.) luermannae hannoverana and Isocythereis
fissicostis were found only below 6L44 m. On this basis
the highest part of the red chalk is no older than the
uppermost part of the S. dispar (ammonite) Zone
(highest Albian) and may be of Cenomanian age (cf.
Bertram & Kemper 1971).

6. WIUTE CHALK

(c.18.0-58.45 m)

6.1. Lithology

A detailed description of the lithostratigraphy of the
white chalk sequence (including the Black Band) is in
preparation and will not be discussed here. The unit
comprises white to brownish white, argillaceous and
nodular chalks. Flints are common in the chalk above
the Black Band but are absent in the more argillaceous
sequence beneath. Core recovery Was in general poor
owing to the comparatively soft nature of the chalk.

6.2. Foraminifera (P. J. Bigg, personal communication
1982)

Foraminifera recovered from the chalk sequence above
the Black Band were poorly preserved and it would
appear that recrystallisation has destroyed much of the
microfauna. Close above the Black Band, Hedbergella
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brittonensis, Praeglobotruncana step hani (Gandolfi) and
Gavelinopsis berth elini (Keller) are moderately
common and Dicarinella hagni (Scheibnerova) and
other planktonic species are well represented. The
assemblage is typical of the Whiteinella archaeocretacea
Zone which straddles the Cenomanian-Turonian
boundary (Robaszynski & Caron 1979).

Sample preparations from the Black Band yielded
phosphatic organic debris and some carbonised plant
tissue, but no foraminifera. Hart and Bigg (1981) found
a highly impoverished, exclusively agglutinated
microfauna in the Black Band of Humberside, eastern
England, but cuttings samples from the Central North
Sea yielded planktonic foraminifera (Burnhill &
Ramsey 1981). However, it appears probable that in the
latter case the planktonic specimens are likely to have
been derived by caving from the overlying marls and
chalks.

Sample preparations from the argillaceous chalks
below the Black Band yielded a rich microfauna
dominated by planktonic forms. Hedbergella delrioensis
is common, and H. simplex (Morrow) and H.
brittonensis and the benthonic species Lingulogave-
linella umbilicitecta (Fuchs) are fairly common. Also
present are the keeled planktonics Rotalipora cushmani
(Morrow) and R. deeckei (Franke). These assemblages
suggest a Cenomanian age.

6.3. Ostracoda

This interval was not examined for Ostracoda.

7. DISCUSSION

Borehole 8 1/40 was sited, using shallow seismic profiles,
on gently eastward-dipping Cretaceous strata in the
Forth Approaches Embayment (Stoker 1984). In
consequence, the sequence cored in Borehole 81/40
should prove to be more complete and representative of
the basinal areas than many commercial wells sited on
positive anticlinal or fault-controlled structures.

Early Cretaceous sedimentation in the North Sea
Basin was characterised by the deposition of thick clay
sequences which range in age from Ryazanian to Aptian
and which are generally assigned to the Speeton Clay
Formation of the Cromer Knoll Group (Rhys 1974;
Deegan & Scull 1977). Deposition took place mostly in
quiet-water marine environments, producing
monotonous clay sequences in which the major
lithological variations are the result of subtle changes in
carbonate content. These changes appear to reflect an
increase or decrease in abundance (and diversity) of
microfaunal and microfloral assemblages as the sea
transgressed and regressed across the basin, improving
or inhibiting circulation, and therefore oxygenation, of
the basin waters.

The oldest sediments encountered in borehole 81/40
are of Early Aptian to Barremian age. According to the
ostracod faunas, the basal 12 m of the greenish-grey
mudstones are Barremian, whereas according to the

foraminifera they are Early Aptian. It is not possible
resolve this discrepancy on the information obtain
from this borehole alone. One possible explanation
that the borehole sequence is more complete than tho
of onshore north-west Europe, so that indivi dual speci
could range beyond their known stratigraphical limit

The upward incoming of coccolith-rich mar
limestones at 99.94 m (Dr A. W. Medd pers. comu
1983), with abundant and diverse inicrofaun
assemblages, in undoubted Early Aptian sediment
provide a further indication of improving circulation
the basin as the transgression progressed. The occurenc
of limestone developments is a characteristic feature
the Early Aptian of the North Sea Basin (RawS011
Riley 1982). By Mid to Late Aptian times, a refleWe

marine influx into the basin is indicated by the sudde
proliferation of the planktonic foraminifer fledbeigell

infracretacea. In the borehole sequence, it iS notable th

the incoming of this planktonic species is also coincider
with the change to reddened calcareous mudSt0
lithologies. The abrupt colour change and ddenh
both the Late Aptian mudstones and the Mid Albian
Early Cenomanian chalk is widespread Q ugho0t t

North Sea area, and occurs not only in condefls
sequences over the more positive areas but also iii th
sequences between the highs. In both instances tlj
reddening appears to be associated with nsgresS
phases, suggesting that increased oxygenat:ion of th
bottom waters may in part be responsible for tl
retention of an original red coloration of the sedime1
and indicating a shallow-water depositiOhlj
environment (Jeans 1980; Gallois & Morter 1982).?

Conformably overlying the red mudstones,, the latei
Aptian sediments in the borehole comprise brown-gr"
mudstones with interbedded bentonites, the volcafli'
origin of which is indicated by the presence of sanidii
feldspar and biotite. Further work oh the mineralogy1
these bentonitic horizons is in progress (Knox,
preparation). The mudstones have yielded microfaun
assemblages which suggest a P. nulfieldiensis Zon°
(Late Aptian) age. Widespread volcanic activity
apparent at this level in the Late Aptian througho ll

much of the north-west European area, and volcan
sediments have been described from this Zofle both I

southern England (Sandgate Beds at Foikestone, Jean
et al. 1982) and in Germany (Sarstedt & Thiede ci
Zimmerle 1979). It is interesting to note that at Speeto
cliffs bentonitic horizons have not yet been describe
from the Aptian-Albian sequences. However, it is wort ri
noting that the common association of these bentoniti re
horizons with vivid green 'glauconitic' streaks an 1i

patches in both this borehole and in the Germa
succession may be mirrored at Speeton, where gree
glauconitic bands and streaks have also been describe d
from the clay sequence immediately below the Lat le
Albian Red Chalk (Lamplugh 1899; Kaye 1965). PooIe
exposure of this part of the sequence at Speeton cliffs ar
present precludes confirmation of bentonitic bands a
this level.
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The source of the volcanic material, which is largely
acidic to intermediate in composition, has been
suggested as a site either in the southern North Sea area
or in the western English Channel and South West
Approaches (Jeans et a!. 1982). These Late Aptian to
Early Alban bentonites are the product of one of two
important phases of Lower Cretaceous volcanic activity
in the north-west European area, the other occurring in
the Berriaian (Knox & Fletcher 1982; Zimmerle 1979)
and coinc ding with increasing tectonism at the plate
margins t) the west of Britain, associated with the
opening (f the Rockall Trough and rotation of the
Iberian p ninsula (Anderton et a!. 1979).

On fo aminiferal grounds, the Aptian/Albian
boundary in the borehole sequence lies just below the
marked unconformity that separates the grey-brown
inudstone from the overlying variegated beds. The
topmost i art of the grey-brown mudstone unit is,
however, strongly bioturbated and it is certainly possible
that the erosion surface may represent the true
Aptian/Al ilian stage boundary in the borehole, and that
reworking during the early Albian transgression is
responsible for any discrepancy between the
iostratigr iphical and lithostratigraphical boundaries.
The E rly Albian transgression, characterised

initially b' extremely impoverished microfaunas and
floras, is eli documented in the European basin (Price
l977a). It the borehole sequence, the early Albian
interval comprises a thin but extremely distinctive
sequence of variegated clays and silts which contain a
niicrofauna restricted to agglutinating foraminifera; no
ostracods or coccoliths have been recorded. Within this
variegated sequence a single bentonite horizon suggests
a continuation of sporadic volcanic activity into the
Early Albian. The transition to the overlying red chalk
sediments is associated with the basin-wide Mid-Albian
transgression.

The 'red chalk' in the borehole ranges from Mid
Albian to Early Cenomanian in age. The sequence does
not show the marked nodular development character-
istic of much of the red chalk sequence at outcrop in
Yorkshire and Lincolnshire and comprises largely
uniform red chalk sediments. The transition to white
chalk sedimentation occurs during the Early
Cenomanian, with the development of argillaceous
white chalk sediments. A thin black clay, the Black
Band, forms a widespread marker close to the
Cenomanian-1uronian boundary throughout much of
the North Sea Basin (Hart & Bigg 1981) before a return
to more normal white chalk sedimentation during the
Turonian.
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The stratigraphy of the Lower Cretaceous Speeton Clay Formation, from a cored

borehole off the coast of north-east England

6. (. Lott, B. N. Fletcher and I. P. Wilkinson

Summar y:

A fully cared stratigraphical borehole in the Southern North Sea Basin at 54°

39'N, 0°14'E encountered a succession of Lower Cretaceous clays and mudstones,

representing part of the Speeton Clay Formation of the Cramer Knoll Group,

resting on Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay.

The Lower Cretaceous beds comprise c.90m of marine clays ranging from

Ryazanian to Barremian (equivalent to beds D8 - LB6 at Speeton) and include

seven thin bentonite horizons. The three uppermost bentonite horizons lie

within the Valanginian to Hauterivian, an interval from which no bentonites have

previousl y been recorded in the European area. Six of the seven bentonite

horizons recorded in the borehole have now been recognised in the type section

at Speeton, Yorkshire.

The borehole succession yielded rich microfaunal assemblages, which have

enabled a detailed correlation to be made with the beds of the type locality at

Speeton. The sequence cored in the borehole demonstrates a remarkable similarity

to the Epeeton sequence, despite an 80-kilometre separation of the localities.

Introduct i on

The Speeton Clay Formation (Rawson et al. 1978) of north-east Yorkshire is known

to extend offshore into the southern North Sea Basin (Rhys 1974) and has been

proved, but not cored, in a number of offshore commercial wells in the southern

part of Quadrant 42, (Fig. 2) (Dingle 1971; Rhys 1974; Kent 1980; Rawson & Riley

1982)

DurinQ 1980/81 the British Geological Survey (BGS), funded by the Department
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of Energy, undertook a detailed shal 4low seismic survey of the southern North Sea

area as part of its offshore regional mapping programme. In order to aid the

jrterpretation of these seismic data, shallow cored boreholes were drilled in

selected parts of the Mesozoic and Tertiary sequences of the basin.

0	 0
One of these boreholes, 665 61/43 (Z4 38. 919'N, 0 14. 	 09'E), was drilled 80

e ENE of Speeton cliffs in Block 42/12; it fully cored 89.87m of dark greenish

grey, calcareous clays and brownish black, occasionally organic - rich and

non-calcareous mudstones of Lower Cretaceous age (Speeton Clay Formation). These

cla ys rest on 4.23in of dark olive-grey mudetones of Jurassic age (Fig.1).

comparison of the microfaunas of this offshore Lower Cretaceous sequence

those at the type section of the Speeton Clay in Filey Bay, Yorkshire 1 has

gnon that these marine clays range from Ryazaniari -to Barremian. The clays

ccpa re closely, both lithologically and sedimentologically, with the type

section, and present a unique opportunity to establish the Lower Cretaceous

stratigaphy offshore without the complications presented in the Speeton cliffs

bylandsliPPiflg, weathering and intermittent exposure.

The stratigraphy of the borehole presented here is based upon detailed

examination of the foraminifera (B. N. Fletcher) and ostracoda (I.P.Wilkinson).

The macrofossils of the Jurassic mudstones were identified by Dr B.P1.Cox and the

5edimefltolagy of the sequence has been studied by G.K.Lott.

1. Strati graphy and borehole sequence

The Speeton Clay Formation, which crops out on the North Yorkshire coast, is the

0st conniete representative of marine Lower Cretaceous strata known onshore in

Iritain. The sequence is generally taken as the stratotype for the marine Boreal

Lower Cretaceous of Europe.

The classic paper on the Speeton Clay is that by Lampluqh (1889), who divided

the clays into five units (, El, C, D and E downwards ) on the basis of their

belesnite faunas and, in the case of unit E (the basal Coprolite Bed), on its

distinctive lithology. Subsequent work has resulted in a refined division of

bax:c divisions (Neale 1960. 196:; 	 ave 1964; Fletcher 1969, i97;
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Ra3°	 1971; Rawson	 Mutterlose 1983).

brehole 81/43 representatives of the B, C, D and E beds of the Speeton

111" succession have been cored and a detailed examination has enabled many of

th rninor subdivisions known at Speeton to be recognised.

in addition to the extremely qoo ,d biostratigraphical control of the

snquencm, a number of distinct lithological markers can be distinguished in the

b D r p hole and are used to demonstrate further correlations between the two

sequPnces. These marker horizons include seven thin bentonites and a number of

caccolith-rich limestone bands, most of which have recognisablable

repesetatives in the onshore succession. The borehole was drilled using the

chartered drilling ship in. v. Mariner, in a water depth of 67m, and obtained

ccre of 0.1Cm (4 inch) diameter.

T he borehole penetrated 4.50 metres of seabed sand before entering the

5pEton Clay Formation and terminated at 94.1Cm in Kimineridge Clay. All depths

ara seasLtred from the seabed. The borehole was subsequently sub-sampled at

approiaately 0.5m intervals for micropalaeontological examination (Appendix 1).

Shallow seismic profiles across the Kimmeridge Clay / Speeton Clay boundary

a lo-angle unccriformity separating the two fDrmations.

2. Jurassic: Kirneeridge Clay Formation

Jppsr Yimasridgian 89.87-94.1Cm (the borehole Terminal Depth - TD.)

Th	 idesz strata penetrated in the borehole consist of 4.23m of pale olive to

brownish biack	 bituminous inudstones of Late Jurassic age. The upper 0.39in of

theta beds are dark, friable calcareous mudstones, cross-cut by a number of thin

ca1jte - filled fractures and penetrated by large vertical burrows, 150-200mm

itt 1engt, which pipe down small shiny phosphatic pebbles from the overlying

Copr:lie Bed. The faunal assemblage is indicative of the Hudlestoni Zone

EiEaf:rtris Subzone of the Upper Kimineridqian; it includes the ammonites

P ectcnatjtss (Virgatosphinctoides) cf. donavarii Cope and P. (V.) cf.

ici+erni	 Cooe. The .imserdian prcbablj falls in E'eds 42-44 of the standar

'1asr1:ce Cla y sequence (Co. & Eallois 1979, 1981) (Er E.M.Co, pers. cosm.
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In the Speeton cliffs the Kimmeridgian mudstones are exposed, from time to

time, at beach level. These beds belong to the Pectinatus Zone,

Eastlecottenensis Subzone (Cope 1974) and are thus younger than the Kimmeridge

Clay in the borehole, indicating the unconformable nature of the Coprolite Bed

and the presence of an important stratigraphic break at this level.

3, Cretaceous: Speeton Clay Formation.

3.1. The Coprol I te Bed	 Bed E) 89. 75-89. 87m

The base of the Cretaceous sediments in the borehole is marked by a thin

phcsphatic conglomerate, the Coprolite Bed (0.12m). This grey, hard

corglomerätic unit consists of angular clasts of olive-grey calcareous mudstone

(pssibiy derived from the underlying Kimmeridge Clay) together with black,

shiny , phosphatic subrounded pebbles, pyrite, 'and belemnite fragments in a

ron-calcareaus muddy matrix. The phosphate pebbles range up to 0.Olm across and

show a distinctive polished,	 black patina; similar granule-sized grains also

occur same distance above the top of the Coprolite Bed.

At the base of the unit there is a thin black clay O.Olm thick, packed with

shiry, black phosphatic granules. The top of the unit is sharply defined erosion

surface. At Speeton the Coprol i te Bed is u a thin stony band of black

phosphatised nodules' (Lamplugh 1889). It averages 0.lOm in thickness and

contains 'numbers of black phosphatic pebbles . . . . caked together in a

matrix" (Lamplugh, op cit.). In the coastal sequence the phosphatic nodules have

yielded indeterminate amnionites (Rawsoret al. 1978); however, in the borehole

the Coprolite Bed contained only rare belemnite fragments. The Coprolite Bed has

previously been described only from Speeton and the close similarity in both

thickness and litholoqy of the bed in the offshore borehole 80km away, is

resarkabi e.

3,2. Lasinated mudstanes and siltstones 82.99-89.57m.

These strata immediately overlie the Coprolite Bed 	 and consist of hard,

non-calcareOus, dark grey to black, bituminous mudstones with thin paler

intorbedd siltstones. When initially recovered, they were characterised by a



strong bituminous smell. Pyritic and phosphatic nodules occur at the base of the

unit 1 together with rare, small shiny phosphatic pebbles. The beds show rare

burrows and are non-fissile despite their obvious fine lamination. Variations

silt content produce a subtle pale to dark colour-banding throughout the unit.

The beds yielded a sparse fauna consisting of poorly preserved belemnites, fish

debris, radiolarians and agglutinated foraminifera. The top of the unit is

earked by a large phosphatic concretion and a significant concentration of silt

and sand laniinae.	 bove this boundary the sediments are markedly paler and

non-bituminous although they remain non-calcareous and silty.

At Sp2eton these black bituminous mudstones and siltstones are represented by

a thin	 0. 30m) 'Black Shale' unit (Bed D8) immediately overlying the Coprolite

?ed (Neala 1c62, 1974). Though considerably thinner than their offshore

equivalents they show a similar restricted fauna. attention has been drawn by

Neale (19S) to the absence of bioturbation and consequent retention of the

primary fine lamination of the unit at Speeton - a feature rare in the heavily

burrow-mottled clays comprising the main part of the formation.

33. Calcareous clays 4.Z0-82.991fl

The greater part of the cored Speeton Clay Formation consists of dark greenish

grey, very calcareous non-fissil e clays, closely comparable to the clays and

eudstones at Sneeton. The clays in the borehole are frequently silty, commonly

with a gritty texture resulting from the profusion of foraminiferal tests and

conninuted bioclastic debris that occur at various levels. Strong bioturbatjon

iscnaracteristic, with Chon drites - ty P e burrow-mottling particularly comnon.

Pale, cream-brown, calcareous and phosphatic nodules up to 0.03m in length with

a dark brown rims are also common, especially between 30 and 4Oni, but they

beccee rare below about 63in. Pyritic nodules are moderately abundant, with

pyrite also occurring as 5 na1l euhedral crystals, thin tubular burrowfjlls and

franboids and, more rarely, in association with carboriised woody fragments.

anc sjd&rite ar	 also coaaon constituents of tre clays. E'elemnites



are found at many lEvels; bivalve and ammonite fragments occur more rarely. Dr

PF.Rawsn	 (pars. coma. 1984) identified a slightly phosphatised ammonite

fraiment at 64. 46m as Karakaschi ceras heteroptychum (Paviow) ; he further states

that this species is known in the phosphatic nodules of the early Valanginian

bed D22 at Speeton, along with other remanie fossils. The genus Karakaschiceras

appears limited to the latest early Valanginian and earliest late Valanginian

time interval, in both the Tethyan region and North-West Europe. Flattened inner

ihorls of Aegocrioceras cf. quadratum (Crick) were identified (P. F. R.) at

5.l2m. This ammonite is found in beds C7F and C76 at Speetor. A single thin

lenely phosphatised vertebra was found at 58.71m. At several horizons, notably

at i4.07 - 64.46m, 80.22 - 80.36m and 60.66 - 80.72m, 	 pale grey to white,

barrow-mottled soft many limestones are thinly developed. These beds represent

etremeiy rich concentrations of coccoliths (Dr A.W.Medd pers. comm. 1983) and

oa y correlate with similar cuccolith bloams recognised in the Speeton cliffs

ocquence (Black 1971). They probably account in part for variations in carbonate

I content throughout the sequence, and hence for the subtle pale to dark

colour-banding apparent at some levels.

The light grey calcareous marl unit at 64.07 - 64.46m can, on the basis of

the torarniriif era and ostracoda, 	 be equated with the uppermost D beds (D1D2D)

arid is thought to be a correlative of the Compound Nodular Bed (Dl), an

important marker horizon in the coastal sequence, 	 which Black (1971) noted	 was

particularly rich in coccoliths.

The seven bentonite bands recorded in the borehole lie within this

caicareous clay sequence. The thin bluish grey bentonites commonly show

burrow-mottling but still retain sharp tops and bases. The lowest group of four

bentonites (4-7) can be correlated	 by means of their associated foraniini{eral

asoemblagas, with those recognised within the lower D beds (Ryazanian) at

Speeton (Knox & Fletcher 1978). The three upper bentonite horizons are

essentially the same in litholoqy and composition as the lower group.

ih foraminiferal amserebla g es associated with bentonite 1 include Hechtia

'sus	 a	 Fr:r:icularia simplicissima Dam, and this bed equates with



the upper C4 beds (late Hauterivian) at Speeton. The assemblages above and below

bertonite 2 are composed of long—ranging foraminifera and are diagnostic only of

an early Hauterivian age. Conorboides valendisensis Bartenstein & Brand

4necbaculites subcretaceus Cushman & Alexander, Ammodiscus tenuissimus (Guembel)

and Glomosira qordialis (Jones & Parker) associated with the adjacent beds of

bentonite 3, suggests a correlation with the upper D4 beds (Valanginian) at

Speeton.Two of these bands (bentonites 1 and 2) have subsequently been

reoqnised in the Speeton sequence (Fig. 2) (Dr R.W.O'B. Knox pers. comm. 1983).

These bentonite horizons provida goad marker horizons and should prove useful

for correlation acros the North Sea Basin. The bentonites of Ryazanian age at

Speiton and in the borehole probably correlate with tuffs of similar age in the

Schuttorf 3 borehole near Bentheim, 	 North West Germany (Zilnmerle 1978). More

detailed work on the mineralogy and stratigraphic relationship of these

bentonites with other Lower Cretaceous volcanic units is being carried out by Dr

, W. 0 8. Knox.

4, Foraminifera

The basal Cretaceous unit, with its dark silty rnudstones and phosphatic

naterlal, yeided a very restricted but distinctive inicrofauna of mainly crushed

nd nstorted Haplphragmoides cf. concavus (Chapman) (Fig.4S) , together with

nobacuIites subcretaceous Chapman & Alexander and Verneuiinoides neocomiensis

Miatliuk) (Fiq.40) ( samples 83.20-89.75in). These basal mudstones accumulated

under restricted marine conditions and their distinctive fauna of arenaceous

beithonic foraminifera enable them to be correlated with the OS beds (Ryazanian)

in the Yorkshire coast. In the borehole 08 is 6.8m thick compared with O.30m on

the coast. The bentonite bands that form beds D6E, D6J, D7D and D7F at Speeton

arE clearly seer in the borehole. A useful index species, Lenticulina (S.)

aianqiniana (Bartenstein & Brand), occurs for the first time in the borehole

;unt belc'a the lowest bentonite band (equivalent to bed D7F) in sample



g 1.7O-81.8in, and is also found in some of the beds between the other bentonite

bands. At Speeton it is found in the upper part of the D7 beds and in the Db

beds and has a range of Ryazanian to early Valanginian. Just beneath the

uppermost of these four bentonites (equivalent to bed 06E), Citharina

pseudostriatula Bartenstein & Brand,L. (S.) valanginiana, L. (P1.)

striatocostata (Reuss) and Nodosaria sceptrum Reuss (Fig.4K) occur. C.

pseudostriatula, a species which at Speeton is virtually confined to the D6 beds

(Fletcher 1973), is found in large numbers in sample 80.25 - 80.3Gm, and the

unit seems to be a likely correlative of the D6 beds.

The bed; overlying this unit are sparsely fossiliferous and, on this basis,

a correlation with the similarly sparsely fossiliferous D5 beds at Speeton is

suggested. The Ryazanian / Valanginian stage boundary is placed at the junction

of the D51D4 beds at Speeton (Rawson et al. 1978), and in the borehole the stage

boundary is therefore placed at c.79.70m, i.e. at the top of the sparsely

fossiliferous unit.

mmovertella cellensis (Bartenstein & Brand ), a species which makes its

first appearance at Speeton in the upper OZbeds, is first recorded at

71.70-77.80m in the borehole. Epistomina caracolla (Roemer) (Fig.3G,H) (sample

Th.17-75.25m), Pseudonodorosaria humili; (Roeiner) (Fig.4L) (69.76-69.84m),

Frordicuiari.a concinna (Koch) (Fig.4F) and Lenticulina saxonica (Bartenstein)

(Fig.3D) (66.84-66.92m) together with an abundance of Conorboides valendisensis

(Bartenstein & Brand) (71.10-71.20m) suggest a correlation with the high D4 beds

Valanginian) at Speeton, equivalent to the Platylenticeras Beds. 	 At Speeton

late Valanginian sediments are represented only by a regressive remanie deposit

(62D) at the base of the Hauterivian, containing derived late Valanginian

amoonites. The Valanginian I Hauterivian boundary is distinguished therefore, in

the Speeton section by a marked faunal change over at the top of bed D2E. In the

borehole the first Hauterivian foraininiferal assemblages are seen in sample

66.92 - 67.0Gm. The stage boundary is therefore placed at an erosion surface at

.67m (equivalent to the base of bed D2D atSpeeton), and consequently has been

:1ced :2r	 r the ssquere than suqqested by the limited ammonite evidence.



The basal part of the Hauterivian, with a rich microfauna compared to that of

the underlying Valanginian beds, contains numerous typically Hauterivian forms,

including Vainulina arquta Reuss and Frondicularia hastata Roemer (Fig.76) and

Le9ticulina (H.) foeda (Reuss) (Fig.4H) in samples at 66.84 - 66.92m, and

Vaginulina kochi Roemer (Fig.4C), Lenticulina ouachensiswissaimanni

ettenstaedt) (Fig.3B,C),	 eichenterQ Bartenstein & Brand (Fig.3A) and L.

creDidularis CRoemer )at 66.24-66,32m.

The Endeinoceras regale ammonite Zone at Speeton can be recognised in the

borchole by the first occurrence of Narsonella kummi Zedler (Fig.4R) in samples

at j.2	 - 86.32m, Te\tuiaria foeda (Reuss) (60.78 - 60.86m), Epistomina ornate

o2DEr) (Fig.4 E,F), Ditharina harpa (Roecner) (Fig.4B) (58.47 - ZB.53m)

inulina riedeli (Bartenstein & Brand) (53.61 - 53.68m) and Gaudryinella

nhnrlocki (Bettenstaedt) (53.13	 53.20m).The Simbirskites (Speetoniceras)

inierus Zone at Speeton and in the borehole has a rich and varied fauna of

orasinifera, but they are mostly long-ranging forms of little use for the

pre:15e definition of these beds. The first occurrence of Tritaxia pyramidata

(nuns (Fig.4 I,J) (seaple 26.75 - 26.7Gm) suggests correlation with the

upprnot sneetonensis or	 ttschei amtnonite Zone at Speeton.

Tre inccsirg of Hechtina antique (Reuss) (Fig.3 M,N) in a sample at 34.56 -

4.6m, o Frondicularia sim p licissima (Dam) (Fiq.4 D,E) (32.28 - 32.86m) and

Lnarckina (Fseudolaaarckina) lamplughi (Sherlock) (Fig.3 J,K) (31.32 - 3l.38m)

ini:ates a correl ati on with the Simbi rski tes (Craspedodi scus) gottschei

aeincnite Zore	 which forms the C4 beds at Speeton.

Eetween 4.63 and 9.98m the very small Conorboides 	 .	 (Fig.4

(,N 1 0,P) occurs, locally in large numbers.

The first appearance of the valuable index species Gavelinella sigmoicosta

Clan) (Fiq.31) at 28.74 - 28.84m and Citharina acuminata (Ress) (Fig4A) at

- 21.3m shows that this part of the borehole equates with the upper part

of tne Hauterivian Simbirskites (Sisnbirskites) marainatus Zone of bed C3 on the

aEa of te S	 irs-otes	 :OGoOi5cus	 variabil:s Zone	 ed C2C on

9



the coast) j	 taken as the Hauterivian - Barremian boundary, but is difficult to

re:ognise on foraminiferal evidence. The uppermost part of the borehole, above

contains a poor microfauna, dominated in parts by Epistomina hechti

(Bartenstein , Bettenstaedt and Bolli), indicating early Barremian beds

belonging to the Hoplocrioceras fissicostatum and Paracrioceras elegans a,nmonite

zones of beds L&1 at Speetan.

5. Ost r acoda

The basal silty tnudstones in the borehole contain only rare indeterminate

fragments and moulds of ostracods, the only recognisable assemblage being found

in samples at SO.23 - 80.3Gm. Here a fragmentary fauna with Cytheropterina

trieeii Neale, Schuleridea iuddi Neale and (?)Galliaecytheridea teres Neale is

conparable with that described from the D6 beds (Perigrinoceras albidum Zone) of

Speeton (Neale 1978).

The lowest Valanginian ostracod fauna was recorded at 74.00-74.lOm and is

placed in the Protocythere hannoverana ostracod Zone as defined by Christensen

(1974). In Germany, P. hannoverana (Fig. 6A) Bartenstein	 Brand occurs in the

upper part of the Platylenticeras Beds, throughout the Polyptichites Beds and in

the basal part of the Dichotomites Beds (Bartenstein 1959). In England it has

been recorded from the upper part of D4 to the top of bed D2E of Yorkshire

(Neale 192) and from the lower part of the Claxby Formation (Hundleby Clay and

Claxby Irnstorie members) of Lincoinshire (Wilkinson, unpublished data). In the

borehole it is frequently found associated with Schuleridea praethoerenensis

lartenstein & Brand (Fi g .68) and Valendocythere pseudopropria (Bartenstein &

Irard) (Fig.6C)	 although the last-named species has not yet been recorded from

Speeton. The four subzones of the Protocythere hannoverana ostracod Zone as

erected by Neale (1978) for Yorkshire could only be partially recognised. The

jeroterina	 eboracica Subone could not be substantiated since the only

occurrence of the index species was at the same level as Paranotacythere

(Paranotacythere) globosa globosa (Neale), the index species of the succeeding

ubzone. The interval 69.28 - 69.76m is tentatively placed in the P. globosa

of haale c1972	 which onshore is found in D45 and the lower part of

1 0



hA. Above, between 66.32 and 67.96m, Stravia crossata Neale,the subzonal index

;pecies for the upper part of D4A to basal part of D2E in Yorkshire, was

recorded, although the highest of the Speeton subz ones, based on the presence of

ella valanginiana Neale, could not be recognised.

Two other species recovered from the borehole are worthy of note.

Cytherel loidea rehburgensis Bartenstein and Brand (Fig.ZD) was described 4roin

the 'Mittel-Valendis 2 to Ober-valendis 2	 of northern Germany by Bartenstein

(1959) and is also included in the species list of Ryazanian Ostracoda of

Portugal (Rey et al. 1968). According to Neale (e.g. 1977,1984) this warm-water

genus was unable to enter the	 boreal' seas until the early Hauterivian. It is

intEresting therefore to note its presence in the Valanginian of borehole 81/43

(at 69.76 - 69.84m) , although it occurred only as a single specimen (a single

sçecimcn has also been recovered from the Valanginian of the Skegness Borehole

(Wilkinson, unpublished data). It may be, therefore, that links with Tethys had

begun to develop during the early Valanginian. The other notable occurrence is

Euyitvcythere cf. subtilis Bartenstein & Brand (Fig.6E), recovered from the

Valanginian/Hauterivian boundary interval of the borehole (66.84-66.92m). This

Mesoqean genus first evolved during the Berriasian in south-east France,

spreading to north - west Germany in the Valanginian and, according to Donze

(197) ani Neale (1962,1977)	 was unable to invade the 'boreal" seas until the

early Hauterivian.

As at Speeton there is no evidence of late Valanqinian ostracod faunas in

the borehole.

A marked faunal change takes place between 65.64 and 66.92m. At the base of

this interval three early Valanginian species, Protocythere hannoverana,

Protocythere pseudooropri.a and Schuleridea praethoerensis, form SB per cent of

the ostracod population. In the middle part (66.24-66.32m) these forms were not

found, being replaced by the early Hauterivian species Mandocythere frankei

frarkei (Triebel) (Fig.5F), Haplocytheridea kummi (Triebel) (Fig.66),

Schuleridea lamplughi Neale (Fig.6H) and Schuleridea thoerenensis werlesis

irurcei .	 1 n Lan! spec: cc were pressnt (e.g. Stra, la crossata and

it



treropteron eboracica Neale), but these are considered to be reworked because

of troir state of preservation.	 t the top of the interval Valanginian Ostracoda

were absent arid the ostracod fauna is dominated by Mandocythere frankei frankei

(i7J, Schuieridea wendensis Neale (257.) and Eucytherura neocomiana Kaye (157.).

at Speeton, both the ostracods and foraminifera confirm that late

Valanginian sediments are absent fraim the borehole. The important faunal change

in the foraminifera is close to a marked erosion surface at c.67m and some

reworking of the Ostracoda appears likely since good Valanginian ostracod

assemblages were noted up to 1 metre above this surface.

The presence of Fl. frankei frankei (Triebel) is significant, for it is the

index species of the ostracod zone equating with the Endemoceras amblyoniu'm and

Enenoceras noricum zones onshore (Neale 1978). This species has been recorded

from the late Valanginian of southern France	 (Donze 1976) and the Asterian

5chichten of Germany (Kemper 1971), but in Britain it is a characteristic early

Hauteri vi an form. Other species include Paranotacythere (F.) , angli cm Neale,

restricted to the E. ainblygonium and E. noricum zones in Yorkshire, and

)oloctheridea hilseana (Roemer), which is rare in the early Hauterivian of

S p eeton, aithough Grundel (1971) shows it to occur throughout the early

fauterivian in northern Germany, possibly having evolved in the late

ValaflQinin.	 t 65.26 - 65.40m several species make their first appearance,

in(.uding Cythereila fragilis Neale and Exophthalmocythere mainillata_Triebel.

This nay indicate that it is possible to subdivide the M. frankei (ostracod)

lone , but the index forms used by Neale (1978), namely Euryitycythere

pariniorum andEivthoceratina bispinata, were not found at this level.

Protocytherehechti Triebel (Fig.61) , Acrocythere hauteriviana

iartenstein), C y therelloidea ovata Weber, Cytherella exquisita Neale,

Cytheropteron e'guisita Kaye and Pseudomacrocypris parva (Kaye) all appear for

the first time at 63.54 - 63.66m and continue in the succeeding sample at 62.34

- 1.42m with the first occurrence of Protoc y there triplicata (Roemer) . Fl.

fran:ei frarkei becomes extinct below 63.54 - 63.66m. It is believed that the E.

rrcur/E. rele :onal boundary can be placed at approximately 63.BOm, i.e.

1..,



te base of the P. triplicata (ostracod) Zone as defined by Neale (1978).

NèiS :1978) P. triplicata ostracod Zone extends from the base of the E.

reqaic Zone (bed Cli) up into the middle part of the Barremian, the top being

iII'-defined. The studv of assemblages from the borehole suggest that a more

refined zonai scheme is possible. However 1 the zonation proposed here should be

cc-idered of local significance only, until more widespread investigations have

been carried out. The suggested ostracod zonation for the borehole 1 based upon

the earliest occurrence of the zonal species is:

3,Faranotacythere i nversus costata / Cytherelloidea pulchra (ostracod) Zone

(jzingest

,	 atocythere si inulans (ostracod) Zone

1. Faranotacythere (P.) diglypta (ostracod) Zone (oldest)

Bassiouni (1974) showed the usefulness of the genus Paranotacythere in

biastratigraphical analyses. P.	 ) diglypta (Fig.63) , found no higher than

- 5i.4m in the borehole, is only known from the early Hauterivian E.

b1vgonium - E. noricum zones at Speeton, but extends up into the E. regale

Zone on the continent. In the late Hauterivian it apparently evolved into the P.

jnvernum lineage, the earliest subspecies of which is Paranotacythere (P.)

inversa costata (Ka y e) (Fig.6K). This species is known to occur in beds C2 - C4

is, narginatus and S. gottschei zones) in Yorkshire and is found in most samples

between 12.72cn and 3.95m in the borehole. It is associated with Cytherelloidea

pu.ihra Neale (Fig.6L) , which evolved from Cytherelloidea ovata Weber (Fig.6M)

ama found in bed C4 in Yorkshire. In Lincoinshire , 	 patocythere simulans

Triebel (Fig.6N) first evolved in the S. inversus Zone (Wilkinson unpublished

data), although in Yorkshire its earliest record is in the Barremian and in

Heligoland and Germany , the species has been found in the late Hauterivian

)artenotein	 --d Garth	 197). its first occurrence, at 48.43-48.5in, Is



irsidered to mark the base of the S. inversus Zone (bed C7). It is associated

with Metacytheropteron s p . (Fig.60) , rare Chapmanicytherura rtuda Xaye)

Dcror_ygcna speetonensis Christensen and Cytheropteron reightonensis Kaym.

Acrocythere hauteriviana,	 which first evolved in the early Hauterivian, was not

recovered between 39.1Gm and 59.76m, but reappeared at 38.63-3B.70m and was

consistently present throughout the remainder of the borehole. At Speeton a

similar situation is apparent, the species being absent above bed GB, but

present again in C4 (Neale 1971).

Paranotacythere	 (Paranotacythere) rainulosa rainulosa (Sharpova) (Fig.50)

occuring between 11.74 and 36.32m in the borehole, is confined to the late

Hauterivjan of Germany (Bassiouni 1974). In Yorkshire it is characteristic of

the faunas from the lower part of beds C2 and C3, the S. marginatus Zone.

Ichuleridea bilobata Triebel (Fig.P), which also ranges throughout the late

Hauteri vi an, was recorded above 22. 67m in the borehole and appears to have a

similar distribution in Fordon 61' Borehole, Yorkshire (Neale 19O).

The presence of Paranotacythere (Paranotacythere) blanda (I<aye) at 11.OSm

indicates the Barremian , since this species is confined to the C2C - LB3

interval at Speeton (Kaye,1962;Neale 1978). The specimens recovered from the

borehole were rare and fragmentary; nevertheless the Hauterivian I Barreinian

boundary is tentatively placed at about 11. BOrn at a slight erosion surface.

Protocythere triplicata., which ranges up to the top of the Cement Beds (B beds)

of Yorkshire, was present below 9.80m in the borehole but, above this level,

sanjies were barren of Ostracoda except for rare indeterminate fragments and

eca1ci+ied moulds, and , at 5.03 - 5.07m, very rare juveniles of

Paranotacvthere (Paranotacythere) inversa inversa (Cornuel). The last indicate

an early to mid-Barrenian ace, but the diverse ostracod faunas of the late

Barremian (Lott et al. 1985) were not seen.



6. Discuss ion

Tie depositional environment of the Speeton Clay Formation has been widely

et at

dccumertsd (e.g. Neale 1974 and Rawson1 i978). The generally uniform sequence in

the North Sea area represents the continuation from the late Jurassic of a long

period of quiet — water marine clay sedimentation with little or no coarse clastic

detritus entering the main basin.The depositional basin extended from eastern

Ergiand into north-west Germany and northwards into the Central and Viking

Grabons. It was bounded to the south by the London - Brabant High, a barrier

appirently unbreached until the ptian /Mbian and separating the northern

sa'irIe clay facies from the largely paralic 'Wealden' sediments of southern and

!eetern Britain (Mien 1981). The landmasses supplied little clastic material to

tie northern basin other than as local sands in the north Norfolk - East

Midlands area (Spilsby Sandstone) and in the Moray Firth and Central Graben

areas (Cmvii ' s Hole Fin.) (Anderton et al .1979; Deegan and Scull 1977). The

Speeton Clay Formation reaches a thickness of 350m in the Southern North Sea

Basin but farther north (i.e. north of the Mid North Sea High) up to 793m have

been re:red fo	 the Croiner Knoll Group as a whole (Deegan & Scull 1977),

si;nifcantly tucker than the type section in Yorkshire where the equivalent

b&ds are 10m thick.

litii dep3sition of the Speeton Clay, folloring a break in sedimentation

during the late Jurassic - early Cretaceous, commenced with the accumulation of

tre thin transgr-essive reinanie Coprolite bed, consisting of phosphatised, rolled

pebbles, fcssil fragaents and mudetone clasts, all largely derived from erosion

a the un	 rlyng Kiaaeridgian beds. Subsequent sedimentation is represented in

te bcrehole by an Bin sequence of black non-calcareous, silty organic-rich

nLstones, and at Speeton by 0.3 metres of black audatones forming bed D8 (Neale

194) . The Ii thol cgy of these basal mudstones is suggestive of a restricted

earine enircnment .itfl poor circulation and oxygenation.

Cceoaratis deveIopTents of such organic-rich shales at the onset of a marine

trsE5iCr la.m	 een	 oceented froT a nucer of Jurass: seueices (Halla 	 t

I a:ea•	 .	 :s notam tat	 -e area tc te east and e:t'--eat of the



borEhole, in the Southern North Sea Basin, is characterised by large salt

structures (Dingle 1971, Lott 1985) which were probably actively developing

Inroughout the Lower Cretaceous and which may therefore have contributed to the

r2strictiofl of circulation of the basin waters during the initial transgression

b forminO significant barriers. The fauna of these black mudstones is very

1i0ite	 comprising poorly preserved belennites, agglutinating foraminifera,

radiolarlarls and fish debris. The borehole sequence shows little evidence of

bioturbation, suggesting a restricted benthic fauna. The absence of calcareous

sicrofos5ilS, however, could be attributable to later diagenetic effects;

certainly the state of preservation of the belemnites in this lower sequence is

very poor. The association of radiolarians with black shale sequences similar to

this basal Speeton Clay has been documented by a number of authors (see Jenkyns

1580).

The deposition of these basal mudstones in the borehole is terminated by a

rik in sedimentation, demonstrated by the development of large phosphatic

concretions at 83m (Fig.2), though no faunal change is seen at this level.

The sediments overlying the concretions are markedly calcareous and paler in

colour, with only minor organic-rich horizons. A similar change is documented at

this horizon at Speeton (Neale 1974). A rich benthonic microfauna and strong

bioturbation is evident throughout the borehole sequence. The change in

lithology appears to represent improved circulation and oxygenati on and perhaps

deeper water, however, quiet-vater sedimentation continued.

The fine microfaunal subdivisions recognised in the lower part of the

sequence, beds D7 to Dl, at Speeton (Fletcher 1973; Neale 1974), can be

correlated with those of the borehole with little difficulty and the thicknesses

of individual units are similar. In particular the thin bentonite bands in the

or	 rt of te borehole,	 i thin the Ra:ari an sequence, can be correlated

H1CQ	 f	 fr'n (	 rv L ri	 r)'Qr IQ7Q	 nrl	 ri,i	 H41



variation in thickness despite an 80km separation between the localities.

Within these lower beds, which correlate with D1-D7E at the coast, sporadic thin

white marls occur. These represent coccolith-rich 'b1ooms, which in the

Kinieridge Clay are closely associated with oil-shale horizons (Gallois 197.

Thin, sooty, bituminous horizons were noted in the core. Bioturbation of these

white marl	 is very apparent, with dark Chondrites-type burrow-fills, mottling

the pale caicareous matrix.

The dark calcareous clays that characterise the bulk of the disconformably

overlying Hauterivian to Barremian in the borehole (C Beds - Lower B Beds)

oontain a rich microfauna. Lithological changes within this part of the sequence

are restricted to subtle variations in carbonate content, and no major breaks in

sedimentation are apparent, indicating a more stable regime of deposition. The

thin bentonites point to continued spasmodic volcanic activity throughout the

Hauter I '/1 an.

The thickness of the Speeton Clay Formation in the Southern North Sea

Easir, is on the basis of released well data, very variable. Wells sited near

the crests of some of the larger salt structures commonly show thin Lower

CretaCeOuS successions, whereas those in the associated rim-synclinal troughs

and along the north-west to south-east trending Dowsing Fault complex show much

thicker sequences - 250m in B. P. Well 42/13-1. A comparison of the downhole

Gamma Ra y log of borehole 81/43 with that of	 released Well 42/13-1, which lies

2 km to the east, suggests that this expansion in thickness may be represented

at least in part by the incoming of Barremian and Aptian sediments. Log

correlations between the two boreholes suggest that c. 137m of Upper Barremian

to ptian sediments are present in Well 42/13-I, overlain by c.21m of Aptian -

1bian re	 earls and red chalk. A suggested correlation between borehole 81/43

e•:anoe	 Lower Creta:aus seqience ir	 released E.F.m11 42/1-i i.o

hr.n ir Fiiir p ',	 -
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. 3uinaary log of the borehole.

Fig. 2. Ecrehole location and correlation with adjacent successions.

r ig. 3. Selected Ryazanian to Earreniian Foraminifera from the Speeton Clay

Foration of Borehole 81/43. (All material is deposited in the palaeontological

collections of the British Beological Survey 1 }eyworth, Nottingham England).

Fa. 4. Belected Fvazanian to Barremian Foraniinifera from the Speeton Clay

nA-



Formation of Borehole 81/43.

Fig. 5. Range chart of Valanginian - Barremian Ostracoda from Borehole 81/43.

Fig. 6. Valanginian - Barremian Ostracoda from the Speeton Clay Formation of

Borehole 81/43. Magnification x75 unless otherwise stated. (All material is

dEposited in the palacontological collections of the British Geological Survey,

Eorth, N3ttingham England.



Fio.3 Selected Ryazanian - Barremian foraminifera from the Speeton Clay

Formation of borehole 81/43.	 11 material is deposited in the palaeontological

collections of the British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, England.

A.	 Lenticulina (Lentculina) eichenbeg Bartenstein & Brand 1951 MPK 5026 (cx

CS 4676) from 55.30-Z5.38m. x35.

B,	 Lenticulina (Lenticuliria) ouachensis wisselnanni (Bettenstaedt 1952) MFK

5027 (cx CS 4655) from 44.97-45.06m. x30.

C.	 Lent:uiina (Lenticulina) ouachensis wisselnanni (Bettenstaedt 1952) MFK

5028 (cx CSB 4655) from 44.97-45.06m. x25.

,	 Lenticulina (Lenticulina) saxonica Bartenstein & Brand 1951 MPK 5029 (ex

581 4562) from 12.43-12.77cn. x30.

E. Ejstomjna ornata (Roemer 1841) MPK 5030 (cx CSB 4676) from 55.30-55.3Gm.

cm.

F. Epistomina ornata (Roener 1841) MPK 5031 (cx 088 4676) from 55.30-55.3Gm.

50.

8.	 pstomina caracolia (Roemer 1841) FIPK 5032 (cx CSB 4616) from

-	 =-	 1-	 1,-.	 .rt-.'.'i.t'.cr.

H.	 Epistomina caracolia (Roamer 1841) MPK 5033 Ccx 058 4616) from

29-29.4Oin. >50.

1.	 Gavelineila signoicosta (Dam 1948) MPK 5034 (cx 058 4562) from

12.4-1.77ni. x60.

J,	 Gavelineliasicmoicosta (Dam 1948) 1PK 5035 (cx C8B 4362) from

12,43-12.77m. x74.

,	 Laaarckina lampluohi (Sherlock 1914) MPK 5036 Ce> 058 4616) from

24.3-29. 4)i. x74.

L.	 LaaarcCina lanplughi (Sherlock 1914) MFK 507 (cx ESE 4616) from

24.3-29. 40n. x74.



M,	 Hechtina antiqua (Reuss 1963) MPK 5038 (ex CSB 4629) from 34.56-34.63m.

N.	 Hechtina antiqua (Reuss 1863) MPK 5039 (ex CSB 4629) from 34.56-34.63m.

C.
X.jU.

Fig. 4	 Selected Ryazaniart - Barremian foraminifera from the Speeton Clay

Formation of borehole 81/43. All material is deposited in the palaeontological

collections of the British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, England.

,	 Citharira acuminata (Reuss 1863) MPK 5040 (cx CSB 4551) from 10.21-10.25rn.

x 4 U.

B. Citharina harpa (Soccer 1841) HFK 5041 (cx CSB 4640) from 39.18-39.20m.

4

C. Vaqinulina kochi Roemer 1841 MPK 5042 (cx CSB 4664) from 49.16-49.25m. x25.

	

.	 Frordicularia simplicissima Dam 1946 MPK 5043 (cx CSB 4604) from

4.i6-49.25m. x65.

E. Frondicularia simplicissima Dam 1946 MPK 5044 (cx CSB 4604) from

- IL	 C' ')-	 L
7. Qt7 •	 J"t.	 X o..i.

F. Frondicularia concinna Koch 1851 MPK 5045 (ex CSB 4589) from 21.0921.13m.

4).

i.	 Froncularia hastata Roemer 1842 MPK 5046 (ex CSB 4670) from 52.19-52.26in.

H. Lerticulina (Marginulinapsis) foeda (Reuss 1863) MPK 5047 (cx CSB 4594)

from 22.22-22.26m. x50.

I. Tritaxia pjracidata Reuss 1863 MPK 5048 (cx CSB 4608) from 26.7526.781fl.

ho

J. Tn taxi a	 yrasidata Reuss 1863 MPK 5049 (cx CSB 4608) from 26.75-26.7811.

Nodcsaria scetueReuss 1863 MPK 500 (ex.CSB 461)) fro11 :7.27-27.30m. x60.

L. Pamudonodosaria huinilis (Roemer 1841) MPK 5051 (cx CEB 4626) from

-	 1,..Qt__. .'ifl.	 .sJJ.

M. Conorboides sp. MPK 5052 (cx CSB 4619) from 30.62-30.69m. x360.



N.	 Conorboides sp. MPK O53 (ex CEB 4630) from 34.92-35.00m. x360.

0.	 Conorboides sp. MP}( 5054 (cx COB 4630) from 34.92-35.00m. x300.

P. Conorboides sp. MPK 5055 (ex CSB 4619) from 30.62-30.69m. x470.

Q. Verneuilinoides neoomiensis (Mjatliuk 1939) MPK 5056 (cx COB 4706) from

69.28-69.36m. xlii.

I ,
	 Mrsone11a kummi Zedler 1961 MPK 5057 (ex COB 4662) from 48.48-48.55m.

100.

s,	 Hapiophragmoides cf. concavus (Chapman 1892) tIPK 5058 (cx COB 4774) from

84.58-84.68m. x60.
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Paranotacythere (P.) In versa Inverse	 - I

Paranotacythere (P.) blanda	 I

Parexophtha!mocythere rode waldensis
Cytherelloldea anomale	 I
Pont ocyprella mandeistemi	 I	 S
Schulerldea bilobata	 I	 •e . . .. s .

Apatocythere (W.) ellipsoldea	 ''
Paranotacythere (P.) ramulosa	 I	 ' '	 ' S
Do!ocytherldea (P.) intermedia 	 •5 si. . . ..	 e	 . .

Cytherelloldea pulchra	 I	 • - ••, •	 • •• • •• ,

Paranotacythere (P.) In versa costata	 •s	 • es M S S S	 S S	 IS I S

Euryltycythere parislorum	 I
Cytheropteron lamplughl	 I	 •'	 •	 I is	 •	 .	 . . .

Apatocythere (A.) simulans	 •s • • • a . . as.. a •.. a. • a a a . 	 •
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Fic. 6 Valanginian-Earremian Ostracoda from the Speeton Clay Formation
off north-eastern England. Magnification x 75 unless otherwise
stated. All material is deposited in thelcollections of the	

jFt

British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, England.

A. Protocythere hannoverana Bartenstejn & Brand, 1959.
MPK 5009 (ex CSB 4710/c2) from 73.20-73.30m.

B. Schuleridea praethoerenensis Bartenstein & Brand, 1959.
MPK 5010 (ex CSB 4703/C2) from 67.88-67.96rn.

C. Valendocvthere pseudoprooria (Bartenstein & Brand, 1959)
MPK 5011 (ex CSB 470l/C8) from 66.84-66.92m.

D. Cvtherelloidea cf rehburgensis Barte.nstein & Brand, 1959.
MPK 5012 (ex CSB 4707/c3) from 69.79-69.94m.

E. Eurvitvcvthere cf subtilis Bartenstein & Brand, 1959.
MPK 5013 (ex CSB 4701/C7) from 66.84-66.92m.

F. Mandocvthere frankei (Triebel, 1938)
MPK 5014 (ex CSB 4700/C4) from 66.24-66.32m.

C.	 Eaolocvtheridea kuimi (Triebel, 1938).
MPK 5015 (ex CSB 4700/C3) from 66.24-66.32m.

H.	 Schuleridea lamoluohi Neale, 1962.
MPK 5016 (ex CSB 4696/C2) from 64.28-64.3Gm.

Protocvthere hechti Triebel, 1938.
MPK 5017 (ex CSB 4694/C2) from 63.54-63.66m.

J. Paranotcvthere (Paranotacvthere) diglvpta (Triebel, 1941)
MPK 5018 (ex CSB 4694/CS) from 63.54-63.6Gm.	 x 100

K. Paranotacvthere (Paranotacvthere) inversa costata (Kaye, 1963)
M?K 3019 (ex CSB 4577/C2) from 16.77-16.81m. 	 x 100.

L. Cvtherelloidea pulchra Neale, 1960.
NPK 5020 (ex CSB 4624/C2) from 32.76-32.84m.

M. Cvtherelloidea ovata Weber 1935.
u	 5021 (ex CSB 4658/C2) from 46.49-46.57m.

N. Aatncvthere (Aoatocythere) simulans Triebel, 1940.
MPK 5022 (cx CSB 4612/C3) from 28.06-28.l0m.

C.	 tìcvtherooteron sp.
NPK 5023 (ex CSB 4633/C2) frcm 36.23-36.32m.

p .	 Schuleridea bilobata Triebel, 1930.
iK 5024 (cx 4594/C2) from 22.22-22.20m.

Q .	Pranotacvthere (Paranotacvthere) ramulosa (Sharoova, 1939).
N2K 5025 (ex CSB 4619/C2) from 30.62-30.60m.





Upper Jurassic stratigraphy of four shallow cored

boreholes in the northern part of the Southern

North Sea Basin (Blocks 42 and 47)

B. H. COX, G. K. LOTT, J. E. THOMAS and

I. P. WILKINSON

SUMMARY: Four shallow cored boreholes (81/41, 81/43, 81/47 and 81/49) in the

Southern rorth Sea Basin proved Late Jurassic mudstone sequences which compare

closely in lithological and macrofaunal detail with the well known Kimmeridge

Clay succession of southern and eastern England. Although together not giving

complete stratigraDhic coverage, all the Kimmeridgian zones from Baylei to

riudlestoni are represented; in Borehole 81/43, the latter zone is unconfcirnably

'Dverlain-bv Lower Cretaceous strata. Thicknesses in horeholes 81/41 arid 81/43

are comDarable with those proved on the onshore East Midlands Shelf, but those

in l/47 and 8i/49 aDpear to be two or three times thicker; these relationshios

it the kncwn disposition of the Sole Pit Basin. Borehole 81/41 also cored

2l.1n of Middle-UpDer Oxfordiari strata. The ostracod faunas and dinoflagellate

floras are discussed and range charts of selected taxa presented. The foramini-

fera are also considered.
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In 1981, a series of shallow cored boreholes was drilled in the

Southern North Sea by the Marine Geology Research Group of the British

Geological Survey in order to identify the sub-Drift formations recorded

in shallow reflection seismic profiles. Four boreholes (numbered 81/41,

61/43, 81/47 and 81/49) penetrated and cored the Kimmeridge Clay Formation.

They are sited in North Sea Blocks 42 and 47 on the 1:250030 California

and Spurn sheets (Fig. 1) . Borehole 81/41 also cored the upper part of

the under"ir1Q Corallian Formation (Corallian GrcIp of onshore usage)

Althouch core recovery was imperfect, the cores show that the litholo7ica

and.macrofaunal seuences are closely similar to those kncwn from onshore

sections in southern and central England where the Kimmeridge Clay consists

of rhythmic sequences of silty mudstone, bituminous mudstone and oil shale,

medium and dark grey fissile mudstone, and pale gre y , calcareous mudstone

with cementstone. Throughout the English outcrop, the lithological and

nacrofaunal secuences are remarkably constant, and it has been possible to

a standard secuence of 49 beds based on a ccmbinaticn of litholojical

and faunal characters (Gallois & Cox 1976; Cox & Gallois 1979, 19c1). For

all practical purmoses, each bed boundar y is isochronous. The relationship

of the beds to the standard ammonite-hased zones (= chronozones) and stagcs

is	 shown in Fig. 2.

rrhe standard sequence of beds has also provided a yardstick for the

correlation of Kimmeridge Clay total garnma-av logs which measure the rocks'

natural radioactivity (Gallois 1973) . Detailed correlations for the

Kirneridge Clay of the East Midlands (or Eastern England) Shelf have been

achieved on this basis (Penn, Ccx & Gallois l98C). The similarity of the

-	 -
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lithological sequences in the boreholes described below to those of the

onshore area suggests that detailed correlations using gamma-ray logs

should be feasible in the offshore area. The gamma-ray log for Borehole

81/41, the only borehole of the present suite for which one is available,

is shown in Fig. 3.

Biostratigraphic control in the North Sea area is almost exclusively

based on microfossils. Details of the ostracod, or in their absence the

foraminifera, faunas and the dinoflagellate floras are discussed respectively

in this paDer by Wilkinson and Thnas. Certain Kimmeridgian macrofossils

from the four boreholes are shown in Fig. 4.

Specimen and sample numbers (prefixed CSB) , cited in the paper, refer

to material in the collections of the British Geological Survey, Keyworth,

Nottingham.

1. STRATIGRAPHIC DETAILS

There is no stratigraphic overlap between the sequences proved in the

four boreholes (Fig. 2). In the following details, they are discussed in

stratigraphic order from oldest (81/41) to youngest (81/43) . Throughout

the paper, the term Kimmeridgian is used in its fullest sense i.e. Bavlei

Zone to Fittoni Zone inclusive.

1.1 Borehole 81/41 (BGS registered no. 54/db/593)

Lat. 540 22.197'N	 Long. 0° 27.284'E

Borehole 81/41 cored 53.lm of Upper Jurassic strata below Quaternary

deposits at a depth of l4.Om (Fig.. 3). Core recovery was poor in the





h j kt[d the youngest strata collected (at l6.90m) belong to the

Mutabilis Zone; they are rich in small 'Astarte' which cIir2cer;2e Beds

21-22 of the standard Kimmeridae Clay sequence (Bed 22 is the Supracorallina

Bed, which takes its name from a species of this bivalve) . The Mutabilis

Zone is at least 2Gm thick and is probably completely cored (Figs 2 nd 3) .

Bed 20(fissile mudstone with plasters of Aulacostephanus eulepidus (Schneid)) ,

Bed 18 (medium and pale grey calcareous mudstone with a ceinentstone band) and

Bed 16 (interbedded medium grey, sparsely shelly mudstone and fissile, brownish

grey mudstone with quasi-oil shale) are readily identifiable.

ComDared with onshore sequences, the underlying Cvmodoce and Baylei

zones appear thin. The cores at this stratigraphic level are disturbed and

contain sheared surfaces and 'beef'-filled joints which suggest that

faulting, probably between c 43.3m and 45.Om, may have cut out a thickness

of strata. Specimens of Rasenia, indicating the Cymodoce Zone, occur

from 42.35m to 43.09m. The base of the Kimmeridgian is taken at c 46.Om

where very pale grey burrow-tt1ed mudstone with phosphatized bivalves

rests on pale to medium grey, silty mudstone with Oxytoma.

The underlying Upper Oxfordian mudstones are probably also reduced

in thickness as a result of a series of minor faults, for instance at

47.15m - 48.32m, 50.65m - 50.7Dm, 51.24m - 5l.35m and 53.40m - 53.6Dm.

Only c 8.5m were proved compared with a thickness of c 5Dm at the western

end of the Vale of Pickering, North Yorkshire (Cox	 Richardson 1982).

The mudstones are medium and pale grey in colour and show signs of phos-

phatization. Their tuacrofauna is dominated by bivalves including Deltoideum

delta ( Win Smith) , Oxytoma, Protocardia, pectinids and Thracia; belernnites

and ammonites (Ringsteadia?) are also recorded. The basal metre

consists of bioturbated glauconitic sandy mudstone with Cylindroteuthis,

serpulids and wood fragments; it compares with the basal brd of the Ampthill

Clay recorded in the Vale of Pickering by ri;ht (i72,	 D80, p.S)



The sequence ends with c ll.6m of Oxfordian limestones and sandstones

with thin mudstones which belong to the Corallian Group (Tipper Calcareous Grit

and Coralline Oolite formations).

Borehole 81/49 (BGS registered no. 53/00/1231)

Lat. 530 48.149'N	 Long. 00 50.591'E

BOcLkok	 Cbred 127rn oJ. 
Kimmeridge Clay ZT below Quaternary

deposits at a depth of ll.30m. The cores, severely disturbed by drilling,

consist of medium grey, fissile, shelly rnudstone; very fissile, brownish-grey,

moderately helly and shelly mudstone; oil shale; and thin interbeds of

paLe and very pale grey, calcareous mudstone. The macrofa,una includes the

ammonites Amoeboceras (Amoebites)/andA. (Nannocardioceras)/, Asidoceras ( ç 'L1

H	 ( )
(and Laevaptvchus), Aulacostephanus and Sutneria the bivalves Bositra,

L

Corbu1omian, Grammatodon, 'Inoceramus', Liostrea, 'Lucina'minuscula Blake,

nuculoids (including Dacrvomya), Oxytoma and Protocardia; the gastropods

Dicroloma and 'Procerithium'; together with serpulids, fish fragments,

Linoula and brassy pyritized specimens of the microcrinoid Saccocoma.

/'

This assemblage indicates the Eudoxus Zone and, taken with the

lithologies, indicates Bed 29 of the standard Kimmeridge Clay sequence.

Of particular interest is the occurrence of Saccocoma at l3.35m, 13.40m and

13.5Gm (CsB 6109, 6110, 6112, 6123). This fossil provides two widespread

marker bands in the Eudoxus Zone of eastern England (Ga.1ois and Cox 1976,

p. 21) , and it is probably the younger one of thee which is recorded in

Borehole 81/49.
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Borehole 81/47 (BGS registered no. 54/db/598)

Lat. 540 16.586'N	 Long. 00 23.168'E

Bore_hole. I/Ji.7 cored 27n of Kimmeridge Clay	 below Quaternary

deposits at a depth of 4.5m. Although core recovery was reasonably good,

some core runs were considerably damaged by drilling and thicknesses

distorted. Therefore, specific depths within any single core run are

uncertain. The general disturbed nature of the core makes recognition

of any minor faulting impossible.

The sequence consists of medium and dark grey mudstones interbedded with

fissile, brownish-grey, bituminous mudstone and oil shale; small amounts

of pale or very pale grey calcareous mudstone are present. The Lower-
(,1f 1-.-L

Upper Kimmeridgian boundary, at the junction of the Autissiodorensis land

Elegans zones, is at c l7.5m. The highest Aulacostephanus was recorded

at c l8.Om and the lowest Pectinatites at c 17.4m. A brownish-grey

cementstone at 10.90 - ll.02m may be a correlative of that which marks

the base of the Scitulus Zone from Dorset (the Yellow Ledge Stone Band)

to the Huinber. The sequence proved in Borehole 81/47 includes represen-

tatives of Beds	 34 to 37 inclusive.

Borehole 81/43 (BGS registered no. 54/db/595)

Lat. 540 38.919'N	 Long. 0 0 14.509'E

Barehal	 I/43 cared 4.23mof Kimmeridge Clay	 below the

Coprolite Bed at the base of the Speeton Clay (Cretaceous) at a depth of

8 . 87rn. The Kimmeridge Clay consists of 3° 'n of interbedded oil shale,

bituminous mudstone and medium to dark grey mudstones, overlain by c l.2m

—6-



of pale grey, highly calcareous mudstone.

The oil shales and bituminous mudstones are shelly and very shelly,
'R)

and contain a typical macrofauna of conmion 'Lucina'miriuscula Blakei rare

small oysters, Dentaijurn and fish scales, together with shell fragments,

debris and spat; foraminifera-spotting is also present. Pectinatites

occurs throughout and indicates a Late Kimrneridgian age. Most of the

specimens are fragments and are unidentifiable at species level, but

the assemblage includes P. (Virgato'sphinctoides) cf. donovani Cope at
H 4-E)

93.17 —93.20m (CSB 4813-4)/and P. (V.) cf. reisiformis Cope at 93.51n
I..J r ''	 (4.

(CSB 4820)	 A number of other fragmentsprobably belong to the latter

species which has been used as a subzonal index for the older part f the
(Ccrc L974a).

Hudiestoni ZoneA The lithologies and fauna indicate the presence of

Beds 42-44 of the standard Kimmeridge Clay sequence. Ostracod faunas

suggest that the Wheatleyensis-Hudlestoni zonal boundary lies between

92.8Dm and 93.7Dm (Wilkinson, this paper) , and in conjunction with the

evidence of the ainmonites cited above, the boundary is taken at 93.60m.

Near Speeton on the North Yorkshire coast, the Coprolite Bed

apparently rests on Kinmeridge Clay of the older part of the Pectinatus

Zone (Cope 1980, p.83) . Cope (19741,, pp. 213-214) recorded a single

specimen of Pectinatites (P.) proboscide (BucIan) from immediately beneath

the Speeton Clay.

Details of the Cretaceous (Ryazariian-Barremian) se quence in Borehole

81/43 are described by Lott Fktcier and Wilkinson ( I3C

-7-



2. CALCAREOUS MICPOPALAEONTOLOGY

Kirurneridgian ostracod sequences are now well known following

detailed study of standard bed-numbered Kimmeridge Clay core samples

from eastern England (Wilkinson l983a, b) and earlier work on the type

Kimmeridgian sequences of Dorset (Kilenyi 1969; Christensen & Kileriyi

1970). Amongst Kimmeridgian microfossils,. ostracods are proving

to be reliable and precise biostratigraphic indicators and in this

respect, as far as published data is concerned, are superior to

forarninifera on which little has been published since Lloyd's work

(1959; 1962). For the four boreholes described in the present paper,

the foraminifera have been studied in detail only at those Kiimneridgian

horizons where ostracocl. are absent. The distribution of selected

ostracod taxa is shown in Fig.5

Oxfordian strata were drilled only in Borehole 81/41, and their

ostracod fauna is extremely sparse. The Middle Oxfordian subspecies

Galliaecytheridea postrotunda penultirna Whatley MS dominates the Coralline

Oolite assemblages, and Vernoniella sequana Oertli was recovered from

48.ZS-49.50m (CSB 7162-3) in the Upper Oxfordian Ampthill Clay. Macrodentina

pulchra gal1icefu1 marker for the Late Oxfordian and basal Kimmeridgian,

was found from 44.S3 —48.35m (CSB 7159-62), and at 46.4 — 46.Sm (CSB 7160),

Calliaecytheridea punctata Kilenyi occurs in flood proportions.

The ostracod faunas in Borehole 81/41 indicate that the Kimmeridaian-

Oxfordian boundary is between 45.Om and 46.5m. The san1e at 44.93 —45.00m

•(CSB 7159) contains flood proportions of Schuleridea triebeli (Steghaus),

together with Macrodentina pulchra gallica, 	 Galliaecytheridea

fragilis Kilenyi, G. dissimilis Oertli, Micromatocythere edrnundi

Wilkinson, Exophthalmocythere fuhrbergensis Steghaus, Dicroryarna reticulata

-8-
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Christensen, Paranotacythere extendata Eassiouni and phicytherura

confundens Oertli. This assemblage compars closely with that from the

basal Kimmeridgian Baylei Zone of the Wash area (Wilkinson 1983a) and

falls within the Galliaecytheridea dissimilis(ostracod)Zone. The earliest

occurrence of the foraminifer Vagiriulina prima (d'Orbigny) , which is a

good marker for the basal Kimmeridgian, is at 43.40 -43.50m (CSB 7158).

The succeeding Kimmeridgian ostracod zonal assemblage, characterized

by Macrodentina proclivis proclivis Malz, appears between 39.7m and

41.45m in Borehole 81/41; this zonal boundary correlates with the base

of Bed 15 (base Mutabilis Zone) of the standard Kimmeridge Clay sequence.

M. proclivis proclivis is accompanied by Paranotacythere (Unicosta) nealei

Bassiouni; the latter taxon is not found in strata older than the Mutabilis

Zone in East Anglia, but it appears as early as the Baylei Zone in Germany

(Bassiouni 1974) . The base of the overlying Galliaecytheridea elongata

Zone occurs between 27.2m and 30.3rn. Core loss in this interval prevents

a more accurate determination of th	 zonal boundary which correlates

with the base of Bed 18 onshore (Wilkinson 1983a) . The highest samDle

examined in Borehole 81/41, at 16.90—l7.00m (CSB 7142), contains fragments

of Galliaeoytheridea mandeistami kilenyii Wilkinson indicating that this
( c)

horizon is still within the C. elonataZone and no younger than Bed 23.

In Borehole 81/49, the zonal index species G. elongata Kilenyi

appears first at 22.18 —22.28m (CSB 6068), samples below this being barren.

At l5.50-15.60m (CSB 6060), the presence of Macrodentina steghausi (Klinger)
(orco4)

indicates the younger subzone of the C. 1onoataZone (equivalent to

Beds 24-31 of the standard Kimmeridge Clay sequence), but this taxon

declines in numbers in the highest sample, at 13.50-13.60m (CSB 6058)

where cj. elongata occurs in flood proportions (nearly 80% of the total

ostracod assemblage).

- -



Ostracod5 were completely absent from samples taken in Borehole 81/47

(CSB 7910-35) . In Britain, the late Eudoxus to early Scitulus zonal interval

is proving to be persistently barren of ostracods. The foraminifer Pseudo-

lamarckina polonica Bielecka & Pozaryski occurs between l0.3m and 29.00m;

the appearance of this taxon seems to be a useful marker for the mid-

Kimnieridgian. Citharina macilenta Terquem is recorded from 18.54m to

29.00m and, if the range given by Kuznetsova (1979) is reliable, this

interval must be no younger than the Autissiodorensis Zone at which level

that foraminifer is said to become extinct. The dominance of agglutinated

foraminifera in several samples may be related to the low oxygen conditions

w1ich presumably existed at the time of oil shale formation. These conditions

ma y also be responsible for the rarity and low diversity of the foraminiferal

faunas above l3m in Borehole 81/47.

The youngest Kimmeridgian microfaunas were recovered from Borehole 81/43

where the lowest sample at 93 . 70-9 3 . 80m (CSB 4788) contained flood propor-

tions of Mandelstamia (Xerornandelstamia) maculata Kilenyi. This species is

an excellent marker for the younger part of the Wheatleyensis Zcne in Britain,

and is the zonal index for the equivalent ostracod zone (Wilkinson 1983a)

The species Eocvtheropteron aguitanum (Donze) together wit} Paranotacythere

(Unicosta) cf. pustulata (Kilenyi) occurred in samples from 90.00m to

90.80m (CSB 4784-5) . This couthination of species is known in eastern

England only from the lower part of Bed 44 of the Kimmeridge Clay (Hdsto;
Zo)('1Kn5o
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3. PALYNOLOGY

The alynology of Upper Jurassic sequences from northwest Europe has

received considerable attention over the last thirty years, for example from

Kiement (1960), Gitmez	 Sarjeant(1972)and Raynaud (1978). 11any accounts

concentrate on dinoflagellate cysts (dinocysts) as ths kv rrov

Ce the most biostratigraphically useful palynomorph group in this

part of the geological column. They have been used as the basis of various

palynological zonations, most recently by Woollam 	 Riding (1983)

In the four boreholes described in the present paper, over 00

dinocyst taxa were identified of which many proved to be relatively long-

ranging and thus of limited stratigraphic value. The distribution of 34

the more important taxa is shown in Fig. , and the dinocyst

assemblages are discussed below in sequential order from the oldest to the

youngest.

A number of dinocysts including Glossodinium dimorphum loannides,

Stavrinos	 Downie, Scriniodinium luriduin (Deflandre) Klernent, Gonyaulacvsta

urassica subsp. jurassica (Deflandre) Norris	 Sarjeant emend. Sarjeant,

Valensiella ovula (Deflandre) Eisenack, Hvstrichogonyaulax cladophora

(Deflandre) Stover	 Evitt and Cribroperidinium granuligerum (Klement)

Stover	 Evitt range throughout much of the Oxfordian-Kimineridgian sequence

proved in Borehole 81/41, and	 ehane1 tron spp. occurs sporadically. G.

dimorphum, which has a known range base in the Middle Oxfordian (TenuiserrcLum

Zone) occurs in the Coralline Oolite at 63.30-63.40m (CSB 7181). Other taxa

of particular interest include Ctenidodinium ornatum (Eisenack) Deflandre and

Compositcshaeridium polonicurn (Gorka) Erkmen	 Sarjeant which have recorded

range tops in the Upper Calcareous Grit at 55.80-55.90m (CSB 7171); the
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extinction of the latter taxon is a marker for the top of Subzone a of the

Gonyau1acsta jurassica-Scriniodinium crystallinum (dinocyst) Zone of Woollam

Riding (1983). Atopodiniuin prostatum Drugg, with a known range top in

the Upper Oxfordian Serratum Zone, is recorded at 47.20-47.30m (CSB 7161)

and 51.00-51.lOrn (CSB 7165). Although not previously known from strata

older than Kimmeridgian, Occisucysta balia Gitxnez and Dingodinium tuberosum

(Gitxnez) Fisher 2. Riley were both recorded at 48.25-48.35m (CSB 7162)

about two metres below the Oxfordian-Kirnmeridgian boundary which according

to macrofossil and ostracod evidence is fixed at c.46rn. Other characteristic

Kimrneridgiafltaxa begin to appear above this level; these include Cribroperi-

dinium globaturn (Gitmez	 Sarjeant) Helenes at 44.93-45.00xn (CSB 7159)

Apteodinium granulatum Eisenack at 43.40-43.50m (CSB 7158), Cribroperidinium

perforans (Cookson tç Eisenack) Below at 41.45-4153m (CSB 7156),

OligosDhaeridium puicherrimum (Deflandre 9 Cookson) Davey	 Williams	 sensu

Gitmez	 Sarjeant (1972) at 39.60-39.70m (CSB 7155) and Epiplosphaera

bireticulata Kiement at 31.50-31.60m (CSB 7149). Scrinicdinium crystallinum

(Deflandre) Kiement is recorded in samples as high as 25.00-25.1Cm (CSB 7145)

in	 the Mutabilis Zone.

Many of the taxa recorded in Borehole 81/41 also occur in Borehole

81/49. These include S. luridurn, Gloss. dimorphum. V. ovula, H. cladoohora,

C. globatum, C. perforans, C. granuligerum, 0cc. balia, D. tuberosum, Gony.

jurassica subsp. jurassica and Oh9. pulcherrimum. In addition, Geiselodinium

inaffectum Drugg and G. paeminosum Drugg, reported from the Eudoxus and

Autissiodorensis zones of England and Germany by Drugg (1978) , are present

at 24.00m (CSB 8413) and 18.98m (CSB 8411) , and the latter species again

at 11.3Cm (CSB 8407) . Perissieasphaeridium sp. 1, an informally named

morphotype of Davey (1982) , also first appears in Borehole 81/49.
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The next youngest assemblages occur in Borehole 81/47, but taxa

recorded irn boreholes 81/41 and 81/49 are still present. These include

C. dimorphum, V. ovula, D. tuberosum, 0cc. balia, Olig. pulcherrimum, A.

granulatum and Cribroperidinium spp. 1 Geiselodinium spp.' continue to occur

up to ll.lO-ll.20m (CSB 7925) and their known range is thereby extended into

the Elegans Zone; at some levels they are particularly abundant, for

example, at 15.30-15.4Cm (CSB 7930) , 16.20-16.3Cm (CSB 7931), 16.90-17.0Cm

(CSB 7932) , 18.54-l8.61m (CSB 7917) and 19.48-19.54m (CSB 7919) . S. luridum

has a range top at l7.80-l7.87m (CSB 7913) in the Autissiodorensis Zone.

Five additional species first appear in Borehole 81/47 - Egmontodinium

ovtum (Gitmez	 Sarjeant) Riley at 32.20-32.30m (CSB 7935) , E. torynum

(coo:cson	 Eisenack) Davey at 25.00-25.10 (CSB 7933), Gochteodinia mutabilis

(Riley) Davey at 19.48-19.54m (CSB 7919) , Ambonosphaera jurassica (Gitmez

Sarjeant) Fensome at 18.54-18.61m (CsB 7917) and Cassiculosphaeridia

macna Davey at 8.00-8.1Gm (CsB 7921) . This early occurrence of G. mutabilis

in the Autissiodorensis Zone extends the previously recorded range of the

species (Woollam	 Riding pers. con'.m.)

Two other significant dinocysts make their appearance in Borehole 81/43.

Aldorfia dictyota (Cookson 2 Eisenack) Davey occurs between 92.80m and

90.0Cm; KleithriasDhaeridium porosispinum Davey occurs between 90.8Cm and

90.0Cm. Together with the other recorded dinocysts,these taxa fix the

81/43 sequence between the Scitulus and Pallasioides zones. The uppermost

sample examined, at 90.00-90.lOm (CSB 4784) , yielded a mixed Kimmeridgian

and Ryazanian (Early Cretaceous) assemblage including Hvstrichodinium

voigtii (Alberti) Davey, Dingodiniuin spinosum (Duxbury) Davey, D. albertli

Sarjeant, Gochteodinia villosa (Vozzhennikova) Norris and Scriniodinium

pharo (Duxbury) Woollam	 Riding. This mixing clearly results from

interburrcwing at the unconformable junction with the overlying Speeton

Clay.
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Wooliani	 Riding's (1983) dinocyst zonation for the English Jurassic

was baseç on a study of a number of sections and cored reference sequences

for which there was the best possible ammonite-based stratigraphic control,

together with selected already published data. Their zonal boundaries were

defined by the appearance and/or extinction of certain key dinocyst taxa.

using these key taxa and the ranges discussed above, Woollam 	 Riding's

zonation can be applied to the present boreholes with relative ease.

The oldest strata in Borehole 81/41 belong to Subzone a of the Gonyaula-

cysta jurassica-Scriniodinium crystailir.um (Gj/Sc) Zone. This is the

interval between the appearance of G. dimor phum and the extinction of C.

polonicum; the latter occurs between 55.8Orn and 55.90m. Subzone b extends

from this depth up to the appearance of D. tuberosum (between 48.35m and

49.40m) and Subzone c extends from there to the extinction of S. crystallinum

(between 24.00m and 25.00m). The succeeding Scriniodiniurn luridum (Si) Zone

extends from this depth in Borehole 81/41 through the com plete sequence of

Borehole 81/49 to the extinction of S. luridum between 17.QOm and 18.00m in

Borehole 81/47. The remaining part of Borehole 81/47 and all the Borehole

81/43 sequence belong to the next youngest Glossodiniurn dimorhum-Dingodinium

tuberosum (Gd/Dt) Zone. The absence of Ecimontodinium o1vplacophorum Gitrnez

Sarjeant prevents the recognition of Subzones a and b.

For the North Sea boreholes, the relationship of these dinocyst zones

to the standard ammonite-based sequence does not agree, in detail, with that

given in Woollam	 RidingTs (1983) original paper. This disparity is

partly explained by the extended ranges of certain key taxa such as D. tuberosum,

S. crystaliinum and S. luridum recorded in these boreholes, the absence of

others such as Rigaudella aemula (Deflandre) Below and the relatively delayed
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appearance of A. jurassica. Reworking cannot be invoked to explain the

extended zanges of S. crystallinum and S. luridum but contamination arising

from impregnation of the core with drilling mud must be considered.

cy
However, tbe a reflection of genuine diachronism of the dinocyst

zones and indict.s that Woollam 	 Riding's (1983) zonation may stand

revision as more Kimmeridgian sequences are studied in detail. For

example, the extended ranges for D. tuberosum and 0. balia recorded

in Borehole 81/41 are endorsed by records of these two taxa in proven

Upper Oxfordian Rosenkrantzi Zone ofarome Borehole, North Yorkshire

(Thomas, in prep.).
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4. DISCUSSION

Although each of the four boreholes proved only a small part of the

Kirnmridgian sequence, taken together they show that there is a normal

English development of Kixnmerid ge Clay in this part of the North Sea Basin.

The individual sequences compare closely in lithologies and macrofauna with

those of onshore southern and eastern England. The cores include represen-

tatives of all the Kimmeridgian zones from Baylei to r-Judlestoni (Fig. 2) and,

in terms of the stage nomenclature traditionally used in the North Sea

Basin, Borehole 81/47 cored a sequence through the Kimmeridgian-Volgian

stage boundary. The alternative stage nomenclatures in use for this final

part o the Jurassic System are embroiled in the literature of many years

past and still lead to confusion. Ammonite provincialism in the Late

Jurassic has resulted in the use of three different stage names (Portlandian,

Tithonian, Volgian) for the post-Kimmeridgian part of the Jurassic. The

situation is further complicated by the dual interpretation possible for the

Kimmeridgian and Portlandian stages arising from an ambiguity in their

original definitions (see discussion in Cox & Gallois 1981, pp. 25-28)

For North Sea geologists, the most unfortunate aspect is that the term

Kimmeridgian, and substages thereof, can have two different meanings. In

the fullest sense ( sensu anglico) , it covers the Baylei to Fittoni zones

inclusive; in the restricted sense ( sensu gallico) , it covers the Bylei

to Autissiodorensis zones inclusive . For the North Sea area, if Volgian is

used as the terminal Jurassic stage name, then Kimmeridgian is almost

certainly used in the restricted sense. If Portlandian is used instead, then

the Kirumeridgian is probably, but not automatically, used in its fullest

sense. It is clearly essential that any author or report should indicate

precisely which terminology is used.
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The details of the facies and thickness relationships of the Kimmeridgian

sequences on the onshore East Midlands Shelf are now well known following

study of cored boreholes such as those in the Wash area (Gallois & Cox 1974,

1976; Gallois 1979a) and at Nettleton Bottom, Lincoinshire (Bradshaw & Penney

1982; BGS unpublished data) , and the integrated stud y based on geophysical

logs (Penn, Cox & Gallois 1986) . Compared with these sections, boreholes

81/41 and 81/43 proved sequences of a comparable order of thickness to that

at Nettleton; boreholes 81/47 and 81/49 proved thicknesses which were

between double and treble those at Nettleton. Zonal thicknesses at Nettleton

based on study of the collected specimens, core residues, lithological log

and geophysical logs) are as follows - Baylei Zone 4.48m, Cymodoce Zone 28.39m,

Mutabilis Zone 28.79m, Eudoxus Zone 36'.49m, Autissiodorensis Zone l4.52m,

Elegans Zone 2.64m, Scitulus Zone 4.89m, Wheatleyensis Zone 8.25m, Hudlestoni

Zone 6.20m seen.

The thickness relationships of the offshore boreholes fit in well with

the known disposition of the Sole Pit Basin, with boreholes 81/47 and 81/49

occupying a position nearer the centre of deposition (Fig. 1) . Part of this

basin is shown on the seismic profile through the site of Borehole 81/41

presented in Fig. 7. The faults which apparently affected the secruence at

this site do not appear on the N-S profile and are therefore presumed to be

striking in a N-S direction. Figure7also highlights a disDarity between

onshore and offshore lithostratigraphical nomenclature. The main seismic

reflector in Fig. 7 is identified as the Kimrneridge Cla y-Corallian formational

boundary. From the Bi./4l core (Fig. 3), we know that the so-called

"Kirnmeridge Clay" includes at its base a thickness of Arnpthill Clay and the

so -called "Corallian Formation", aithouch representing a single mappable

unit in terms of offshore seismic mapDing, lumps together several units which
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onshore are mapped as separate formations; onshore, the latter formation is

therefore ranked as a Group. These disparities are straiqhtforward and

may be considered academic, but they can lead to misunderstanding in any

dialogue, and even obscure real geoloaical relationships.

Facies and thickness relationships in the Kimmeridgian of the Cleveland Basin

of Yorkshire are less well known. All the Kimmeridgiari zones from Baylei to

Pectinatus are present and zonal thicknesses, at least in the western half

of the Vale of Pickering, are known to be substantially greater than, for

example, those at Nettleton. In addition to the transitory exposures in

Filey Bay (Autissiodorensis-Elegans zones and Pectinatus Zone; Callornon &

Cope 1971, pp. 161-162; Cope 1974b, pp. 213-214) and the pits near Marton

(Eudoxus Zone and Wheatleyensis-Pectinatus zones; Cope 1974b, pp. 214-217

emend. Cope 1980, p. 84), there are a number of cored boreholes for which

provisional zonal thicknesses are available. Two boreholes drilled by the

Yorkshire River Authority at Earome [SE 6538101 and at Cliff House near

Marton [SE 7598421 in 1972-3 (Reeves, Parry & Richardson 1978) together

proved the Baylei Zone ( c l8m) , Cymodoce Zone (c 37m) , Mutabilis Zone (c 49m)

and most of the Eudoxus Zone (c 79m seen) . A borehole drilled alongside

the Golden Hill Pit at Marton [SE 72308285] in 1978 for Phase 2 of the EGS

investigation into oil shale resources proved (together with the pit section)

the Eudoxus Zone (c 89m) , Autissiodorensis Zone (c lOm) , Elegans, Scitulus

and Wheatleyensis zones (c 55m combined) , Eudlestoni Zone (c 32m) and
eer1)

Pectinatus Zone Cc Gmh (Gallois 1979b, p.60, Fig. 6) . PdI +hee thicknesses

are provisional, pending detailed study of the cores. The figure of 340m

given in Table 2 of Reeves, Parry & Richardson (1978, p.25S) for the thickness

of Lower Kimmeridge Clay in the western end of the Vale of Pickering is clearly

a mistake. The total Kimineridge Clay is c 30 gm, the Lower Kimmeride Clay

c 210m.



The figure of 385m given for the thickness of the Kimxneridge Clay in

the Fordon No. 1 Borehole (10 kin W of Speeton; Falcon & Kent 1960) and

since used for the Yorkshire sequence in general (Cope 197/tb, p.2ll; 1980,

p.83) is seriously awry. This thickness is based on the position of the

Speeton Clay-Kimmeridge Clay boundary at 1060 ft [323.lm] given by Falcon &

Kent (1960, p.29). Specimens in the BGS collections (nos Bq 9378-9476) from

1323 ft [403.3m] to 1430 ft 9 in [436.lm] show this intervaUto be in

S-oeeton Clay; the latter formation is thus substantially thicker and the

Kirmieridge Clay substantially thinner than generally understood. Micro-

palaeontological work by Dilley, quoted by Neale (1968, p.332) and Neale

in Rayner & Hemingway (1974, p.232) , had already suggested that the Speeton

Clay in this borehole may be 1200 ft [366m] in thickness (i.e. 230m thicker

tlian Falcon & Kent's account) . However, because of the obscurity of this

fact as a published statement, the implication regarding the Kiznmeridge Clay

thickness has not been generally appreciated.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Geological sketch map showing the position of the four North Sea

boreholes and onshore localities cited in the text.

2. Stratigraphic position of boreholes 81/41, 81/43, 81/47 and 81/49

in terms of zones and stages.

3. Borehole 81/41 : the zonal and bed-nurnbere Kimmeridge Clay

sequences plotted against the gamma-ray lo.

4. Kmeridgian macrofossils.

5	 Range of occurrence of selected ostracod taxa recorded in

boreholes 81/41, 81/43, 81/47 and 81/49.

6. Range of occurrence of selected dinocyst taxa recorded in

boreholes 81/41, 81/43, 81/4-7 and 81/49.

7. North-south seismic profile through the site of Borehole 81/41.
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